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Foreword
Johfi Spencet

On behalf of the Congess Organising
Committee may I edend a welcome to all the
speakers and delegates to this most important
of Intemational ConFesses.
I am delighted to have been invited by the
Committee to give rhis personal overview by
way olintroduction to rhe Congress. the theme
ofwhich is the Global Picture.
The scope of t}re subject has widened
greatly since the Kerlneth Arnold sighting of44
years ago which triggered off the so called
moderlera. Perhaps mote than any subject it is
global in every sense ofthe word.
Globalin the sense ofcovering the whole
ofthe Earth. No continentofthe globehasbeen
devoid of UFO sightings and presentations are
being made at l.his congress from Europe.
America, Australia, and Afica.
Global in the sense of embracing all of
time. Althoush t}le modern era stems lrom
1947, researcE which must at ieast be regarded
as thought provoking has lookedbackwards as
lar even as primitive man's cave paintings
Global in the sense of touching pcople
lromallwalksof life. Some researchhas shown
that there may be 'UFo-prone' individuals but
those characteristics are not confined to easily
definable groups of people. From the less educated to the highly qualified. lrom the town
drunk to United States presidents, reports of
UFos have been received. Policemen, airline

John Spencer, UK
pilots, military personnel. doctors, factorywork
irs and rhose working the land have all shared

in this globa.l phenomenon.
Global in the sense of embracing all cultules. The UFo phenomenon, in what mightbe
regarded as the technological perceplion of
exuaterreslrial spacecraft, is to some degee a
perception of the 'westem world' but even a
cursory glance at the experiences of other cul
tures such as aboriginal cultures, rural African
and South American cultures, Eskimo cultures,
native American Indian cultures and several
cultures ofthe Far East all indicate something
which, if ir is not the UFO phenomenon, is so
close a cousin that distinction is virtually irrelevant.
Global ir its effect on people. The UFO
phenomenon has been humorous at rimes, it
has been awe-inspiring and beaulitul. it has
been terrifying and lrightening and occasionally it has resulted in injury and death.
Global in the sense oftypes of events. The
UFO phenomenorl rangesft om distant sightings
seen by people to close encounters experienced
by people. From the "I saw a light and it went
away" dght througb to the "I saw a light and
ended up inside it".
A great deal ot effort has been put into
sudying the phenomenon bu1 it has to be said
thatfew results have been drawnftom it, at least
few results which are collectively agreed upon
even by specialists in the field. Many good
people all across the world are trying hard but
tley are hampered bya lack ofinvolvement by
manv ol the world's established 'comm mities .
"A small part of the jnvolvemenl thar is
needed is closer work with the scientiJic community who must open up their minds to ihe
possibilities that the UFO phenomenon will
reveal; it will have far reaching effects on physics, biology, psycholory, sociology, ml,tholosr,
meteorolos/ and awhole host of'ologies'that
even Maureen Lipman's television son has not
yet dreamed of. I say a small part because this
area has at least been tapped, with many scientists, sometimes clandestinely, working with
us.
Almost completely untapped, but perhaps
the mostimportantpaltofthe modern world in

bot} the west and now the easl., is the environment of industry and commerce which has
much to offer ttFO research and much to gain
from its experiences - iI only lrom its spin-;ffs.
The most responsible UFO grouos must
be looking towards a closer involvement and
closer funded research from these institutions
whjch have, often quiedy, been happy to tund
all sons of research in past years but which are
now more thEln ever actively seeking radical
thinking at every level.
Most importantly, the subject must be
opened up to the billions ofpeople around the
uorld that barely know of its existence apart
from lhrough sensationally biased media. ln
rhe 44 years sinceArnold's sighting there have

plethora ofbooks written, bu l. these have
ybookswrittenforspecialist!, books
written within a small club, for the members of
a small club. Very few have opened up the rue
phenomenon to the Eeneral public, vet, as the
tabloiqmedia shows, the public is fasainared by
the UFO phenomenon.
We must leam to bridge a gap bel.ween the
serious material and tabloid presentation if we
areto speak to all people at all levels andwiden
rhe involvemenl. of the world at large inl.o *le
subject. We must have the subject-viewed as
respectable for discussion, without ridicule, in
all walks of life and all social environments.
The subject must be nol. onlv on lhc academic agenda of every university'but on cvery
coffee rable and bookshelf across the world.
As regards the work to be done, we have
relied far too much on individuals lo do $e
research. This one subiect more than anv other
has suff_ ered from a lack of s3nergr: lacking rhe
erta abiliries brought to research by wellhotivated teams forging togetherrowards cofiunon
been

a

been mosfl

goals.

The UFO community must lodk lowards
building those teams so tlat research is no[

simply the work ofindividuals as ithas been in
the past. UFO organisations must not melely be
administration bodies forthose individuah;but

true working enviro[ments for motivated
groups.

need to be more open minded; we
.have We
reached a position where,

far from being
radicalthinking and opposing the closedmindi
otself in lerested establishmenl science we have
now generated just that same mentalitu within
the UFO community itself.
Several groups across America. the UK
and Scandinavia panicularly have become so
ultra-skeptic lhar rejection of the UFO phenomenon is their only way forward. We must
not fall irlto that trap and we must be ready to
le_am from the phenomenon, whatever aspect
of mankind it is touchirs.
Ofcourse scepticis; is vital, but it must be
balanced, and not limited to predisposition s to
believeonly toacertain level . Wedo not know
what the prope! level is yet.
One thing is certain. The roadahead of us
is Ionger tlan the road behind us. Let us make
sure that the steps we take on the road in the
future are more producrive than the steDs that
we have already taken because, whatever the
UFO phenomenon is, it serves no one Lo dismiss it.lightly or make it rhe preserve of

,

It does not need to be treated with awe, it
does not need to be treated with revetence or
solemnity, it certainly does not deserve to be

trealed wirh ridicule but it does need to be
addressed and its importance recognised.
Perhaps it only holds the kev to a few
atmospheric phenomena or perhaps it holds
thekeyto understanding Mankin's placein the
Univ€rse; mentally. physically or-spiritually.
Until we know for certain which. we must not
be dismissive.

Major Sir Patrick Watl
Maior Sit

PatickWall

Major Sir Patrick Wall has been president
of BUFORA since 1989 and it is with consider-

able regret that we have had to accept his
resignation at this Congress.

Personal circumstances and other dernands on his time have forced Sir Patrick to
stand down. BUFORA owes him a debt of
gratitude for his close involvement with the
company over the years and we s/ish him v/ell
for the futule.
Never easily willing to lose a good mar,
BUFORA'S plans are already aJoot for us to
persuade him to at least let us have rhe benefit
ofhis wisdom in the future without his having
to undertale the obligations of ofic€l
Si! Patdck had a long career as ConservaLive MPforHumberside and in over 30yeJs in
the House of Commons he furthered rhe cause
of Ufologr with a number of questioos.
As a NATO consultant, secuJity aspects of
UFOS \,!'ere a particular interest. Throughout
the years his contributions to the subject have
been most interesting and vital.
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The UFO Phenomenon and its
Beltil Kutdemann,
Meaning

Sweden

Bettil Kuhlefiafifi
(hoiect URD,
UFO-Sweden

ICUR)

Another psychological factor is the detri-

meltal effect of the 'official' attitude to the

existence of the UFO phenomena, with regard
to the willingness of the observers to report on
thei! experienc$.
'You do not want to have your sanity
questioned by reporting something which does
not exist,' is the attitude.
we need to compile and summanse our
findings in appropriate ways and communicate
them to scientific authorities, mass media and
to the general public, so that the message hits
hone. UFOS are lor real. The UFO phenomenon does exist!

The Phenomena and its Meaning
Beftil Kuhlemonn rcprcsents

Szaeden. He

belieaes the UFO phenornenon do6 exist.
We must not iEnote the importance ot
repo ed sensory petceplions dutinC UFO
expeiences, he arCues: although they
elude scientific delinition, they constilute
aital wo d eaidence,

Different Levels of Perception

Under the label of UFO phenomena, a
wide spectrum of phenomena are assembled,
including UFOS arld flying saucers.
Basically, however, v/e are only able to
study the (reported) characteristics of those
phenomena on a very superficial level.
Scientifl cally-proved findings are unfortunately scarce and some of the experiences of

the observers belong to domains where

instrumented scientific investiSations cannot
be carried out (such as intuitive 'hints', extrasensory perception, telepathy).
The psychological aspects of our5+ senses
is thus a very important factor in UFO resealch.
When observers report on their UFO expedences, it could be r"aluable to define the
estimations of difrerent characteristics in intervals rather than by defrnite figures, in order to
make the data of the reports on the UFO phenomena more comparable and compatible
internationally.

whatisthe mear ngof the phenomenon?
In order to come to an understanding of
this question, and the answer to it, we must
elevate ourselves to a 'lofty' position, and, from
here, dig through all the bits and pieces of the
different tlpes ofphenomena (assembled, per-

haps incorrecfly, under the label of the UFo
phenomenon) and search for and test possible
pattems. What do we then find?
Well, an invitation to work on tle development of our own consciousness (individually
and collectively) for the refinement ofhumanily and its relations to nature. [oward a cosmic
brotherhoodincluding of course a new attitude
toward peace. A truly esoteric and spiritual

invitationl

Mv Life with the Phenomenon

"

My lile *ith the phenomenon starled very
early (without including any specific UFO experiences) and went on all throughout my late
adolescence and into early adulthood with successive consciousness development steps
leading to a comprehensive and coherent
cosmological world-view and philosophy of
life.

A Brief autobiography

Bertil Kuhlemann was bom in 1931, and
with one child- He has held different

is married

positions

in scientific and industrial R & D

since 1950.
His areas of involvement i[clude: indus-

trial applications of radioactive materials,

semiconductor R & D and production, indusrrial investment and profitability analysis,
scientifi c and industrial informatiori services in
different fields and for differelt branches of
production, intematiorEl liaison for bilateral R
& D support and, during the last 12 years, he

has held the post of proiect manaper for a
comprehensive computer installation.
He has been involved in UFO research
since 1961 - particularly in the application ot
scienUfc methodologies for the investigation
of the UFO phenomena.
He is co,founder of Project URD and
UFO-Sweden and ICUR. He served as lhe first
chaiman of ICUR.
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To believe or not to believe
Cynthia Eind, ZiEbabwe, Africa
Cyt thia Htud

Cynthia Hind, Irom zimbabwe in Alrica,
relates het assessments ol lwo Aftican
coses - that of Elizobeth Klare\ who
claims she met and fell in loae with an
alien scientisl lrcm another star system,
both bearinghis child and spendingtime
with him on his home planet, and the
story of Edwin, who clains to be in
regular radio conlact with an alien
ciailisation.

An assessment of Elizabeth
Klarer
I first met Elizabetl Klarer in

1967, toparticularlyinvolved
wards Chdstrnas. I was not
with UFOS at tle time, but had written an
article on the subjecl for a local magazine in
zimbabwe.
There was a surprising spate of letters as a
result of this article, one of which mentioned
Elizabeth, and I decided to pursue the subject
at the first opportunity.
She lived in a rather 'olde worlde' apartment in a good area. She was th€n in her late
fifties, extremely elegant and charming and I
could immediately see that she had been a
beautiful woman and was, in fact, still a very
attracti!€ ladv.
She told me her storyvery matter-of-factly;

she spoke quiedy and in an unemoiional way.
Elizabeth has very exotic almond-shaped
eyes; they are a lovely shade or green and an

unusual featue. Despite the fact tlla! I found
her warm and friendly and an imrnediate rapport llowed between us, she never reveais hel
feelings through those enigmatic eyes.
She started by showing me photographs
had
she
taken of the UFO.
I was impressed. Notbeing involved in the
subject at the time, her story appeared too way
out for me to accept. But the photographs were
a 1i,tzzle; I could not believe this cultuted,
gentle woman would lake the pictures, and if
she had, then how had she produced this strange
disc-shaped object with a smooth metallic surface, dating among the clouds in almo st plalful
defiance of gravity?
Elizabeth's first contact, she alleged, had
been in 1957. She had a favourite hill not far
from her sister's farm in the loothills of the
Drakensberg Mountains which she would visit
regularly on her own.
It was here rhat she first saw the sun
bdghtly reflected off the metal surlace of the
unknown craft. She was awed, but not aftaid.
She watched as it came to a metre above
ground,
hovering silently. Soon after I met
the
her, she showed me a book she had written
about her experiences. lt was entitled Belotd
the Light Baftiq (in En8lish) and was also
publishedin Germanby tkrlveil..In the book,
she \rrites, "A pulsating hum filled the air which
caused my eardrums to pop. The circular hull
was at least 18 metres in diameterwith a rou[ded
dome in the middle with three large portholes
facing me" through which she could discem the
figure of a man, watching her.
She says of t}le spaceship: "There was a
dazzling brightness from the smooth, glasslike
surface... a bright haziness that came ftom the
Ehip itlelf'and was not the reflection ofthe sun.
She also noted that the hullwas spinning
in a clockwise motion', while the 'rounded
dome remained stationary'.
She goeE on to say that tie ship lowered

itself and the 'brightness began to hurt my eyes'.
Then it rose again. her head aching from
the vibrations in Lhe almosphere. She notes 'a
haze of white mistiness surrounding the ship'
when suddenly it was gone.
Her hat flew off her head and a strange
feeling of weightlessness made her sit down on
the grass.
Bearing in mind that this was 195 7. are not

the des$iptions peculiarly familiar to all modem UFO inv$tigators?
Months later, Elizabeth mai[tains that
she felt a compulsion to visit her 'Flying Saucer

Hill'agaio.

She drove up from Durban in her MG and,
early the next morning, rushed to what she felt

point.
The silver spaceship was resting on the
ground in a dip at the top of tlte hill. Standing
there was the tall man whom she had seen
before.
He said, "Not aftaid this time?"
He took her into t}le ship and she was
seated at a a half-moon bench in the middle of
the cabin, encircling a bubblelike lens in the
centte.
A second man at the controls acknowledgedher. Then she noticedthe doorway closing
soundlessly. The walls and doorsfused and for
a moment she felt agitated. Covers also closed
over the portholes.
Where werc they taking her? Would she
be away from her family forever?
"The whole cabin was alight with a soft
reflected light, the effect of light without shadows," she writes.
Fresh air filled the cabin and a gentle
humming sound. accompanied by a slight vibration, came from the ship.
"Therc was no sense of movement."
The mantold herhe i{as Akon, ascientist
in his star system. The other pilot was called
was the assiglation

Sheron.

Akon said,

"\

we do this in space." he explained. When the
craft's system is swirched on.'a unifiedfield of
light instandy encircles the spaceship, an electro-

gravitic field which acts on all parts

simultaneously, including the atoms of bne,s
body'.
On the propulsion system he stated .the
minimum Lemperature around the spaceship
allows her complete mobility and velo;irywitiout limits of shess or strain. There is also
feather-light landing in a state ofweightlessness
on any surface of the planet'.
Thele is no doubtthat Elizabeth was physically attracted to Akon.
her booli, ihe
describes their love affair as slarting on this [irst
trip. but I recall her telling me, it took a while
before he declared his love lor her and they
became intimate several trips later.
In fact, Elizabeth's initial report to me did
not include her sexual intimacy with Akon, nor
th€ fact thal she evenl.ually became pregnant
with his child.
Akon had told her, "We rarely mate with
Earth women. When we do, we keep the offspring to strengthen oui race and inJuse new
blood."
Elizabeth remained with her Eister May
and her brorher-inlaw Jock on rhe farm in
virtual seclusion. Apart from these close relatives, both of whom are now dead, there is
no-one to confirm her pregnancy.
The children who were then go\Ming into
adults. were awayt her daughter specialising in
London and her son at boarding school in

Ir

Natrl

She was constantly in touch with Akon
telepathically. He advised her to move to
Cathkin, a high plateau and she went to stay in
a small hotel therc for'a while.

Then, on her way back from the farm, she

had one of those encounte$ which ally her
story and her book closely to a Mills & Boon
type of novel.

e come

from a double-star

system."

Elizabeth described him as having aquiline featufes, high cheekbones, a high forehead
and fair golden hair.
"He wore a plain, close-fitting garment,
shimmering with a silvery sheen."
Akon told Elizabeth tlat rhe shiD was
shaped like a galaxy. -A spaceship is c;eared
from pure energr into physical substance, and

On the way home, she encounteN two
Russians (or so she says) who are tlavelling in
a spaceship of Russian origin, and who are

aware of her involvement with Akon. They
want to firld out the secrets of the spaceships.
Miraculously, and with some inge[uiry,
she escapes on herhorseandevades capture by
them.
Later, Al<on is in touch again. She goes to
meet him, driving in her MC. When he tales

,'ffi
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herabroad, she points outthat she can[ot leave
the carbehind, exposed to all the exigenci$ of
the weather - and for how long?
Akon immediately rectifies this. A ramp
slides out of the ship.
"Suddenly a brilliant beam of white light
enveloped the MG and shewas lifted ald suspended within the beam and drawn swiftly
forward onto the ramp..."
On the voyage to Akon's home, Elizabeth
is brought a delicious meal. They are vegetaliansandlive off thingslikefruit juices; one with
the flavour of ripe pomegranates. The salads
consisted of bright green delicate leaves and
various cut vegetables mixed with crisp nuts
and a creamydressingsprinkled over, fl avoured
with almonds and spices.
Crispy juicy fruit like large apricots $/ith
thin slices ofbread, moist and very fresh, make
up the rcst ofthe meal.
It all sounded a bit like a light lunch at the
Dorchester!
After they land, Elizabeth describes the
planet Meton. But all this is in too great detail
lor me to descdbe apart ftom the fact that
although Elizabeth writes well, it is in a too
flowery, romantic sort of way which is totally
unsuited to the story she is trying to putacross,
and one of the criticisms which she has had to
endure over the years.
I recall when she gave meherbookto read
at first, this was also my reaction: if she was
telling the truth as she saw it and wanted to
convi[ce people ofher integrity, she neededto
use far less description and change the highly
imaginative language.
During her stay on Meton, Akon presented her wit}l a ring, which I have seen and
held in my hand but of which no examination
has been made.
Akon told Elizabeth thathis home planet
was Proxima Centauri. He maintained that they
moved there from Venus which might excuse
Elizabeth's earlier claim that the spaceship and
Akon za,ere from Venus!
On Meton they have cattle with no hor[s
and pure white in colour. Theyarebred onlyfor
milk as the people are vegetarians. They also
have horses (almost inevitably, because one
must remember that this was one of Elizabeth's
fi$t love of all animals), and they have birds,
more beautiful than she had ever see[ on Earth.
She has kept a small piece ofrock which

dlopped near her during her stay on Meton and
one wonders what its composition might be.
Again,I have seen no geological analysis ofthis
material.
when Elizabeth realises that her baby is
about to be bom, she calls her sister-inlaw
Pleia, and of coune Akon too is present. They
help her through her painless birth. Akon's
magical hands rub her back and he tells her
when to bear down; she feels no tension, no
pain, no straining. She then gives birth to Ayling,
her half-alien son.
But Elizabeth's happiness is ma.rred by her
poor health; her inability to regulate her heartbeatto the higher vibratory rate of Meton, and
it becomes inevitable that she must retum to
Earth.
Finally, Akon bdngs her back in his spaceship and heir tarewellis poignant andmoving.
Shortlyafterwards,both Jock and May die
and Elizabeth decidesto retum to herlife in the
city. She has many difficult times, financially
and health-wise, but even tiough she has nevei
been robrjst 5ince that time, she srill survives
today, aged 81.
During various alleged investigations of
herstory, she becomesfriendlywith a Major, an
ex-British intelligence man, who was charming
and kindly, and who renainedher closefriend
until his death a few vears ago.
But he never replacedAkon, she told me.
Elizab eth always maintained that Akon was the
only true love of her life. And who is to say if this
$€s some dream-man conjured up by her imagination, or a reality which we can neither
understand nor accept?

Edwin's story
contact

- an ongoing radio

Richard's Bay in South Africa on the Natal
Coast, was still largely undeveloped in 1960.
This was the beach onwhich ceorge had chosen to say goodbye to his friend Edwin.
Nothing unusual about that, except that
George claimed to be a spaceman from another
planetandwasnowleaving Earth for his homeplanet Koldas in an extra-tenestdal spacecraft.
Only minutes belore, Georgehad changed
from his everyday clothes into a one-piece overall and hardly had he done this, than they
became aware of the approaching c€ft.
"Stand well back," George cornmanded,
"behind that sand dune and before the craft

arrives and when it takes off. You are notgeared
to its effects like I am."
Ed$.in did as he was told ard soon after

the disc-shaped craft landed on the beach.
It was about 50 metres in diameter with a
dome on top and an observation window where
Edwin was able to see a ligure standinginside.
As the craft landed, a column extended
below it which pushed the disc up, mising it
about 2 metres off the sand. At the bottom of the
column, a sliding door opened, with a sort of

pladormlift.

It was on this pladorm that George stood,
disappearing into the claft. Soon after, the craft
took off at tremendous speed and within seconds, it was only a dot in the sky.
Edwin was extremely sad to see his lriend
leave. Edwin worked as a radio mechanic on
fairly large tactory in Durban. During his apprenticeship therc, he was introduced to George
one day as t}le new foreman in his section.
They took an immediate liking to one
another although there were manythings about
George which Edwin found strange. One occa-

sion while working during his lunch hour
unbeknown to George, Edwin watched while

George, single-handed, moved a machine to its
correct position. Only minutes beforc the machine had been brcught into the workshop by
five men who knocked off workwhen the lunch
whistle blew.
George lived alone in a Durban Hotel and
Edwin often collected him to go fishing and
rookhim lo work on the back olhis motorcvcle.
One evening while tishing at Patter;n s
Groyne, they saw a light movingaqossthe sky.
Edwin said, "l wonder if that is a Sputnik
or a UFO?"
Subsequent to this they discussed the
matter and one Saturday evening, when Edwin
called for George. he noticed hewas carryinga
black leather bag.
There were manypeople fishingthatnight
but by 2am in the moming, everyone else had
gone.

When theywere alone, ceorge told Edwin
wantedto show him something. He opened
his bag and Edwin could see it was a radio set.
George pulled out a telescopic amenna,
consisting oI two venical rods joined bya horizontal piece, forming an H-shape which stood
about 1.5 metes high. George switched onthe
instrument and after afew moments, a stange
he

language was heard.
Georye told Edwin that this was a spacecralt homing in on hisradio. A moment later, a
voice spoke in English. The voice ryas that of

Wy-Ora, commander of the craft.
Wy-Ora explained that George was one of
tlem andthat th ey were fro m the planet Koldas
in an Anti-Matter UniverseGeorge's real name, he said, was \4adar.
They had come to Earth to fird a suitable
person to spread in-formation aboutbeingsfrom
outer space. They invited Edwin to form a
group foi them.
Edwin was overwhelmed. He was only 18
at the Lime and he felt he was Loo young. loo
inexperienced. to do anjdhing like that.
Over t}le mooths, Edwin and George became even closerftiends and George had many
questions to ask about Eadh's religions, about
whywe were so violent to one another, andas
to why we were destroying our environment.
George had read a great deal in the library
but always seemed to be an unbiased and uncritical observer.
Finally the day came when George told
Ed\rin that he had to leave and he asked Edwin
lo takehim lo Richard s Bay, to a lonelybeach,
so that he could retum to his planet Koldas in
the Confederation of the 12 planets.

Edwin's impression was always that
George came ftom somewhere in the Tohannesburg area as he seemed to know thai part well.
But the only forwarding address he left was that

one of the 'K' Hotel in Durban.
George had left Edwin with his radio ,tuner,
and he told him lo tune in on aspecific dayand
at a specific time. At rhe appoinred time, Edwin
took the tuner with him into the sugar cane
fields near his sister's home where he lived at
that time
Soon the voice came through as George
hadtold him. Theytold Edwin $at Lheywere a
benevolen[ and advanced civilisal.ion in another universe.
Their disclike craft can travel so fast that
Time becomes irrelevant. Thev use magnetic
fields which run in sueams ilhroughout rhe
uruverse.
These magnetic fields have been mapped
and are used as highwa5n, about 1.5Km to 5Km
in width. The fastest speed is rcached at the
outer edges ofthe magnetic stream, whereas in
the centre, there is no movement at all.
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Since the first broadcast, some time in
1962, hundreds of broadcasts have been made
and I have actually been present at one ofthem.

It was the 28th June 1977. I arrived early
with a friend as we were told mobt messages
came through between 6pm and 8pm. It was
winter in Durban, and Edwil's home stood
high on a hill in Pinetown, above the usually
steaming humidity of Durban.

However, as time weot on, and 8 o'clock
drew near, it became uopleasantly cold in the
room. Myfliend wanted to go home to dinner
and I hadjust stood up to say we would have to
leave when suddenly the radio activated itself
and a voice boomed oul across the room.
Subsequent analysis of this tape-rccording was completed by a linguistics professor at
the University of Zimbabwe and he stated that
the voice was definitely Japanese-American.
The name ofthe commander on that occasion was given to m€ as Herranoah.
He spoke at length about Earth people's
destruction of the environment and that, in the
end, we would finish off oui planet and have to
be moved elEewhere to live.
They were preparing such a planet for us,
and it was called Epicot. There was a climate
similar to Eath, but there were still prehistoric
animals abounding there and some of the areas
had such exhemes of climate that people v/ould
not be able to live there.
They could not guarantee who would be
saved but a percentage of Earth people would
definitely be rescued.
Today, 29 years afier commencing these
broadcasts, they are still on-going. But now less
andlessftequentlyontheradio and, more often
than not, using Edwin as a channel through
which the messages are transmitted.
They tell of the happenings in this AntiMatter Universe, ofwars which a.re never sta.rted
by them, and of new developments.
They discuss what is happening on Earth
and they cannot interfere because they cannot

intrude in the evolution oI our plaret.
Theyspeak ofthe 'good guls' (the6s€ives)
and the'bad guys'who aJe from orhe. pianets.
Sometimes the broadcasts are illed with
technical data aod appear to be beyond the
understanding of those listening: at otJrer times
the prcnouncements are almost puerile and
tell of the simplest things, like the wedding of
Commander Valder, or the celebiation of frsir
kird of Christmas!
They also have a liking for ousic and
a.lthoughsomeof itwasclassical, sungbychurch
choirs, they a.lso professed an enjo,'rnent of Iim
Reeves' country music.
One wonders how much Edwin s own
taste has inlluenced what they say they p.efer.
The point onehasto conside., and which
to me is the most important point of all, is:
what's in itfor Edwin? Or indeed fo. his me[tors?
Has Edwin gained anghing? Did his filst
mentor Philip Human (now deceased) benefit
from all the messages? And what of
n
l4ierden? What is the point of it ail and if, as I
suspect, there is a greater 'con' Eoing on (if
indeed, 'con' it be?) who is perpetrating it all,
and to what purpose?

c€rl

Conclusion

All these factors need examination a.rld it
is time we stopped casting aside cases like
Elizabeth Klarer and Edwin which, although
sounding like hoaxes, are not obviously so.
Could it be that a higher level of intelligence which we have not even dreamt about
does e*ist, and that it is here where these
stEnge cases emanate?
And on the other hand, iI this is some
psychological abenation which we don't understand, is it not time that the basic facts were
examined, if only to prepare us for the futue?
Cynthie Hi\d, PO Bot MP49,
Mount Plcasait, Harare, Zi babwe.

On the Edge of Earth
Karnryn Eoward, USA
Kathryn Howatd.

Oelated in

diction,

aotib, punctu.tion, spelling and
by the uite\ Kathryi Hoaatal)

^a.t
as rcquesteil

Kathryn Houard is lroru the USA. She
telates her own unusual and powedully
emotional expeience, the meaning of
uhich she belia)es is aital, yet still
rcmains undiscoaered. was she reallv oft
the edge ol the Earttt? Is it a true
abduction etpeience?

Followi[g is a summary of t]re one-hour
account I will give in Sheflield regarding a
presumed UFo-abduction in southem Sweden, in the last month of April, 1969, two
months before the Apollo moon landing.
The following story is true. I have not
changed anything, not even my name. For
some reason, it seems very important to hold
the tJuth. I still don't understand everllhing
that happened and continue to work on it. I am
presently working on my book with the help of
Dr. Brian Weiss, +he avthor of Many Liaes,
Many Maste6. Dr.Weiss was the heado{the

psychiatric department at Mount Sinai in Miami Beach for many years until he resigned
trom his post recenuy to work full time giving
seminars, open a private pnctice, and rrdte.
It was in Sosdala, a small village in southem Sweden. I had take[ a very long irdk into

the woods and meadows with a close friend,
Melcker, and a friend of his, Harry. Melcker
had the same experiences I did. Harfy experienced nothing. We had walked for about two
hours when we came to a beautiful spot overlooking meadows as far as the eyes could see. A
strange train passed by, one of those old choochoo types with only one car. A very healtiy
and beautiful man waved to us. He had a visorgpe haton. We waved back. To thisday,l don't
know if th ere is a tlain track going through that
meadow.
We decided to sit down and have our
picnic there. We talked about Viet-Nam a[d
Biafra. We had all seen television in oul homes
the night before: the Viet-Nam war was escalating, and little black children had swollen
stomachs and blonde hair, staiing to death. It
was honible. I started to cry. I didn't understand how such things could happen witiout
anybody doing anlthing about it. I felt very
confused about the world that I lived in. We
were all young and very depressed about what
was going on in our world and we felt helpless.
Just then, for some inexplicable reason,
Melcker and ! both looked up to the sLj'. As we
did. we saw something, suddenly, immovable,
and soundless, above us in space.lt vras metalgray in color v/ithout windows. I can't describe
*!e size of it, How could anyone measure the
distance in space when the eyes meet an unexplainable object out therc, an obiect one has
never seen before? Your senses are so heighteredwith childlike curiositJ'. And there isusualy
Iear of the unknown. But we were not afraid.
It is hard to describe the form, because it
was so unbelievably fast. It was like a giant
helicopter with legs. When I draw it, it looks
like a disc. but it was oval-shaped. We were
looking at it lrom its side. It was above us. We
didn't notice any windows, only the object itself
in space. It was so strange, because I can't
describe the distance between myself and it,
either. It seems like it was above us, but at the
same time, it seemed to be very far away, or in
another light in some way. We looked at it, and
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itis somethingwe onlylooked at andbefore we
had time to really study it, it was already gone.
Just like that. Poof. we lroticed how they, the
"legs," vanished into the flyiltg "maehine," or
whatever it \{as, and then when they went in
and up, it disappeared, inaudibly. Straight up
and out away lrom the earth. So fast.
I was so shocked and noticed at the same
time that it had disappeared, the sky also disappeared. There wasn't any blue color. The word

''sky"disappeared. Everythingwasiust space. lf
one had to give it color, one would say that it
was a transparent grey. It was like a Tv sqeen
when it isn't on. No color.
I asked Melcker, "did you see tiat, too?"
He said, "Yes." I asked, "what was it? It didn't
flylikean airplane. An airplane goesaround the
earth, not shaight out. And il. didn t make any
noise. It just disappeared straight out away
lrom the earth. That must be what people call a
UFO." we continued to talk about it like we
didn't know what was happening.
we turned our heads and looked in front
of us. There, right in flont of us in space was,
what I called at the time, the moon, exactly like
the Jilm footage and photographs flom the
Apollo moon landing.
It was just like that, beige, completely
lound, three-dimensional. It was right in ftont
of us, in the space, and we could see how it
moved, sailed in space. we saw it revolve. And
then there were really enormous craters, big
holes in the moon. On the left Eide ofthe moon
there was a light space, and then it was black,
completely black. This is the only way anyone
will understand what I saw with my own eyes
here on earth.
There wasn't any light coming ftom the
right side of the moon.I don't know where the
lightcameftom.I have no idea,because I never
turned my head around. It's almost like somebody had taken something like this on my head
that prevented me hom looking around, and
then had gone all the way out into space, on
both sides, as far as the eyes can see, and the
only thing I could see then, was in front ofme
and all the way around to the sides of my head.
Like a pie cut in hall and I was able to see
everything for 180 degees. A perfect parabolic
curve. Nothi[g behind me at that time. It was
like lookirg through an optic lens that brought
the universe with il, so big, as if one were in
space with them.

we were very confused. "We must stand
up," I said.'We must walk on the earth." I got
the feeling that I had never experienced what it
was like to walk on the earth. The moon was
therc the whole time, until something happened that I dont remember for the rest of the
elltile day and into the night.
I have always rem€mb€red what happened
Ior what I guess to be about thirty minutes or
less. I thought perhaps we had died. "Has
something happened to us? Have Melcker and
I died here?" I asked Harry. "Do we look
normal to you? " He said 'Yes. But the way you
behave and talk, I don't understand. What are
you talking about? " He thought we were joking
at first, and we couldn't believe that he didn't
see what we did. It seems that from that point
on, Harry wasn't involved in any way. I have no
memory of him. It was onlymyvoice talking to
Melckerthe wholetime, asking questions, making comments about everything. I felt that if I
didn't talk, I wouldn't remember it. Melcker
didn't say much eithe!. I talkedthe whole time.
I sat with my knees be[t up and my arms around
my legs. I felt as if the earth was expanding and
it became so incredibly large...
It seemedto grow in front ofus. I sawthe
meadows and the tees, so large. I said, "How
shange. Look at the earth. It's so huge. I can see
the cui ture of the earth. It's like the whole
universe, righthere. We're sitting right on top of
the universe."
I felt this very strongly. I felt that we were
so little, but at the same time, we were so large.
I got the feeling that the eartl was just like a
marble. I looked down and around, but at lhe
same time, the marble was iust as large as the
moon I saw in ftont of my eyes, in its natual
size, in space.
I felt like I moved alEo. The sensation of
moving very fast in space was enormous. I felt
like I was Eailing in space. Everything had the
feeling of sailing in space. Then, we heard a
sound like the sound of a heartbeat through a
stethoscope. The same echo, the same static,
the same breath. I said, as il I knew what it was,
"Listen, it's the rhythm of the universe. Listen
to the rhythm ofthe univeNe pulsating." It was
so powerful. It permeated the entire space.
I stood up and staded to walk on th e earth.
I don't think Melcker ever got up and walked.
I did, and felt the gass under my feet. "If we
walk over to the trees in the distance, to the

edge of the earth, we could fall ofr," I told
Melcker, "and land on the moon there." And
then I laughed and understood for the first time
that we could fa.ll off right where we were, that
we were actually on the very edge of the earth.
And then I understood that I stood in the edge
of space, precisely in it - whele the space ends
and the earth begins. I expedenced gravity
completely.
I said, "I feel like a puppet on strings," as
I lifted my arms above my head. "I'm upside-

down on the earth, sideways, forwards,
backwards every which way at the same
time !" Melcke! felt it, too. I asked him the entire
time, "Do you have this feeling?" and he arlswered, "Yes."
Then we experienced something within
our minds. not outside of us. It was amazing
and frightening. We sw the evolution of the
human racelrombeginningto end. It happened
very rapidly. lt was like watching a movie reel.
You know how people who think they are
dying say they sometimes see their life unfurl
before them in seconds. It seemed to be all in
just a split second. And then everj{hing became
very clear to us. I can't rcmember now what
happened, butl sawthatthe human racewould
annihilate itself. I started to cry and asked
Melcker, "did you see that, too," and he did,
and also cried. I felt tlle deepest compassion
and love for the whole human mce and the
planet eath. I felt this in a way I have never felt
before orsince.I said, "It doesn'thave tobe like
thar, you know. lf everyone could experience
this, what we are experiencing right now, none
of that would happen. There wouldn't be any
staffingpeople in theworld. There wouldn'tbe
any wa6. Everlthing could be beautiful, like it
is here now." And then I said, with feeling, "but,
it doesnt matter. There is nothing we can do."
And I was weeping, but with such deep love and
compassion. The leelings of indescribable love
started to take me over completely. Il you can
irnagine. the feelings of lovewere justas powerlu I as any ofrhe visuals t havealreadydescribed.
I looked at my body and felt tiat it was onewith
the earth, one with the human race, one with
the unive$e. I cant explain it, but it was like
experiencing thal. you are one with eveqrthing.
bu( that the experiencer in you is what thi
difference is. That whatever is was that was
seeing all of this was the very meeting of rhe
edgeofspace.Il. s veryhard to express in words.
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I realised that there was no time. That time
did not exist, except in our minds. I felt all ofthis
and then I said, while I cried, ,,If Hitler stood in
front of me [ow, I would put my arms around

I

love him.,, I tumed
around to look at Melcker and said with incledible emotion, "because he didn't know. He
didn't know what he was doing. Ii he had
known, he never would've done it." This is still

him and tell him that

extremely hard for me to swallow and to believe
tJlat I could ever say such a thing, since I am half
Jewish. My feelings about violence and bigotry
were always very negative. It seems to me that
it was exactlyar*lis point, jusratthis moment,
wien I lelt total love. withoutjudgement ofany

kind, for everyone and everything, that the
experience ended. At least my consicousness
seemed to end here. This was approximately
l1oon.
Then, we were back in Melcker's home in
Sosdala late ar 1l.00pm. We sat on rhe sofa

talking. The three of us sat there and talked
about ltothing. Suddenly, I asked, ,'How did we
get he.e?" Melcker and I remembered every-

thing up until the time

I

feel we loit

consciousness. We had no idea how we got
backtothishouse so farawav. We knowthatwe
didn'twalkback. Noteven Harry knewhow we
8ot there. We don t remember that we walked
back. I don'tknowwhyitendedwiththe moon.
Why I didn t stand there longerand walk more

The strangest thing of all is that I never
wrote about it at the time. I, who wrote everything, did not write the date down. We juit
continued to go about ourbusiness not understanding what had happened to us.
About oneweek later, Melcker and I were
dliving in my car to his house. He suddenly
said, "pull the car over. There is something in
theslry. I parked rhe carand wegot outto look.
The sky was still very dark, which in Sweden
means that it couldnt have been much later
than Apdl. Filled rvith millions of stars, there
$'as one light that was circling the earth. We
stood there and watched it, and then Melcker
said, "Let's drive down to the beach where we
can see it better." We did so, and stood on the
sand looking up. There it was, moving with
such incredible speed. Then. suddenly. it
sloppedand allthe stars in the skydisappeared
al. the same time. tt was pitch black. except for
that one light so far away in the darkness.
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Melcker, who hardly spoke English, said, "look,
it's oul etemity," v/ith tears in his eyes and full
of emotion. I agreed, a6 if I knew what he was
talking about. And then we were walking back
to the car, sort of in a daze. Just beforc we got
into the car, these strange things app€ared over
our heads. They were small, rectalgular-shaped
objects. They zapped around, making a stange
noise, like "zip, zip" - and when I went to touch

them, I felt nothing. They looked like a solidified, colorlul plasma. There was something
fluid about them. Again, this is very hard to
describe. We got into the car and drove away.
I did nothing about any of this until sixteen years after the elperience. I had moved
backtoAmerica in 1982 andwasvisiting Stock-

holm in 1985.

Bertil Kuhlemanl, who had become a
very dear ftiend of mine, thought that I should
meet Dr. Nils-Olof Jacobson, a psychiatrist in
southem Sveden, to do hl4rnosis and linallytry
to find out what happened to me during those
many hous of supposed amnesia.

The original plan was to continue hlpnofor one week, but due to a vely serious chest
cold that I had, we only eorked together one
day. I became too ill to continue and had to
retum to America on a ticket that couldn't be
changed.
I prefe! to read the important exceryts
from that four-hour rccorded session. Therefore, they are not wlitten here.
sis

Crop circles: the search for
an answer
.Ienny
United
Randles,

e\)

KLngdom

Ovedoyed that the great emperorEee-Tee
had sent them a newsign the people of Wessex
reloiced. For here was the llvay to make everyone happy once more.
The munchkins, in particular, were very
pleased and announced to theirfriends the glad
tidings tlrough song and danceandthe printed
word. They were very grateful and so were all

Dyslexic Martians, rqndy rabbits ot the O
frcm the ozone layer? These are just some
ol the wild explanations put lorward to
explain the mystery of the crop circles.
But can any of them be coftect? The UK's
Jenny Randles, BUFORA'9 dircctot of
inaestiEations, discoaerc that the wholz
issue has gone lull circle!
was

a

Once upon a time, not so long ago, there
stnnge and distant land known as Wessex.

Although mostly a happy place where merry
lights danced iathe skies and strange folk came
from many miles to worship at the geattemple
ofwarminster;at this moment in historyallwas
not well.
Indeed, the wicked witch of Westminster
and her minions (the Heselteenies from the
land ofMod)had decreed that the merry lights
should no longer dance because they were
illusions. The folk flocked no more down the
yellow brick motorway to see tlie wondrous
sights and the people of Wessex were very sad.
But, as in all good fairy tales, there was to

be salvation. One day, a farmer, (having just
exchanged his Volvo for a bag of beans) was
sureying his fi elds and speculatingaboutthings
thatclimbhigh into the clouds,when cast down
beforehimhe espiedastrange roundhole in the
ground.

the bank managers in Wessex.
But the story was not ended. For dark
clouds loomed on the horizon in Wessex. A
group of meanies known as the Blue Meadens
were gathering under the spell ofa wise magician mentor.
He spoke forth that the round circles in
farmers
lhe
fields were not whal t]te people of
Wessex desired. That they were not magicalat
all. That they did nor even belong ro the people
oI Wessex. but that orher magical circles had
appeared in many lands. Disasterl
Down came a tomado from the slg/ to
whisk away the magic circles.
This is. of course, a purely allegorical legend. lt bears no relarionship whaBoever with
the truth ol what has happened in the land of
Wessex (the English counties of Hampshite
and Wiltshire) throughout the past 12 summers.
It should not be confused in any rmy with
real people or real events - especiallynot those
who can afford to employ lawvers.
Well - not very much, it shouldn't anyway.
In fact, I trust that nobody will be offended
by this little tale. No disrespect is intended
against any individual, who all simply and honestly reacted in the way they felt was correct
and since, at the moment, nobody actually
knows who really zc,as conect, this is fair enough.
However. whilst lhe allegory has meaning
in a deeper, more generalised sense. the true
story of the magic circles is one that is highly
illuminating for those of us who are intrigued by
the study of stange phenomena.
There is no need to discuss here what the
so-called crop circle phenomenon is because
this has done extremely well in the books that
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I list as an appendix at the end of this article.
However, for anybodywho hasbeen holidaying oll Pluto over the recent past, a very brief
resum6 as it follows.
ln August 1980 a couple olroughJv circular, flattened areas of crop appeared sudderly
and inexplicably in Wiltshire fields. The crop
wasllotdead, but layered and banded gently by
unknown energies.
Overthe years since then, more and more
have appeared (from three in 1981 to almost
700 in 1990). Most were basically round (but
not exactly circular) . Others were in fomations
of usuaily three orfive. There were rings, combinations of rings aIId circles and - especia]ly in
1989 and 1990 - a few highly complex pattems
including bars, rectangles and arms which are
temed pictograms.
At first, it was assumed that this was both
a new and an escalating phenomenon. The
latter is clearly true from the figures; although
dispute rages over how many of the recent
explosion of cases are the result ofan epidemic
of hoaxing triggered by the massmedia interest.
As for the circles being new, this is apparently disproven. Examples have been tnced
back as far as 1503 (in Holland) and there are
nowdozens of documented q@mples, andsome
photogaphs, prc-dating those firstfinds in 1980.
Plenty of these are not from Wessex. Indeed, virtually all of the pre-1980 British cases
come from other counties sprinkled liberally
around the land
Some24 overseas countries are also known
to have generated cases and the total regularly
increases as reports (both old and new) are
traced.
In a sense the study of crop circles (now
termed 'cereolos/ by some ofitsproponents) is
a minoi to the history of the UFO.
We have an opportu[ity with allthe hindsight and expertise of our modern UFO
knowledge to efiectively go back in a time
machine to 1947 and watch the mystery start
anew, escalate rapidly and then spread o ut i[to
the complexweb ofphysical, psychological and
social factors such as we can see today.
For that reason alone - irespective of the
solution to the crop circle riddle - it is invalu
able to look at how we as a socie\i have
investigated the mystery.
When the fint circles appeared there was
an interesting split.

The media quickly saw the potential of a
'good story'. For them an answer was the last
thing they wanted as nothing sells paperbetter
than an unsolved mystery.
As time went by, this factot became ever
more important, but a new twist was added. At
first only alewmedia sources were sporadically
interested. It was easy to just repeat the m!'ths
each summer, with pictures of the latest pattems, and pretend asif ithad neverbeen covered
before.
However, once the subject went beyond
the occasional item and became mass media
coverage, nationally and internationally, it was
vital to inject controversy. So the answe$ were
set up, shot down, debated andthen discarded.
The desire to avoid complete solutions remained.
Aligned with the media were many ofthe
UFO and occult groups and researchers who
still lived in Wessex and thought fondly of the
daj6 when the stone circles, mystic legends,
UFO skj,watches aJId other paraphemalia during the swinging sixties had made this 'the'
place to be.
It was inevitable that they should boost
the image that circles were created by UFOS,
even though there was neverany real evidence
forthis. When the fimt major national publicity
in several tabloids spread over a five dayperiod
in 1983, the hype did not generate one single
UFO sighting that was reported to tie in with
circle creation - despite the then populadty of
the Spielberg movie E?and the media lascinationwiththe idea that circies were the result of
a landed spaceship.
I spoke with one journalisr who was instrumental in this publicity at the time and he
assLued me that spaceships cauld .teate the
circles, even though the marks were always
different sizes and never sj.mmetrical, because
they 'skidded on impact'. He was being quite
s€nous.
Other ftinge uJologists were quoted as
explaining the lack of evidence for a UFO link
as due to the spaceships 'coming at night' or
'being invisible. These were desperare rejoinders, butthey satisfiedboth the media and other
ufologists because this was the sort of answer
they tuanted. to hear. As they say, never let the
facts get in t}le way of a good legend.
For the general public things were rather
differerlt. It is often forgotten by those of us

ensnared by the UFO mJ'stery that some 90% of
the population couldn't give two hoots fo! a

This, we now know, was a hoax by the
Daily Mirror hoping to fool other national

UAP or daylight disc.
Whilst many of us go around as if it is th€
most important thing in the cosmos, much of
humanity finds it nothing but a quailt eccentricity practised by the intellectual equi!'alents
of the dodo.
However, it was inevitable that they should
debate the crop circles - in pubs, bars and
round the dinner table. The greater the inllue[ce of the publicity, the more this effect has

newspapers into producing a silly story.
As time has gone by, such media hoaxes
have continued but they have beenjoined by an
increasing level of 'fun' hoaxing by those who
just want to revelin the publicirv withoutfinan-

occured.

These people were responsible lor two
things - the hoax theory and the silly hypotheses that pepper the middle ground of cereologr.
In fact, if we examine the records we find
that hoardng was never taken all that seriously
by the hrming community. Although somefarmers thought the marks were the result ofjokers
intruding on their land (and in the ea.ly dals
celeologists were more likely to have a close
encounter with a shotgun than with a a UFO
when surveying a field), in the main they dismissed the idea.
This is demonstrated by ar'enquiry betote
the massive publicity of 1988/89 which was
made by Paul Fuller, BUFORA'S circle specialist.
PaulaskedthepoliceinWessexhowmany
reports of vandalism they had received from
farmers in theyea$before Lhis. Hewas hoping
to trace cases of circle markings that may have
occurred before the term 'crop circle' was inventedto offer a pigeon hole into which to slot
cases.

He found that there were no such reports.

In otier words, famers had clearly not been
concerned by the marks that allegedly did sometimes appear and there was no sign ofa beliefin

widespread hoaxing as the answer.
Having said that, once the image that
circles could be faked was put into the public
eye, there was inevitable pressure to live up to
it. The number of hoaxed circle cases which we
&n oa, about (ftom admissions, suspicious featules or pure logic) ,as risen steadily year by
year.
The first one we are certain of was the
quintuplet (just about the most complex pattern that fomed in the first five or six yeals)
which appeared alongside a second rcal (?)
quintuplet at Westbury in 1983.

cial reward, plus, more rarely, 'commercial'
hoaxing (ie. to advertise products or sell to the
media methods on how to hoax circles) and a
good deal of the 'I'll show you dummies' type of
hoaxing - generat€d to prove that whilst everyone seems impressed by the circles they ought
to have considered trickery a bit d€eper.
Everything ftom rings, ringed circles and
right up Lo atleast one complex pictogram - so
good that some cereologists now speculate only
a precision army team could have done it! - are
the result. Many have zot been spotted right
away, despite tequent claims by cereologists to
the contrary.
Frankly, the only true argumens against
hoaxing as tre answer to the entire problem is
rhar the phenomenon is now proven to be so
widespread. both geographically and historically, this does not work.
It is most unlikely that a 500 year hoax
could have such intemational appeal and staying power. Far more likely is that there is a
simple, consistent ard recunent phenomenon
that causes these circles to appeaJ, but which
may be growing more 'clear cut' in appearance
due to changes in our envilonment.
The public enjoyed the game of 'what do
Jio, think the circles are?' and this in itself was
the only reason why endless speculation commenced.
At first it was fairly moderate - with ideas
like hedgehogs mating (based on real habits of
hedgehogs who do create rcugh circular areas
during mating) .
Other types of animals werc soon introduced when this theory failed to carch on; ie.
amorous rabbits, foxes making lairs and - easily
the daftest - the catde produce circles when
they have wind (ie. 'bovine flatulence', as the
theory was termed with typical British modesty
- one can only boggle at what the Americans
might have called it!)
It soon became necessarJr to be very inventive when iinding a solutior. It had to be
sufficiently original to wanant mention. These
could fall into several categories.
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There was the superficially scientific

-

such as the idea that the circles were the result
of fungal growth - a load of rot, in other words.

Some rings are formed

in this way, but the

extension to the phenomenon of layered, com-

plex patterns was never on and achieved
attertiolt lrot becauEe of its credibility but because it was seemingly novel and go made some

news.
Then there was the conspiracytheory. The
usual trick here was to blame the govemment.
So we found accusations in the early days that
it was the result of remotely piloted drones on
tests from wessex military bases.

His rcal problem stems ftom the understandable desire to modily his theory at a
prodigious rate to try to fit all of the facts.
At first, he postulated a 'fair weather statiomry whirlwind' - ie. rather like a dust devil
in a hot place which sucks up rubbish in a
shopping mall or sand in the desert.
He devised a combination ofmeteorological and geographical facto$ that matched what
we were seeing and seemed, by 1983, to many
(me included!) to have the whole thing sewn
up. His support from the two very different
quarters came for two very different reasons.
Farmers werc generally impressed because

we had a wonderful image of German
bombs from World War II lying under gound

they were long familiar with whirlwinds on
their land picking up loose hay or com. Many

for decades and now suddenly detonating to
implode the earth in circles as their chemical
constituents decayed. And in 1990 a leading
Frcnch scientist upgraded this brand of solu-

reported in the firct dals of cereolosr that they,
or their fathers, or their fathers' fathers, had
occasionally found swirled areas which it was
long accepted were the result ofthe wind.
The modem oneswere more regularlooking, but so what?
Ufology, on the otherhand, was in a phase
of ntionalisation which saw itself keen to become more scientifr c. Forthis reason itregarded
the whirlwind theory as a pedect antidote to the
excesses ofboth the media and their extremist
colleagues and possiblytendedto over-emphasise its impact because of that; although many
honesdy felt it fitted the facts.
But which facts?
These seemed to change with time. As
more and more complex circle pattems formed,
the whirlwind theory (as its critics loved to call
it in derisory manner) began to drown amidst
t}le evidence.Atthis point (circa 1987) a crucial
crossroads arrived.
It was possible that Dr Meaden and his
suppofi ers could have said'our theoryworks in
the simple cases' (ofwhich virtually all historical and most foreign cases are, incidentally)
but laik for the recent complex formations.
It fails because these are the result of
something else - very likely hoaxing that is
occurring in the wake of widespread publicity
and perhaps. at dmes.Irom rhe hands olsome
folk who desperately want to shoot down the
mundane explanation so effectively ofrered by

tion when he suggested that the circles were the

producl of a secret weapon utilising energy
beams firedagainst target aircrafr and bouncing

back to earth.
Finally, we have a whole host of purely
amusing theories, which range from the content of ailcraft loos falling out of the sky and
melting, to one bright spark's image of the hole
in the ozone layer (a letter'O'naturally), falling
to earth and producing the rings.
It is not clear where tlis will lead possibly nowhere. The number of new ideas is not
infrnite and the tact that silly rheories arebeginningto run outcould contribute to the decrease
in popularity of the circle mystery amongst the
general public.
If therc is nothing to speculate about then
the attraction will soon wane.
As fo! the farmers - whom you might
expect to be the ones most likely to have the
best answers - oddly they aligned themselves
very early and in large measure with two odd
bedJellows.
These were Dr Terence Meaden and his
maverick band of meteorologists, who suggested that the weather was to blame, and a
$owing body of 'serious' uiologists, of which
BUFORA has been the most prominent.
In fact, Dr Meaden was on the scene ofthe
first circles and published reports on a regular
basis from then on. He has done excellentfield
study work whose value cannotbe (butoftenis)
underestimated-

-

whirlwinds.
Frankly, this is a view to which I, personally, subsqibe.
However, it was instead decided to upgrade the theorv, bringing in ionisation and

explosive vortices that could split on impact
arld produce virtually any pattern you choose.
This had two effects; one good, one bad.
The good news was that it offered a way oI
completing the circle, as it were, and finally
brioging UFOSback into the picture. Any strange
lights seen near circles were now plasma vortices.

In fact, many stBng€ lights seen lrowbere
near circles were plasma vortices as well, according to some ufologists (one not a million
miles away ftom this sheet of paper).
But there was bad news too. The steadily
accumulating eyewitnesses who had seenwhat
appears to be the wiod producing crop circles
were notvery obviously describing plasma vortices.
Instead they were describing what sound
for all the world like those boring old {airweather
stationarywhirlwindswhichhadbeen discarded
when the circle mystery turned nasty on its
would-be reductionists.
This rather leaves the suspicion that a
good ideawas in danger ofbeing squandered by
leaping a vortex too far.
Of course, the pictograms and the problemsfacingthe whirlwind Lheorywerea blessing
for lhose long forgotten alien spaceship worshippers.
In my view, the problems with the vortex
that they foresaw are more apparent than real
and due to over-elaboralion and a pointless
attempt by the moderates to squeeze in all the
complex patterns ever found.
By sticking to what they do well - resolv-

iog the basic circles

-

trouble is limited.

Nevertheless, there has been a dramatic resurrection of the 'alien intelligence' school.
Admittedly it is in its new guise. .After all
those invisible spaceshipswere getting less and
less credible, so this was inevitable.

Now we find a newbreed of theorywhich
suggests that somealien intelligence is spelling

outmessag$in ourqop, perhapswarning usto
mend our wicked ways.
Unfortunately, these Martians seem a lit,
tle dyslexic. The only message they have so far
managed to spell out in English (We are not
alone) had one of the'N'sthe wrongwayround
so they have seemingly decided to resort to
cryptic symbology inst€ad.
The great new game olcereolosris decoding the messages and we have already had

suggestions that we should employ school children to solve the message with a few computers
orelse carve up a field with a copycatpictogram
to send a reply back to whence it came from.
Trouble is, if we don't know what they are
telling us, one shudders at the prospect ofwhat
we might, as a consequence, be telling theml
A whole new direction for the 1990s - a
sod ofcosmic ecology, which sees the Earth as
aliving conscious entity and the crop circles as

psychosomatic zits, responding to our destruction of the biosphere, is emerging from the
maelstrom and seems destined to be the next
great phase.
As this brief survey of the sociology of the
crop circles illustrates, from humblebeginnings
the world of cereolosr has rapidly become as
combaLive. riddled with dissent and paranoia
and just plain dafl as the wonderful world of
ufologr.
It is illuminating to look at these past 12
years alongside the 44 years ofthe UFO movement. The parallels are striking.
UFOS appeared outofoowhere when the
\^/orld was in need of a new distxaction. In-

stantly they were invested with alien

connotatioru to fit the mood of the era, despite
the ratherawkward drawbackthattherewas no
evidence for this within the phenomenon.
Increasingly odd ideas were proposed to
explain away the UFOS (ie. 'debunk' them, as
all explanations are called). Graduallya school
of rationalist ufolos/ arrived, proposing that
UFOS were real azd novel phenomena but
caused by nothing too exciting.
This rang immediate alarm bells in the
minds of the diehards and lo and behold the
phenomenon changed its spots - generating
evidence that simply could not fit in with
reductionist UFO research
Abductions with their messages to a decaying Earth wele so emphasised bythe media
and ufologyalike that itwas soon forgotten they
represented less than I o/o of the mystery.
The other 99u%, which remained iust as
simple and mundane as before, got swamped
andwas ignored.It was possible to pretend that
the maiority was now inelevant. Only the abductions (for which cercologists should read
the pictograms - less than 2% of circles) were
significant.
Meanwhile the rationalist ufologists forsook their efforts to deal with the basic
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phenomenon and started scratching about ever
morc convoluted ways of making the abductions fit their logical explanations.
As a consequence, people stopped taking
lhe rationalists seriously and inst€ad listened
anew to those who held up the abduction as
proof that the mys(ery truly was mysterious,
and the cause far more alien after all.
Out o{ &is came ihe wellspring of a new
breed ofufologr- another sort of cosmic ulologr
- where the aliens were now deeply coocemed
about how the bio$phere ofour Earth was being
upset and as a consequence passing messages

wam us to mend
ourwicked ways.
lnotherwords,we're backwhere we came
in. Now what do we make ofthat?

afl d putting marks in fields to
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IIFO update from down under
Paul Norman, Australia

Paul Noman frcm Austrulia discusses
the latest lindings on the Frcd Valentich
cqse the losl pilot who disappeqrcd,
olonguilh his lieht aitcruft. in mid-fligh(.
Is abduction a possibility? Similat ceses
exisl ol pilols uho haae liaed to tell the
tale. A comprchensiae update including
close encountef inztestigations, and a link
between wate\ crop circIes and UFO
sightinEs.

During 1990, the most positive evidence

to emerge concerning the disappearance of
pilot Frederick Valenlich was ended associated with the presence olan unidentified flying

object.
Although the greatest mystery in Australian aviation history occurred twelve years
previously, the witnesses did not discuss their
sighting except with close friends and relatives
because of the ridicule barrier constructed by
uniformed sceptics of 'The Australiad Kind'
and misinformation generated bythe anti-UFO
lobby groups.
The information came to the Victorian
UFO Research Society (V( FORS) from three
observers, two of whom rcside in Coffs Harbour, New South Walesandthethirdwitness is
from Victoria.
Four people, one now deceased, were

rabbit hunting two miles west of Apollo Bay,
Victoria, just after 7pm on that particular
evening, when they observed a large bright
green light above an aircraft flying flom the
southwest toward the Cape Otway lighthouse.
They recognised the aircraft by its lights.
(The Cessna l82L was the only aircraft near
Apollo Bay at the time.) Th€ witnesses assumed
the aircraft waE flying in to land at a nearby
airstrip although they could not identift/ the
green light.
Next morning the newE broke on lront
pa8eheadlines thatan aircraftwas missing over
Bass Stnit. The incidentwas being treated as an
ordinary airplane disappearance and a search
and rescue operation was in progress.
Several other pilots flying at the time were
tuned to the same radio ftequency. The UFO
connection became public when one oI the
pilots tipped offthe press.
From thattime the details began to unfold
and still continues as other information comes
to light.
VIJFORS has been reconstructing the UFO
activitythrough the years, using reportsas they
came to hand. Briefly, that particular period of
UFO activity commenced around Bass StFit,
six weeks prior to the pilot's disappearance.
We were receiving an increasing number
of phone calls from peoplewho reported erratic
moving lights in the sky until the sightings
reached a peak the veryweekend ofthe disappearance. One of the most outstanding daytime
sightings witnessed by 35 people who reported
two large cigar-shaped objects latchedtogether
by two silver beams, appeared at 3pm near
Geelong, 45 miles west of Melbourne.
There were other daJrtime sightings of silver-coloured objects in the Eky the same day,
(mosdy daytime disks).
Prior to the most recent report which
came to our attention, we had twenty rcports
fromwitnesses who had observed a brightgleen
lightout over Bass Stlait, in the same direction
and atthe sametime the pilot was reporting by
radio to Melbourne Flight Service.
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l,ocations of the observers ranged lrom
Portsea, F6nkston, Brighton and Geelong to

motorists along the Great Ocean Road near
Lorne.
We know ftom witnesses camped along
the Parker River, five miles east of Cape Otway
lighthouse that the blue andwhite Cessna 182L
circled over their heads and headed toward
King Island at 7pm, conlirmed from an official
radio transcript between the pilot and Mel,
bourne Flight Service and the Australian
Department of Tramport.
We know from the same transcript that at
7.lopm, the pilot reported that he was orbiting
(turning) and the object was orbiting above
him, although, at the time we did not know the
direction in which he was turning, apparentty
trying to get away from the object.
We know the pilot was describing a long
shaped metallic craft with a green light and it
was affecting his engine. We nowknow, thanks
to the witnesses who have recently come forward,thathe hadturnedto hisrightandheaded
back Loward the Capeway lighthouse, possibly
to pick up his heading to proceed lo King
Island, which was his intended destination.
That night, one of the v/itnesses told his
\rife about the $ighting. She only laughed io
disbelief. Next morning he told his friendswho
believed he saw the airdaft butlaughed at him
wbeo the green light was mentioned.
He realised thert the useless effort. Who
would believe him anyway?
If we had known of the sighting at that
time, the search operation could have been
confined to a more specific area with a better
chance of success, ifthe plane had crashed.
The description ofthe oblect was identical
to other cigar-shaped UFOS leported from all
ove! the world, at various times, by people from
all walks of life.
The large objects have been reported in
various stages dispatching or launching $maller
and/or receiving them back much like aircraft
carriers launch airplanes at sea, only the UFO
operations are irl the sky.
To give some examples,letus reviewsome
ofthe cases lrom the past.
On 29th ,anuary 1954, the well-known
ercounter of Captain James Howarcl, while
flying a Boeing Stratocruser fro New York to
London, sighted a large cigar-shaped object
with six smaller objects flying in formation,

three infrontandthreebehindthelargerobject.
He called the passengers'atrention to the
objects andthen reported the strange tralfic to

Goose Bay, Labrador, from whence an interceptor was sent to investigate.
Asthe interceptordrew near, the six smaller
UFOS returned to the large one which then
disappeared at fast speed.
This case is mentioned specifically because scientists at the American Air Force
sponsored proj ect in Boulder, Colorado, headed
by Dr Edward Condo[,were unable ro explain
the incident.
In Dr Condon's report, possibly rhe only
book ever written with the conclusions at the
lront to discourage people from .eading any
further, states:
"This is an unusual, natural phenomenon,
so unusual, in fact, it has not been reoorled
before or since
Colleagues at the project said rhey doubted
Dr Condon ever read his own repon because
over one third of the cases studied remained
unexplained. We knowfor a fact tha! Condon's
statement was mis-information.
We were requestedto visit the prolect and
present examples of Australian cases. Three
cases from Australia were presenred. !r'hi(h
had not only been reporled bLtt were in\esligated by bolh privale and official invesrigarors,
and we know of at least 28 other :uth tases
presented flom various sources to the project.
Such cases indicate that the capability to
abduct an odinary aircraft may be redL!
Anothe! such incident occurred on the
evening of 22nd August 1968, above the
Nullarbor Plain of Western Australia, described
by Captain cordon Smith, piior for the
Murchison Air Services-Southern Airlines of
Western Austnlia. The interview was co ndu cted
by a psychiarist consullant ol VUfORS.
The Captain's report:
"Captain Wafter Garden and my5elf were
returning from Adelaide to Perth on a charter
flight. The aircraft was an 8 place Pipe r Navajo.
registratiol VH-RTO, retuming empty from
Adelaide.
"At first sightirg, I was asleep ion the
cabin. Walter was at the conttols. We were
cruisingat8000feetwith a true airspeed of 190195 knots and tracking 270 magnetic.
"At 0940 GMT (1740WST) Walter abruplly
wakened me in great excitement and asked me
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to come tothe cockpit quickly. I did so and he
asked me ifI could see what he was lookingat.
I could see what he was excited about.
"Some distance ahead, at the same level
and about 50o to my right, I saw a formation of
aircraft. In the middle was a la.rger aircraft and
formated to the right and left and above were
five smaller aircraft.
"We were on a lrack of270 magnetic and
these aircraft appeared to be maintaining stationwith us. Aswehadnotbeen notifiedof this
traffic,I radioed lGlgoorlie Department of Civil
Aviation communications centre, asking them
what tmffic they had in the area. The answer
was none,
"So I then notified Kalgoorlie that we had
this formation in sight and they, in turn, notified some east bound traffic of the dangei of
unidentified traffic east of Iklgoorlie.
"At about this time we losl communications with Kalgoorlie on all frequencies. We
were receiving Kalgoorlie carrier wave with no
voice propagation, only a hash and static.
"Io the oext ten minutes I transmitted
about seven times and I believe Walter transmitted about five times with no results. Also, at
about this time, we noticed that the main ship
split into two sections still maintaining the
same level, and the smaller aircraft then flew
out left and right but staying at the same level
and coming back to the two main halves of the
bigger ships.
"At this time there appeared about six
smaller aircraft taking tums of going out and
coming back and forming on the two halves.
Sometimesthe two halvesioined and split, and
th€ cycle continued for ten minutes.
'"Ihe shape of the main ship seemed to
have the ability to change, not draEtically, but
changed from, say, spheroid to a slighdy elongatedlorm, \Mith a colourmaintaining a constant
dark grey to black.
"However, the smaller craft had a constant cigar shape and were a very dark colour.
Their travel outandback had a peculiarity not
associated with normal aircraft in that they
appearedto tmvel out and come back without
actually ruming like a normal aeroplane.
"At 1750, the whole formation joined together as ifbya single command, then departed
at a tremendous speed."

To emphasise the capabiliiv of UFOS to

possibly abduct aircraft and crews this paper
would notbe complete without a briefmendon
of at least two other similar cases: the larry
Coyne helicopter encounter and the Kenross

ilcident.
The helicopter encounter over Ohio occurred on 18th October 1973 and is almost a
carbon copy, step by step description ol the
Valentich encounter that occuned five years
later, including cigar shape, green light, manoeuvrability and elechomagnetic effect.
During thal. encounter, the helicopterwas
pulled from 1500 feet to 3500 feet wirh the
controlsio descentposition. Commande!Larry
Coyneand his crew got back to tell their story,
but Frederick Valentich did not. Full details of
this encounter are available from the Allen J
Hynek Centre for UFO Studies.
During November 1953, another aircraft
and its two-man crew disappeared without trace
when an unidentified flying obiect was detected
near Kenross Air Force Base in Michigan.

An interceptor, flown by pilot Felix

Monclea, was vectored to the proximity ofthe
UFO. Lieutenant A Wilson was in the rear seat.
At first, static restricted their radio transmission. Moments later, communication failed
altogether, prcbablydue to the familiar characteristic - electromagnetic effect - when UFOS
ale nearby.
Eventhough radio contact failed, theblip
ofthe interceptor and the blip ofthe UFO were
still visible on the radar screen. The two blips
merged for twenty seconds befo.e disappearrng.
Although the area was searched for a period of time, no wreckage or airmen were ever
found.

The Mundrabilla Insident
The identity of oblects which have terrorised motorists while crossing the Nullarbor
Plain in Western Australia remain unexplained.

One widely publicised incidenl concerns
the experience of the Knowles family on 20th
Tanuary 1988. when themother, Faye Knowles,
and her lhree sons were havelling east lo visit
lelatives in Melbourne.
There were several sightings reponed by
motorists and residenls dLring rhe niehts ofthe
I9th and 20lh describing myslerious lights pacing cars and trucks along thal remote area of
Western Australia.
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When the family arrived in Melbourne,
they were interviewed by VUFORS, on the
evening of 25th January.

All four were still visibly shaker by the
experience and in need of medical attention.
The right hand of Faye Knowles was swollen.
Thiswas thehand thattouchedawarm, spongelike obiect when she opened the window and
reached up to determine what had landed on
top of the car.
Members of the family and the two dogs
had diarrhoea and other symptoms requiring
medical treatment. Excessive amounts of black
dust and soot were stillevidentin the hairofthe
dogs.
Truck drivers who frrst checked the car
and heard the family's story confirmed the
presence of excessive amounts of dust. Also,
police at Ceduna, South Australia, confirmed
the excessive amou[t of dust on the car and
inside the car as well.
Information revealed from the interview
indicated a follow-up investigation was essential.
Dissatisfied with debunking attempts by
Adelaide sceptics and others, the TV Channel T
management decided to request assistance of
VUFORS to follow up with extensive tests and
investigation of the incidert.
This required oo the spot investigation of
the car and travel to the scene where the action
took placelor interviews with truck drivers and
rcsidents of the Nullarbor Plain.
From lhe lst to the 4th February. the car
was tho.oughlychecked out{or evidence which
wasplaced into the hands oIdoctors, engireers
and scientists in Australia andAmedca, including the high tech, state-of-the-art phillips

Laboratory in the United States, submitted by
Dr Richard F Haines, where tests revealed peculiarities in the dust samples.
Scientists in Austmlia became interested
in the case and made follow-up tests.
Whether cover-up attempts were madeby
Adelaide sceptics or some other reason is not
known. However, the tests proved the dust was
not from the blake system of the car which is
probably lhe reason why Adelaide sceptics ignored the excessive amount of dust inside and
on top ofthe car-the excessiveamount did not
agree with their debunking attempts!
Perhaps the most amusing and obviou"
attempt by the Adelaide sceptics was the state-

ment that the right, rear bllrst tyre was caused
by running at high speed on the rim. A l0 yea(
oldyouth couldhave recognised that this could
not be true because the rim was not damaged.
However, an Adelaide professor ofimpossibility publicly claimed this asthe 'explaration'
on an Adelaide television Channel T news programme.

It is interesting to note that the den6 on
thr€e corners ofthe cartopwere noton the right
tear corner, the same side of the brrrst tyre. Did

the object loie its grip?

Another point that verified the driver's
report was, while trjdng to get away from the
obiect, his speedometerwas full scale, 200I(m.
That speed is beyond the capabiliry of a 1984
Ford Telstar. However, when \4JFORS investigatorsjacked the car offthe ground for a test,
the wheels did spin attull scale as documented
by Channel 7 Tv in Adelaide.
With regard to the debunking attemptsby
the sceptics of the 'Australian kind', within 48
hours, at least four additional 'explanations'
cam€ fromthe scientific community, all contradictory, none satisfactory.
These additional debunking attempts were
as follows:

1
2

They saw the risinE s'un - Fake: the sun
was not up at that time.
The lights were caused by lightning
Fake: no stor aas in the a/ea, conlimed
by olhet motorists, station oune6 and other
people in the arca.
The lights were meteorites - Farse. t/?e
lighls uerc ot bLtnlinq out as meteotites
do.

3
4

Militarytest False militatl

tests

ol

missiles uerc not being co ductedatthe
time.
One conjecture which crops up more regularlythan anyotherattempt. not onlyconcerning
this case but mostother incidents, isthe mirage
caused by temperature inversion, even attrmes
and locations where the climatic conditions
make temperature inversions impossible. This
isafavouritesceptic explanalion oftheAmerican kind as well.
Several months after the incident, this
guess was put forward by A T Brunt, Iormer
regional director of the Bureau of Meteorology,
at Adelaide, and spokesman forthe South Aus-
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tmlian Sceptics Sociery.
Brunt suggested that what the Knowles
farnily saw were the lights from a west-bound
vehicle reflecting off a temperature inversion
when the vehiclewas descendinginto Eucla, 70
miles to the east.
Well, this is all important clue indicating
his lack of knowledge of the area; either the
Australian sceptic has never been to the vicinity
where the action took place or if he visit the
area, he was not very obseflant of the details.
West-bound tmffic passes through Eucla
,elore descending onto the lower lwel of the
basin. Secondly, the headlights of awest-bound
vehicle shine into a cliff when heading toward
the spot where the action took glace, and, a! it
tums towards the south, the headlights shine
toward the ocean. In fact, the EyIe Highway
does not tum towards Mundrabilla, until three
miles after the descent.
I have pointed out repeatedly thal almchair'experts', especia.lly the sceptics, must get
fudher away from their seats than the nearest
teapot to investigate the UFO phenomenon.
It cannot be done by looking at a road
map. Road maps do not give an accumte picture
ofthe terrain. However, it is questionable that
the sceptio have a motive other than to distract
attention away from uncovering the facts due to
a subconscio$ fear, or other reasons.
I have noted that the Austlalian Sceptics
Societyexpended only $102.68 (about!50) two
years ago and only $115.94 (rcughly f57) last
year lor analysis. whereas \(JFORS expense is
more o[ just a single case (over $3000 on the
Knowles family case) . The cost is pmctically nil
when invesdgations are done from armchairs,
and are most inaccurate.
In rying to keep his mirage theory in
focus, the sceptic states thattruck driver Gmham
Henlywas also &iving east ahead ofthe Knowles
car when he saw the unusual light. True, but Mr
Brunt does not state that Henly saw the light in
hi,s rear aision mirrcr'\nhich means the unusual
lightwasbackto thewestwhere the actiontook

bettei in other fields than the field of uJolo$',
they will find themselves competing with the
flat earth society for the wooden spoon.

place.

ples.

This is solid evidence that the object was
not a mirage and brcaks the tieory into bits and
pieces. Besides, there were other motorists in
the area who saw th€ st&nge lights as described
by the lGowles family and Graham Henly.
I understand that the Australian Sceptics
are anti-everything but if they are doing no

Australian rings and circles

Accordi[g to published reports, England
has circles with swirls and double rings not
associated with UFOS, whereas, Australia has
circles and rings and swirls associated with
UFOE, but no double or triple rings.
One of the most publicised incidents occurred near Tully Queensland, at about 9.30am
on 19th January 1966, when a farmer, George
Pedley, was driving his tractor near Horse Shoe
Iagoon.
At first, he thought his tractor motor was
misfiring after which he heard a hissing sound.
Looking to the direction frorn which the sound
was coming, he observed a grey-coloured roundshaped object rising up from the lagoon.
It ascended to tree-top level, tilted to orre
side and sped away toward the southwest at
"unbelielable speed".
George then went to the spot irom\yhence
the oblect had risen where he found a swirl in
the reeds ontop ofthe water. Whenhe retumed
later with another farmer, the leeds had turned
brown on top but remained green undemeath.
The v/ater was clear so the two famers
swam undemeath the floating swirled reeds
and lound the rcot matter had been pulled up
from the bottom. The diarneter of the swirl was
about 30 feet.
This case was investigated by the Brisbane
researcheN headed by Stan Seers, President of
the group at that time. Full details of this case
are covered by Stan Seers in his book Tlre Case
IorScientitic Myopia. The ad&ess for Seers is:
290, Hawksbury Road, Winmalee2777, NSW,
Australia.
Samples of the reeds lrcm the centr€ were
taken to the laboratory oIQueensland University, where Stan was employed at the time, and
found the sma.ll increase in the beta range,
when compared with surrounding reed sam-

Orange lights
One ol the more rccent incidents wherl an
unidentifred flying object was seen dsing from
the ground,leaving a circle atthe spot, occurred
9th October 1989.
At 9.15pm, two ladies were driving along
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Churchill Park Drive, near Melboume. The
weather was clear. As they tumed a curve in the

road, an orange-coloured light rose from the
ground and passed low over their car.
When the object was directly overhead,
they could see the ouuine \^/as ball-shaped. It
then flew away at high speed toward the northeast.

The ring was covered with wild grass arrd
assorted native plants; ullike wheat stems, the
vegetation was too stiff to sv/irl. The technical
analysis was dolre at Monash University by
personnel using a scanning elecEon microscope.
Tests pedormed at the laboratory with a
particle detector on the soil and vegetation
samples from within the circle indicated abnormal lwels of alpha ndiation in comparison to
readirlgs taken ftom a control sample outside
the circle. Yellowi[g of the grass and the surrounding material was caused by an intense
amount of ultra-violet radiation.
The grass cell walls on the upper sides
were ruptured, while the bottom side cells were
still alive. The yellowing edended thrcugh the
whole leaf width. The yellow ring started to
disappear two weeks after the incident. Reports
of UFO activity werc extensive within a 50 mile
radius over the week in question.
Fifteen reports were received for ten
months leading up to the incident. Details of
this case are covered in the vUFoRS publicaton, Australian UFO BullEtin March 1990
edition.
Another UFO/circle rclated case reported
by four credible witnesses occurred on 25th
September 1976, whenadiscoloured circle was
left on the ground by an unidentified flying
object at about 1 l.20pm when Mr and MIs Bert
White and two teenagers, Joe Schirripa and
Kim Williamson, of Mildura, Victoria, were
returni[g home afte! a visit with rclatives of the
Whites.
As they rounded a curve near a locali$
known as Karawinna South, they observed a
group ofred lights ontie gound in a roadside
paddock.
They, at first, thought the lights were on
the rear end of a spot shooter's car until the
lights began to rise in the air. Mr White stopped
the car and rolled the windows down to get a
better look.
They could hear no sound, ruling out the

possibiliry of a helicopter. The object went
straight up to about a 40' argle lrom the ground
where it hovered a few seconds, before flying
toward the east.
It hovered the second time for a minute o!
two before the lights suddenlyblinked out. The
driver noted the spotwherchehad stopped. Mr
and MIsWhitewentbacktothe propertywhere
they contacted the owner and went back to the
paddock where the sighting took place. They
found a 72 foot circle at the spot from whence
the object arose.
The vegetation \rr'ithin the circle was discoloured to a brown and orange colour. Some
bush near the circle had been scorched although no fired had been in the paddock and
no ca.i b?cks were fou[d.
VUFORS investigators took soil samples
from the cent-re, rim and 100 Jeet away for
control sarnples and gave them to Dr Geoff
Stevens, who carried out thermoluminescence
tests which showed no abnormalities.
Nevertheless, seeds were planted in the
soil taken ftom the centre, rim and 100 feet
away, and the seeds from the cente-sample
barelygerminated. The seeds fiom the rim samplegrewbutwere stunted, and the seeds pla,:1ted
in the control sample of soil grew normally.
Two years later when wheat was planted
in the paddock, the wheat grew normally only
outside the circle but was stunted inside the
circle.
One of the best cases in Australia took
place during the wee hours ofthe moming on a
fa-rm al. Kilmanv, near Rosedale, Victoria, on
50th September 1980.
The witness was awakened by the n oise of
his horse galloping around the pack and commotion among his catde. When hewent outside
to investigate he saw what he thought to be an
aircraft about to crash
But to his surprise, the object levelled off
and flew within 500 feet past his house to a
10,000 gallon water tank nearly one mile from
hh house. He watched the ob;ect hover over
the tank and then settle to the ground 100 feet
from t}re tank.
He then considered the possibility that a
helicopter was making an attempt to rustle
cattle. He therl jumped on his motorcycle and
sped to the scene.
When within a short distance of the object, he could see it was no known aircralt.

From the light of the moon he could tell the
crat was bell-shaped, with the main body orange in colour, topped with a white dome.
As the UFO gave ofr a blast of heat and
began to dse slowly in the air, he noted a larger
circular dm, like an inner tube. As the obiect
rcse ftom the ground he thought it was Ialling
apart, objects were falling to the ground. When
he went back after daylight, he realised what he
had seen fa.lling lrom the UFO were small
stones.

The witness was left shaken by the experience and sleeping difficulties which penisted
for three weeks thereafter.
The 10,000 gallon water tank was usually

kept full i!! case regular water supply ftom the
windmills failed, but the tank was found to be
neady empty with only one foot of water left in
the bottom.
Algae which was normally on the bottom
was found pulled to the sides around the top of
the tank. Rocks which had been thrown up
against the tank out of the way of mowers had
also been pulled by the force in a path ftom the
tank to a 30 foot circle left on t}le ground, where
the object had been resting. Smallerrocks that
had been falling from the obiect as it flew were
found on the ground dircctly below the flight
path.
The physical evidence, on the ground,
consisted ola circular discoloured brown ring,
14 inches wide aroundthe circunference, with
a diameter of 30 feet.
It was noted, aJter a rain, that water stood
on the 14 inch ring like beads of oil irdicating
the composition of the soii had changed. The
condition persisted for only a few days after
which water was absorbed normally. Cows
would not go near the circle for several days.
VUFORS irvestigators submitted soil samples to a scientist who did athermoluminescence
test which irdicated abnormal results. The laboratory requested more samples. We were unable
to retum to the area for samples until several
dal,s later. By that time the soil was normal,
although the circle remained for Eeveral months.
At 12.12am on the night ofthe incident, a
neighbour was awakened and saw an orange
coloured light moving toward the farm and
noted the time on her wall clock. The farrner at
thescene oftheincidenthad noted that the time
he was awakened was l.00am.
There are many world wide reports where

UFOS a.e rlear fresh water sources. This may be
the reasolr why more UFOS are reported from
South America tlun any other continent, due
to both abundant fresh water supply and isotation. Whereas, Australia is the driest continent
with the besh water supply very limited and
where the UFo/water-related cases may be
more obvious.
It has come to our attention that water
levels in ponds alld dams have dropped during
UFO activity over farms as well as water tanks
fou[d empty after UFOs have hovered nearby.
Someofthese cases have been mentionedinthe
VUFORS publication Australian |JFO Bulle-

tin.

Only 15 miles ftom this farm where the
above-mentioned incident occurred, the property owner contacted us when he discovered
five circles within a paddock near hiE natural
billabong. Three of the rings were about 18 feet
in diameter, with one clearly defined circle 30
feet in diameter.
Before he found the circles he remembers
when he was awakened by a high-pitched sound
of rushing air and the cattle and dogs making a
"terrible fuss". His son had watched a green
light out over the paddock.
About tle same time another dairy farmer
watched s a UFO hovered over one of his tanks
before landing a few feet away from the tank,
leaving a 12 foot circle where it had rested.
Although that incident occuned during the
same pedod as the above-mentioned cases, it
was nearly two years afterwards before we
learned of it. The farmer had previously reported a close encounter but was ridiculed.
He reported the later incident to us after a
friend told him of VUFORS wherc researchers
seriously investigated reports. When a colleague,
Patdck Gildea, and I arrived fo! a visit to his
farm, the circle was still there and we noticed
cracks in the concrete tank which had been
repaired. We asked the fatmer for the reason
behind the repairs. His reply was that he assumed the initia.l crackwas due to an earthquake
tremor although he knew of no such tremor.
Water was being pumped into the tarlk at that
time and he was not sure whether or not any
wate! was taken.
Dudng December 1977 and January 1978,
dairy farmers in and around Leil.chville, Victo,
ria, were buzzed by mysterious lights. We
interviewed several of the farmers who had sent
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rcports (names in VTJFORS' files), however,
rhe interest was far grealer than the few residents of that small township, so great, in fact,
that the nJFORS president was requested to
give a lecture at the town hall.
People came lrom a 100-mile radius. The
hall was packed leaving only sta[ding room. It
was decided a repeal )eoure should be given
the following night. Iater, we leamed the reason for the keen interest. Many of the farmers
who were either buzzed while irigating, sighted
UFOS or knew of ftie[ds and relatives who had
experiences but had hesitated to report the for
fear of ridicule, but they were eager to know
morc about the phenomenon.
What was there around that area to attract
UFOS? Why, oI course, it was the centre of
Northem Victoria's irrigation system.
Another location where expedences are
more than average is Tully, Queensland. So
many, in fact, that some of the residents regard
them as onlya part ofthe scenerylTullyreceives
the highest rainfall onthe Australian continent.
Please note:Tullyisthe homeoJtheTullynests.
At 7.15pm on February 1989. a large. cigar-shaped UFO appeared over a farm located
near Horsham, Victoria. The object was described as dull Eilver in colour. It was observed
for about five minutes while stadonary over a
shed where irrigation pumps were located.
It disappeared when the farmer's \Mife
started her car to go to tell her husband, who
was working some distance away. This was the
same area where all the water in a small dam
disappeared ovemightand where a smallcircular object was seen to merge with a larger
cigar-shaped UFO, while irrigation was in
progess.
The frcquency of UFo/fresh water related
cases are too many to be classed as coincidence
and raises many questions such as:

. Is hydrogen being extmcted from the
water for some means of propulsion?
. Is water being taken out of Earth's
recycling system?
. Is this the reason entities are evasive,
following the same charactedstics as thieves
who avoid detection?
Are they stealing wate!?
II so, v/here are they taking the water?

.
.

Martian water thieves?
It is interesting to note that the latest
photos of Ma.rs reveal a large number of driedup river beds and proves that much water existed
oll that planet in the past. How about the face
on MaIs?
Was there oncevegetation on MaIs and as
water diminished did the priority shift to survival by going underground?
Recent remarks from individuals associated with the Mars probe have made puzzlilg
comments about mJ6terious structutes ievealed
in photographs. These !?gue comments have
appeared in science publications such as Nea)
Scientist magazine. Are othodox scientists
beginning to think as ufologists have been doing for decades?
Since my early years when I was taught
that the atom could notbe split,Ihave obsered
that orthodox scientists continue to prove themselves to be wrong.
Since I have been involved in UFO research I have lost more confidenc€ in orthodox
scientists. Only a small percentage will arise
from their amchairs to study the repofts or,
better still, do the on-the-spot investigations.
Orthodox scientists continue to insist that UFOs
are against the laws of physics.
The statement is precisely word for word
the same as theh forcfathers' statements that
the airplanewouldbe against the laws of physlcs.
The Wright brothers, in their elementary
education, didnotknowit couldnot be doneso they did it.
Carl Sagan refuses to recognise any intelligence unless it first contacts him through his
radio telescope, while he is reluctant to examine the evidence below his dish.
In closing, I would like to merldon another example ol attempted debunking by
sceptics of the Australian kind.
An incident occurred while an aircraft was
flying over Long Reach, Queensland, when
seven UFOS circled the aircraft and Ieftthe area
in three minutes.
The Australian sceptics 'explained' the
objects as migrating pelicans. To have circled
the airplane and left the area in three minutes,
they would have hadto be supersonic pelicans
equipped v/ith boosters, after burners and asbestos feathers!

The Jamestown Incident
Thomas A Coote, Austraua
Thomas A Coote

Jamestown.
In July 1987, erents occured which were
to change forever the life of this man. I have, for
simplicity, denoted these events 1,2and3, but
it is probable that they are all intercon[ected.

Event 1
Or the night of

Tom Coote assesses the story ol an
Ausfialian famet uho encounters a
shanEe craft neat his lsnd and is stalked
by a being on his propetty. The experience
is'suppofted' by physical mathings on the
larmer's land and skin marks on the
witness's tace where he aas touched by
sotnething he could not discem. Tom
Coote inaestigates whether the eaidence
upholds the story.

About 200Km north of Adelaide, South
Australia, the land is gendy undulating, with a
few trees.
The local falmers grow mainly wheat and
raise sheep on the land which, although geen
in winter, is baked brown by the relentless
summer sun.
Due to the vast areas sown to crops, fafmers spend a large amount of time driving tractors;
often at night.
Visibility can extend for miles.
The area is developing a reputatiol for
being the site of strange happenings. Unexplai[ed lights are often seen in the sky.
This reputation was enhanced following
the experiences of one of the area's farmers; Mr
L.
He is a large, easy-going man who lives
with his wife and two sols a few miles from

July 6th, 1987, Mr L
awoke. He felt freezing cold, could see no light
at all (not even from the digital clock) , and was
totally unable to move. Even to breathe was
diffrcult.
Not unnaturally, he thought he had had a
stroke during his sleep and was now paral5ned.
He recalls drifting off to sleep and reawakening several times. He later likened il. to going
under anaesthetic.
One time he awoke to feel something
touching his cheek. Unable to reach it, he
blacked out again. Later, when he awoke, he
was able to move one finger, but quickly went
to sleep again.
The next time he awoke, he has regained
use ofone ann and, as the mystery object was
still attached to hb cheek, he reached up and
pulled it off.
To his amazement, it tugged at his hand,
moving back and forth across the rcom, as if he
had a dog on a leash!
Eventually it broke free, and he immediately fell asleep again, When he later awoke, he
was able to move normally in all respects, and
tumed on the light to search the room thoroughly for what had been on his face. He found
nothing, and retumed to bed to sleep, noticing
that his wife, normally a light sleeper, had failed
to sth at all.
The following day, whilst shaving, he noticed two pin-pricks on each cheek, and recalled
his night-time ordeal.
Within a day the marks were 1cm across;
within a week, they were large red blotches.
Urged by his wonied family, Mr L saw his local
doctor who referred him to a specialist.
Several weeks later, the spe.ialist indicated that he had 'no idea what the marks were'.
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Treatnents were to no arail and the marks,
which constantly change both size and shape,
are still prcsent.

Bvent 2
Three weeks later, at dusk, Mr L and his
son-in-law were seeding a paddock. Suddenly
they both saw a brilliant red light shine down
lrom a point in the sky onto a clump of trces
about a kilometre away.
Thebeam lasted some seconds, then nished. The younger man became uneasy about
this and left to go home shordy after. Mr L
stayed on to finish the job. He did another
couple of laps ofthe field,looking about all the
while.
He recalls that he felt very nervous for a
reason he couldnot define. Suddenly,thebeam
appeared again; this time much closer, and
again over the top of a clump o{ trees. Mr L
decided to head lor home.
He arrived home to lind t}le house empty;
his \vife was at his son-inlaw's house, and his
son, Gary, had gone to the golf club.
He Ieft the tractor running with its lights
on, went inside, and tumed on some lights.

Event 3
He had been home or y a couple of minuteswhen hewas alertedbythe fr erlziedbarking
ofhis three dogs. He went outside to see what
was causing them to bark. Under some tees,
about40 metresftom the house, he thought he
saw a parked car, and recalls being momentarily amazed at how a car could be parked in that
(fenced off) spot.
Walking closer, he suddenly realised that
this was no car, but a type of spacecraft ! It stood
quietly, with no movement or light.
After a briefinspection, Mr L hunied back
to the house to fetch a torch, only to find that all
the batteries were flat.
Suddenly the dogs began to bark againi
this time at the front of the house. Mr L huried
out and saw that the dogs appeared to have
someone comered, and were leapingandsnapping at them.
Dueto the house corner, he q'as unable to
see what the dogs were attacking, and began to
edge round in order to get a better view.
As he did so, the dogs' attack changed, in
an instant, to abject terror. One ran yelping,
into the middle ofa paddock, one hid in a pile

of old boxes, and the third cowered behind its
master.
Seeing the reaction of his dogs, and f eeling
fea.I himself, he retreated inside and locked the
door. He decidedto call his family for help but,
amazingly, they refused to come.
It appears they were also aftaid.
As he hung up the telephone, Mr L heard
slow shulfling footsteps go from the house
comer past the fiont door, a sound he says he
will never .forget.
When the sound had hded away (in the
direction of the craft) hewent to the bathroom.
Whilstinside he heard the back door open and
assumed that his son Gary had comeback ftom
the golf club.
He walked into the corridor and, looking
along it, he saw "a sort ofspeckled blu, like a
shadow but not like a shadov/' standing there.
Still thinking it was his son, he walked
towards it, but it retreated towards the front
door, and he cor-lld hear the latch being tumed.
He arrived in the entrance hall just in time
to see a dark shape drift out into the night. He
ran outside but found himself standing where
he was when the dogs ran away, so he quietly
wentback inside.
Lockingthe door, he felt somewhattired,
and sat in the chair in the darkened room to
plan his next move.
The nerl thing he knew, it was 1.50am, he
was laying on his bed (in another room) and
was being awakened by members of his family,
who had overcome their fear to return.
All were too afraid to venture outside to
see if the craft was sdll under the trees.
As it tumed out, it was, as a shower of rain
fell at about this time (the only one that night) ,
leaving an outline of the craft on the ground.
ln the morning, as well as the outline,
several lines of round lootprints could be seen
radiating out ftom one point of the craft (the
door?).

The Aftermath
Following these traumatic events, Mr L
recalls that he (quote) "didn't feel myself for
about two days".
Ailer discrete enquiries revealed that none
of the neighbours had noticed an5rthing unusual that night, the event was reported to the
police.
The police were quite enthusiastic and

helpful but it was a case of "shutting the door
after the horse has bolted".
Determined to find out more about v/hat
happenedto him, MrL contacted Colin Norris,
and now attends as many meetings oI the South
Australia UFO group as possible.

In his presentation, Thomas Coote

Mr L aith the
mystery skin
disoder
subseque t to his
expetience

goes

on to examine the three following areas:
Reasons to believe this cale is genuine.
Conclusions which may be drawn from it.
The directionwhich future research should

1
2
3

take.
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The Gulf Breeze sightings
Wa]ter H Andms .Ir., USA
WaIt Andrus

MUFON 1991 Intemational UFO Symposium
Gulf Brce?ewithout Ed, which is an oxjmoron.
It is self-contndictory because it is impossible to discuss the GulI Breeze Eightings

Ed.

Ifit

witlout

had not been for the photographs that

Ed had taken between November 1987 and
May 1988, the outside world would neve.have
heard of Guli Breeze.

The much-publicised Gulf Breeze
sightings in Ameica, a year after the case
was rcopened, still rcmains qs much ol a
mwtery as it was. Walt Andtus giaes an
update on pending'final' rcports.

Wii}l lhe publicaLion ot Ed and Francis
Walters' book The Gulf Breeze Sigttrrgs in
England, Celmany, and other cou[tries, the
events, photographs, sightingsand expedences
ofthe Gulf Breeze residents are detailed through
1st May 1988, when Ed was 'whited out' in
Shoreline Park.
Commencing November 1987, there have
b€€n than 260 reports of UFO sightings in the
Gulf Breeze, Florida, area, involving perhaps
three times as many witnesses.
Ed walters and his family have been involved in only a small baction of these sightings.
This paper will concentrate on significant
sightings and events that occurred after the
publication of the book.
The Gulf Breeze case is unique in historical ufolosi in that it has been an ongoing event
in which continuing investigations are being
conducted, experiments in UFO photography
are performed, and feedback analysis is incorporated to further endch the study of the UFO
phenomenon.
Bruce S Maccabee titled his speech at the

Over three and a half year have elapsed
sincethe original photoswere made, however,
the sightings, still photographs and video-camera lapes continue to occur in ongoing
investigation.
Some ofthe most talented photo analysts
in the world have scrudnised Ed's original pholographs. using the most modem techniques
ilable, including computer enhancement,
without finding any evidence that the photos
were hoaxed or trick photography was used to
produce them.
MUFON plans to publish the analysis of
two additional photo analysts when their fioal
reports are submitted.
There are investigators on the fringe of the
Gulf Breeze case who are screaming 'Hoax!',
but are not offering any evidence to substantiate their claims.
After personallyworking on the Ed Walters
case for several years and reading t}le UFO
sighting rcports submitted by the Pensacola
MUFON investigators by 100 other witnesses,
I find it very difficult to accept the later reports
as credible and reject Eds photographs and
experiences as a hoax. His limited knowledge
of cameras and photography precludes any
elaborate hoax.
It would not be feasible to list all of the
sightings since May 1988thrcughJune l991in
this pape!, so I have fulfilled this goal with a bar
graph by week, month and year.
Manyvideo-cameratapes of the red lighted
objecb are in the MUFON file, however converting these tapes to British standards for
viewing at this Congress was not feasible due to
time restrictions.
A few ofthe still camera 35mm slides will

a

be shown as examples. Due to the fact that
some of the photographers were not using tripods for their cameras, some of the photos
show 'squiggly' lines. This paper will present
only a few of the unique sightings that add
significantly to UFO research and photographv.

Dr Fenner & Shirlev McConnell
sighting

One ol the most in(eresl.ing and convincing sightings took place during rhe early morning

of 8th July 1988. Dr Fenner Mcconnell, the

Escambia County medical examiner, was sitting on rhe edge ofhisbed at4.45am, putting on
his running shoes, preparing to indulge in his
favourire daily exercise - lon g dislance running.
He has received ma-oy medals and trophies in marathon events throughout the USA
in competition with his o$n age bracket. As he
sat there, he suddenly saw something unbelievable.
Looking out of the large picture window
in their master bedroom westward over the
Pensacola Bay. he saw a lighted craff hovering
over the water.
The distance to the craft was subsequently
estimated at about 300 feet. He quickly awakened his wife, Shirley, and they both determined
that the object was rou[d with illuminated
'windows' and a laige white glow on the bottom, estimated to be S leel.in diameter. shining
on the water.
The UFO was clearly discemible because
oI the intemal lights reflecting through the
'windows'and the leflection of the white glow
off the water. As the light got brighter, he
thought the craft was coming closet, because
nowitwas only lightingup the water below but
itwas also illuminatingthe damagedpier pilings
extending 300 feet out into the bay from thei!
home.
Fenner's irst thought was that it was a
plarc that was going to landonth€fu house. His
wife, who has better distant eyesight than her
husband, realised immediately that she was
observing the "exact object that we had seen
pictures of in the newspaper here in Gulf
Bteeze".
They observed the soundless craft for 2 to
3 minutes before running to another part of the
house in an attempt to view the craft from their
backyard which faces the bay.

At this time $e craft changed direction
and staned moving away f-rom them toward the

Pensacola Naval Air Station across the bay
about three miles away.
They did not obsewe any conventiooal
aircraft during or after the sighting. They estimated that the lighted object was 30 feet in
diameter and flying about 30 feet above the
water.

The UFO party
A few monlhs before their UFO sighting
on 8th July, the Mcconnells had invited about
500 guests to thei! annual party schedried for
10th July. The theme for the party was UFO
Watcft and the invitation featured a Gary La$on
UFO cartoon to set the tone for the party.

Dr McConnell and Shirley planned to

have guests pose with Martians printed on a
backdrop, then eat Mars candy bars and Moon
Pies for dessert. The Mcconnells did not mention their sighting to the 200 guests who came
to thei! paty two days later.
Later, they 'went public' with their sight-

ing and even appeared in the llnsoloed

Mysteies TV show that was broadcast in September 1988. They have also been fearures in
newspaper stories in which they have rciterated
their claim that they saw the object in Ed's
photos.
Whe[ visited Shirley and Fenner
McConnell in their home to re-enacttheirsighting, I inquired aboutanypossible photogtaphs.
Shirley disclosed her Polaroid camera on the
windowsill behind the d&pes in their master
bedroom. She was nowprepared for any future
sighting.

I

Stereo photographs of red light
After numerous sightings of the red light
during April 1990 in which witness€s with
55mm camens and video-cameras recorded
the eve[ts, the Bridge Bay Watchers, members
of Pensacola MUFON, resumed their nightly
vigils in November when the i[triguilg red light
returned for nearly nightly visitations.
Several nights a week, various members
would decide to meet at Shoreline Park or Bay
Bddge Park. On 4th February they decided to
try a newplace, the Naval Live Oaks Reserve (a
Nary pa*).
Although Ed didn't attend allofthe previous skliwatches, he decided to join the group

or
(o

this night and brought his SRS, Self-Referencing Stereo camera, in order to determine the
distance of the red light. The SRS carnera consists of two Polaroid Model Sun 600 LMS
cameras separated by two and mounted on a
tripod with a camera calibration rod protrudilg
forward.
Ed misunde$tood the exact meeting place
in the park, therefore he was alone when he
scanned the sky over Santa Rosa Sound from
the edge of the bluff.
He was startled to see the red light to the
east over the water. He immediately took his
camem down the stairs io the beach to get a
clearviewand positioned itlorhis first photograph.
After aiming his camera toward the light,
he actilated both camera shutter buttons simultaneously. He then noticed that the light
was moving slowly southward ard that there
was now a green ring arou[d the red light.
He took another set of photos before the
light started to fade out. It either faded or
scattered clouds blocked the light out.
After several minutes, the other MUFON
people arrived and Ed showed them the developed pictures. They sat and talked for a few
hours while Ed was taking some calibration
photos of distant lights so that the parallax
angle ofthe cameras could be determined.
Ed called Dr Bruce Maccabee the next day
and forwarded both the original red light photos and the calibrating photos to Bruce lor
analysis.
Unfortunately, the various test photos
showed slightly different amounts ofparallax in
the carnera. The axis ofthe camera lenses crossed
al. distances from 500 to 1500 feet in rhe various
test photos.
This means that the cameras were slightly
loose in the camera mount or that slight rotations of the frame were taking place when Ed
depressed the camera shutter buttons.
Hence an exact distarce to the UFO cannot be detelmined, only a range of distances.
(Note: this was not a problem in the 1st May
1988 photos since diEtant lights on the Bob
Sikes bddge appeared in the photos along with
the UFOS, providing calibration.) Bruce then
measured the parallax of the UFO and calculated the probable distance range.
Edhadtwo UFOphoto pails.The firstleftright pair shows an elongated red image which

looks as if it was stretched slightly by camera
motion.
The second pair shows a nearly circular
red disc with a rouch of orange thal. is surroundedbyanellipse madeup of small blobbed
green dots orbeads. According to the parallax
it was between 240 and 350 feet away. At this
range of distances, the size of the red disc in t}te
secondphoto is about 1.3to 2 feet in diameter.
The major horizontal axis of the green ellipse
was about 6.3 to 9.3 feet and the vertical axis
was about 3 to 4.5 leet high.
The red disc is sufficiently off-centre vertically in the photo that it contacts the lower part
ol tle green ellipse (it is slightly off-centre
h orizontally as well). lfthe red discwere exactly
l.he same altitude as the green ring and ifit were
centred in tle green ring, then the image should
appear centred.
The observed'off-cenheness' could tierefore be evidence that the led disc was actually
at a slighuy lower altil.ude than the green ring.
This photo is particularly notable because

1

a rcally unusual light/object was seen
(certainly nota simple light source or flare
suspended by a balloon)
it was not very large, and
it was quite close to the witness who
heard no noise

2
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Re-opening the Ed Waliers Case

A few days prior to the MUFON 1990
Intemationa.l UFO Symposiurn in Pensacola,
Florida, two spectacular announcements oc-

curred that impacted seriously upon the
credibiliryofthe EdWalte6 case in culfBreeze.
First, a paper plate UFO model was found
in the attic above the garage in the Walrers'
former home by the present owner. And seconds, a young man named Tommy Smirh
telephoned the Gulf Breeze mayor, Ed Cray,
and rhe Police Chief, Jerry Brown, tellingthem
in a recorded call Lhat he was a participant in
hoaxing UFO photos with Ed Watters and the
others.
Tommy claimed that Ed had told him how
each of the photographs was produced at the
time when they were being made. Mark Curtis
of WEAR-TV in Pensacola and Craig MeyeN, a
reporter lor the Pensacola News-Jou{ul newspaper, were present during the telephone callro
the mavor.

This disturbing news prompted the Mutual UFO Network to officially reopen the Ed
Walters case ilr order to investigate the validity
of Tommy Smith's claims and to determine il
the model was the object photographed by Ed.
Rex and Carol Salisberry had been selected by Dan Wright to receive the 1989-90
award for the most outstanding UFO investigation or investigations. Recognising the honour
bestowed upon them and the fact that Rex was
not part ofthe initial investigation team, Charles
D Flannigan, the lead investigator and Florida
State Director, recommended to Walt Andrus
that Rex Salisbery spearhead the reopening of
the case. Your Intemational Director concured
with Mr Flannigar.
At a private meeting on 5th July 1990, Mr
Salisberry accepted this responsibility with one
stipulation. He would accepl the assignment
only if Wdr Andrus would be willingto accept
the disclosule based upon Rex's investigation
rhat the Ed Walters case could be a hoax.
Walt Andrus replied in the afirmation,
because he had issued a press statement that
MUFON had reopened the case based upon the
incredible claims being made.
It was the consensus and agreement by
these three gentlemen that the reopened investigation was to be confidential until a final
report was prepared and released. As of this
writing, Rex Salisberry has promised to complete his investigation and submit a frnal report
to MUFON.
Several months ago he provided a 'question and answer'format ofhis lindings to both
the Pensacola News-Joumal and the GulJBreeze

Sentinel for publication withour advising
CharleE Flannigan or Walt Andrus beforehand.

This act was in direct coltradiction to the
condilionsunderwhich he accepred theassignment.

Mr Salisbury has now written 'A Letter to
the Editor' elaborating upon his personalview.
points of the case reopening. I must make it
clear that Rex still has not submitted his final
report to MUFON with the documented evidence substantiating the assertions made in his
letter.
His letter has been published, as he requested, in the June 1991issue ofthe MUFON
UFO Jouma.l for the perusal of the readers. We
hope that he will produce and submit a final
report in the near future.

In the event rhat Mr Salisberry lails to
submil a fr'nal report, a second investigation
team under lhe leadership ofGaryWatson, the
Chief Investigator for Pensacola MUFON, was
authorised and assigned the same task and will
submit the results oftheir reopening ofthe Ed
Walters case.
Each of these reports may be very revealing and even contradictory. The case has
developed into a very conhoversial subiect in
ufologi, both pro and con.
Like any other UFO sighting, the authenticily ofthe Ed and Frances Wall.ers'experience
must rest upon the documented facts, not hearsay and rumoun by'armchair uJologisrs'.

Inftared photos taken

The l2th March, 1991, ma*ed a significant brEakthrough when infrared photos were
taken of the red light. The Peosacola MUFON
group met at the Unity Church in Pensacola iust
north of the Bay Bridge. Ed Walters arrived late

at rhe meeting as he had on rhe night of
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September 1989.
As he was driving north toward the church,
he saw a red light in the sky north of him. It was
below the heaw cloud cover but he soon lost
sight of it. Ed contacted cary Watson when he
wenr inl.o the meering conceming the recurring
red light. The meeting was abruptly adjoumed
as everyone dashed out into the parking lot to
try to view the rcported red light. They saw
nothing so returned to the meeting.
Ed, Mary Hufford, Bruce Morrison and a
few othe6 stayed outside a little longer still
scanning the sky. Suddenlyitappeared again to
tle nonh. apparently over Pensacola or beyond. Ed had his 55mm camera with a 50mm
lens (Canon AE-1) and it was loaded with
inft ared-sensitive film
This type of film produces black aodwhite
photographs, like conventional panchromatic
film, but is sensitive to 'near infrared' radiation
that is beyond the colour sensitivity range of
human vrston.
Ed s camera was noIset for infrared focus,
nor did he use a blue filter. Therefore his film
recorded all of the visible light as well as the
near infrared. He and Gary Watson had prearranged that Ed would use a wide-angle lens
(50mm) on his camera and Gary would use a
telephoto lens, borh using intrared film. Again.
Gary did not have his camera at the meeting.

ffi
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Bruce Mordson had his video carnera but
decided not to tape t]Ie sighting because nearby
lights were causing excess glare in his viewfinder (a small black and white Tv set)
preventing him from seeing the red light.
Ed got his camera out of his vehicle and
took five photographs as t}le red light obiect
moved upward and to the east a small amount
before disappead[9. The wind direction and
velocitythat eveningwas souti at 12mph. There
were two cloud layers, the fi$t a broken layer at
2100 feet and an overcast at 7500 feet.
Accordilrg to the witnesses the light started
as bright red and then dimmed and tumed
white. A short time later it simply 'turned off'.
Ed took three photos while it was red and two
photos after it turned white. The first three
photos show a small dot image (0.15-0.2mm
wide) indicating that the light had a small angular size comparable to distant streetlights. By
compalison the images created by nearby
streetlighb were round discs about ten times
larger.
The surprise occurs in the last two photos.
Although the witnesses rcported that the light
decreased in brightness when it turned white,
the images in the last two photos are much
larger and brighter.
The UFO image in the fourth photo is
about 1 .4mm in diameter, comparable in size to
the images of nearby streetlights, and the image
in the fiftll photo is nearly as large and higher in
the sky.
The implication oI the large size of these
images on infiared film is that, when the light
tumed to a dimmer white to the naked eye, it
was actualb emitti[g far more near infrared
radiation than it was when it appeared red to
the eye. (This is not a charactelistic temperatule. If an incandescent source, such as a heated
piece of metal, were to appear red at some
temperature, then when the temperatule was
raised enough for it to appear white, it would be
very much brighter.)
The distance to the light is unknown,
however, it was definitely below the overcast
layer of clouds at 7500 feet, and probably below
the broken layer at 2100 feet. The highest recoded angular elevation of the light was about
15 degees iust before it disappeared. If at that
time, it wele at the altitude of the lower layer
then it was about 1.5 miles away, and if it \ras

lower,

it

would have been proportionately

closer.
At that dista[ce the size of the small image
in the lilst three photos conespoDds to a diameter of about 24 feet. At close! distances, the

calculated size would be proportionately

smaller. (Ofcourse, the large images in photos
4 and 5 would correspond to a much larger
obiect. However, it must be remembered that
the large size of the image in this case is not
attributed to the object size but rather to object
brightness.)
Hence the size of the light $ource may
reasonably be estimated to have been in the
range of several feet to perhaps 20 feet or so. I
am indebted to Bruce S Maccabee, PhD
MUFON Consultant in Photo Anal!6is, fo! his
computations and to Ed Walters for the use of
his photos to illustrate my lecture.

Conclusions
Even after over three years of sightings,
investigations, research, and photo analysis in
the GulfBreeze sightings, theie is still no final
conclusion about what is happening.
Some researchers feel that suficient evidence exists to prove that alien visitation ftom
an edral.erresbial origjn has been occurring.
Without a doubt, the GulfBreeze incident
has provided the investigators more challenges
and evidence than any modern UFO case, because it has been ongoing.
A number of preliminary conclusiols can
be reached at this time as they regard testimonial support for Ed's original sightings and
conclusions regarding all of the sightings that
have been witlessed and reported.
One firm conclusion is based upon the
testimony of otherwitnesses is that Ed and his
family are notthe only ones who have seen the
UFO thal Ed photognphed. This restimony is
strong support for Ed's claims to have seen and
photographed arl actual UFO, whatever its origln.
Another conclusion maybe borowed fiom
an editorial published by Ms Jackie Brooks,
associate edito! of the Pensacoln News-Jourzal when she said: 'In the midst of all the
speculations and inveEtigation, debunkingand
debate, we have reputable reports of UFO
sightings in oui area'.
This conclusion is suppoded by more than
260 sightings, of which more tian 150 have
been investigated by Pensacola MUFONinves-

tigators and by the over 500 witnesses who
made these reports. The Mutual ttFO Network
has notreacheda fiml conclusion on this case
for two reasons:
(l) Il. is still ongoing as we speak in She[field, England, and
(2) The two teams of investigators who
have been assigned the responsibilitv of a 6nal
report have not submitted theb separate rePorts.

Preliminary indications are that final reporls are going to be contradictory as it relates
to the Walters family sightings and Ed's pholo-

graphs. The authenticity of Ed,s original
photographs rest wirh the individual orbtessional phol.o analysl s forthcoming r;ports,
which are independent of the primer-nvestigators'final reports.
The GulfBreeze case was reopened inJuly
1990 for the specific purpose ofdatermini;g if
the paper plate model found in the attic ofEd,s
former home was used for his original photographs and rc check out the \,"lidity olTommy
Smith's allegations that he was knowledgeabli

ofhow the photos werc hoaxed as they were
being made. These items are to be resoived in
the two firlal reports.
To my knowledge, no other UFO case in
hisroryhas created sucha degree ofcontruversy
in the UFO communiry as th'e Ed Walters case
(with the exceprion ofthe Billv Meier oholos in
Switzelland).
The Mutual UFO Network has been condemned byboth the debunkers and the ,armchair
ufologiEts'. It has even been said that if the Ed
Walters experience is proven to be a hoax, this
will destroy MUFON. On the contrary, the Gulf
Breeze sighlings are being treated as any other
major UFO case.
_ GUU Breeze will eirher collapse as a magni6cent technologically orchestril.ed scam or
berecordedin UFO hisrory as the most authentic investjgated case with evidence surpassing
any comparable event in modem times.
Personally, I feel reasonable confident that
the facts and evidence will substantiate this
incredible case.
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Folklore as an explanation
for IIFO abductions rboma,sE.Burard,usA
Thonas BulLaril

Are abductions simply modem folklorc,
rcIigion-like belief or cunent-day
mytholog)? Althoueh there ate
similafities drcwn between these and
theabduction expeience, there are also
aqst differcnces, points out Thomas
'Eddie' Bull.ad. ftom the UEA. These
differences, he says, cannot be iqnorcd.
But how can they be explained?
Many ufologists have noted edensive parallels between UFO abduction reports and the
phenomenon ofreligion, folklore and mythol-

og/.
Can so many similarities exist and abduciions still be real?
The maiority verdict among European !esealchers has been an emphatic 'no', whereas

American researchers dismiss similarities as
unworthy of serious consideration.
ForAmericans these comparisons are mere
literary exercises and irrelevant to the issue of
alien visitation.
Such differences have led to an intellec-

tual alienation of nearly extraterrestrial

proportions between European and Ameican
ufologists.
Folklore scholarship cannot resolve these
conflicts, but it can offer some standards to set
the debate on a firmer foundatior.

Unhappy past experience with compaiative studies wams that a s€arch for analogies
will never fail, but the appearance of similality
between two cultual phenomena is insufficient to establish a genetic couection.
An appeal to nanative dJmamics and narrator psychology may provide impoitant
additional evidence.
The findings presently available on these
two countJ pointin oppositedirections; abduction reports behave more like accounts of real
events than folk narratives, but the psycholosr
of abductees is lrot unique, as we might expect
if theEe people had shared a strange and traumatic experience.
The evidence orl hand cannot throw our
convictions toward one theory or the other
about the origin and natute ofthese leports, but
ongoing discoveries still give good leason to
believe that something unusual is going on.

Abductions: a comparative study
(Dt Bullqtd holds a doctorare in lolkbrc
frcm Indiana Uniaercity, wherc he wrcte his
dissertation
U FOs. The followin g contibuted paper, summaisinC a study canied out
for the FundfotUFO Research, uas presented
at the Washington Eymposium.)
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The most remarkable thing about UFO
abductions is that they happen at all.
The second most rema*able thing about
them is that they happen so often.
If the Betty and Bamey Hill case had
remained unique it would stand isolated as a
mere cudosity, a fteak with little bearing on the
UFO mlstery as a whole. Instead hundeds of
other cases have surfaced and forced the conclusions that abductions are actually common,
thought never commonplace.
Next to the inherent stnngeness of the
reports, their maior attlaction is lhe amount of
informatio[ they contain. One abduction reveals morc about UFOS than a thousand lights
in the night.
In quality and quantity abductions best

fulfilthe meaning ofJ Allen HJmek sphrase,an
embarrassment of riches'Most abduction research has concentrated

on in-depth investigations ol individual cases.
Thanks to the diligence of Jerome Clark, Ann
Druffel. Raymond Fowler. Budd Hopkins, Leo
Sprinkle and others, the results of these investigations are some superbly detailed rcports.
With so many reports now on hand, a
study in breadth rather than depth ofren a
chance to look bevond cases in oarricular and
draw meanin$ul conclusions about the abduc.
tion phenomenon in general.
The Fund for UFO Research has sponsored a projectwith this goal in mind. The first
step was to catalogue repodi from prioted
sources, mostly fiom booklength treatments
and anicles from leading UFO periodicals.
In thisway I ga(hered about 300 cases, and
over 200 ofthem are 'true' abductions, wh€re a
witness is captured and temporarily derained
byapparentJy alien beings aboard an extraordinary flying machine lor purposes of a medical
examination of some kind.
The second step calls for a comparaljve
analysis of rhese cases: line them uD and see
where they are alike or where rhey tiiffer, and
the lindings will tell how consisteni tle abduction phenomenon really is.
No-one familiar with abductions will be
surpdsed to hear that the consistencies are
many, but few have guessed iust howconsistent
abductions prove to be.
An outline of the results now follows.
Elements unusual enough to be distinctive while
recurring from case to case qualify as significant
constants of the abduction phenomenon.

Consistencies of form
A striking but seldom-noticed characteristic of abduction repons is the sequence ol
events that unfolds
The abduction story consisrs of a maximum of eight episodes - captue, e]€mination,
conferen ce. tour. olherworldly
- journey,
theophany, return and aftermath.
Not every case contains every episode,
andsome episodes are quite rarc;butthose that
do appearfollowthis prescribed sequence with
remarkable fidelity. Out of 193 cases with two
ormore episodes, 163 show the ,correct, ordet.
Exacting anangements order the event of
some episodes as well as the overall story.

Capture consists ol four distinctive parts intrusron, where a UFO appears and stalks the
witness; zone of sttangeness, where odd thing
happen lo the physical world: time lapse, whei
the witness su.ffers some formot mental impairment: and procuement, when the beings-take
the witness into custody.
When two or more o[these parts occur in
a report, they follow this order in 77y" of lhe
cases.

Procurement has tle compleitv ofa subepisode unto irself, with a sequence of eight
recurrent eventsta beam oflight rnay strike tle
\,\4tness, a Jorce may draw the him, beings
appear, and a conversation follow.Ihe beings
pacifu or otherwise control the witness, t[e
escort him to the ship andfloat him on board.
He enters with a.momentary loss ol memory, or
ooorwav amnesra
Agait 77% of the cases with two or more
of these events arrange them in the prescribed
sequence.
The examination episode breaks down
into eight dislinct activities: tle beings prepare
rhe wirness by undressing, cleaningirid fositioning him on a l.able. Then ihe actual
examinaLion moves from generalto more specific concems as the bei;gs 6rst subiect ihe
wit ress to a manual explorarion, apparentlyto
gauge gross extemal characteristics. A scanning device like an eye or light next passes over
the wirness, followed by instrumental investigadons aimed perhaps at internal strucl ure and
physiological functions. The beings then take
specimens of skin, hair or body fluids, and an
examination of the reproductive areas comes
nex. Ar the close ofthe examination the beings
show interesl. in rhe neurological svsrem, ofte=n
by implanring a tiny device into ihe brain or
spine of the witness. A behavioural test may
complete the process, perhaps to check performance after the insert is made.

A total or 69% of the

pattem.

cases

follow this

The return episode begins with a farewell,
and thereafte! reverses capturc. The \r,itness
exits and experiences doorwav amnesia once
again as the beings float hini outside. After
watching the departurc of the claft , the witness
reente$ the normal world as he rcsumes his
previous aclivities and memories of the abduction fade away. The four parts of this episode
stay true to form in two thirds of the cases.

A
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What matters about the order of these
events is that the pattem is not inevitable.
A conference could precede the examination or specimen taking, or the scan. and the
change would make no difference to the story'
It would still make sense one way or [he other.
The fact that witness after witness sticks to
one arbitrary order suggests thatrhe experience
itself is structued that way.

The inner eoisodes
Less commbn thanrhe episodes discussed
above, the inner episodes lack a fixed intemal

order as well. The commonest sequel to the
examinadon is a conference, a more or less
formal period of conversation between the witness and his captors.
Four topics raised in no particular se-

tie beings
witness
abour
ropics of
the
;ay interrogate
where
rhe
of
explanations
inrerest to them;
are
hele
are
from
and
why
they
beings come
witrequest
of
the
may
make
a
common; they
ness, often to folget the experience but
sometimes to leam or improve himself , orbring
them information on a futu-re date; wamings
that certain human behaviours ate dangelous
quence characl.erise the con-lerencet

and prophecies ofcoming events are also com-

mon. The prophecies usually predicl coming
disasters and even apocalyptic changes on earth,
events the aliens oran enlightenedwitness may

mitigate. A few cases include a tour of the ship,
apparently as a coutesy to the witness. This
tour mayinclude a glimpse of the engine room,
where several witnesses report crystalline globes
attached to a rotor device.
Now lollows perhaps the most bizarre
episode of all. the o$er-worldly ioumey. The
witness may be placed in an immersion chamberor orher protective environment before the
trip begins, then almost instantaneously the
shiD arrives at its destinalion. Calling this place
another planet may be a mistake. because the
place often seems underground or undel water,
associated with caverns and provided with a
luminous but sunless sky and an indistinct
hodzon.
The witness often sees a bustling city and
ample signs of alien civilisation, butbarrenness
typifies the physical envircnme[t. Either the
landscape is desenlike or devasrated, or *te
skyis dark and rhevegetation looks unhealthy.
The only fertile scenes appear in subterranean

environments. These impressions repeat with
almost unchallenged consistency.

Rarest among the episodes is the
theophany, where the witness encounteN a
divin€ being or seeE something the beings appear to regard as sacred. Betty Andreasson's
meetings with a presence she interpreted as
God are the most familiar examples of this
incident.
After the witness retums, his abduction
experience still may not be over. fts conse.
quences often dog him for weeks ard even
years. An altermath of some sort frequently
lollows an abducrion, and while formless, ftis
episode consists of distinctive aftereffects of
immediate, intermediate and long-term onset.
The immediate a.ftereffects are mostly
physical in nature and include eye irritation,
sunburned skin, gastrointestinal upset and cuts
or puncture wounds.
Mental effects take over in a week or two
asthe physical injuries heal. Thewitness maybe
troubled by nightmares or anxiety as partial
recollection of a strange and upsetting experience creeps back into consciousness.
Longer term changes may involve major
reorganisation of the witness's personality,
sometimes forthe better and sometimes lor the
worse. New inreres(s and a desire for leaming
may grip the witness, exlrasensory powers may
develop, and he maybecome a more sensitive,
humane person.
In other cases, the witless may tum from
reliable to erratic and his entire pe$onality
uniavel. Pararormal experiences with Men in
Black, apparitional and poltergeistlike phenomena may follow.
The commonest aftercffect is futher encounters with aliens. one abduction sometimes
leads to another, and a few witnesses report a
lifelong history of abductions, UFO sightings
and meetings with unusual beings.

Craft. occuDants and effects

Not all th'e consistencies in abduction

stories are limited to the form and content of the
episodes.The craft has a discoidal shape in 136
out of l62cases.In some cases the disk is thick,

in othersthi[, sometimesadomeorprojections
differentiate the claft, and sizes vary so much

that witnesses compaie the ship to anytling
from a small car to football field. The craft are
clearly not carbon copies. but a few cigar or

other shapes challenge the general discoidal duction comes to the fore during the examinapattern.
tion, but orher hints reinforce the impression
Onceinside thewitness usuallyfi nds him- that matters of reproduction and tertility comself within a circular, domed room without mand a central place in the beings'concems.
sharp corners. Lighting is uniform and diffused
ln the conversations the beings may state
without a specific source visible, the atmos- outright lhat rhey have trcuble reproducing,
phere is usually cold and clammy and the air desire to reinvigorare their stock by combining
ditncdt to breathe because of its heaviness, or, with humans, or come lrom a dving infenili
less frequently, its noxiousness.
planet. Observations of the otherwotld conlirm
The beings may be human, humanoid, or this admission.
montrous. Humanoids make up two thirds of
A preference for youthful captives is strikthe 205 cases where witrlesses describe the ing in comparison of the ages of abductees,
beings, while humans appear irl 52 cases. The while thebeings rejected one witness as too old
standard humanoid is ofshotto average height,
and another because of a vasectomy. These
has a large rounded head and enormous, comchoices make sense if interest in fertility is what
pelling eyes. The nose and ears are small, even motivates them. The samples, tampering with
vestigial, while the mouth is no more thar a witness's genitalia, and scale of the abduction
hole or a slit. No hair grows on the grev, ashen program suggest beings in serious biological
skin, and the beings dress in a tight overall trouble exploiting human captives in an effort
uniform.
to survive.
Some clues to the personality and conA number of strange phenomena associcems ofthe beings emerge in abduction reports
atewirh abduclions, and fieseevenLscan gather
as well. Most crews have a leader who conunder the rubric of effects . Some efiects apply
verses pith the witnesses, using telepathy to to the physical world and others to the mind.
address humans but a rapid mumbling verbal
Physical effects include a vacuum-like stillness
speech to communicate with others ofhis own
surrounding the abduction site and influences
kind.
on motorvehicles, some the traditional electroThe beings aJe polite in speech andbehav-

iour, but their courtesy often proves false, a
mere front to manipulate the witness and win
his cooperation. In fact, the beings seem clinical and aloof, indifferent to and perhaps
uncomprehending of human pain and fear.
One emotiontheyexpress is surprise, judg-

ing from the excitement they have shown over

such discovedes as false teeth and surgical
scars. Evasiveness typifies much ofthe beings'
teatment of captives. Thebeingsseemto resent
a witness watching the and mayinfluence him
to keep his eyes averted and closed during the
abduction.
When the witness questions them, the
beings may refuse to answer or give out
disinformation, absurd replies that satisfu the
witness but reveal nothing to him. Then the
time lapse effect robs him of even the memory
that he was abducted at all.
Emotions seem to hold particular interest
for the beings. They may questions a witness at
length about his human characteristic, also
about the individuality and separateness of
humans. Time and ageing seem like complete
mysteries to the beings. Their interest in repro-

magnetic effects familiar in UFO reports, others
a seemingly exl.ernal contol over theoDeration
of a vehicleThe best known mental effect is time lapse,
a gap in witness memory during rhe period ot
theabduction. This phenomenon occursin
cases, while other foms of mental impairment
such as unconsciousness or lethargyboost the
toral even higher. The witness may behave in
uncharacteristic ways while under the beings'
influence, and they seem to have a number of
mind contrcl techniques by which they pacify
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the witness, relieve pdin, and induce compliance with their wishes
Other effects lie in a shadowland between
the physical and mental. The witness floats to
the ship, but does he defu gravity or only feel as
ifhe floats? Evidence poinrs both ways. Cases
ofpassing ghostlikethrough a solidwalland an
isolation effect whereby the abduction takes
place in an inhabited alea in plain view, yet no
one else intrudes. raise similar questions.

Meaning what?
Comparative analysis of abduction reports
piles up a mountain of data to reach only a
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molehill of conclusions. The ultimate nature of
abduclions eludes this study because its real
subject is not the experience itself but the abduction report.
All truths found here are tuths about texts
and not necessalily about the phenomenon
responsible for them. This literary Neverland
excludes consideration of the witress, his sincerity and emotional involveme[t, and any
physical evidence the experience leaves behind. Similarities in Iorm and corltelrt are
impoftant to know, but ultimate answers demand exterior evidence to blidge the gap
between report and reality.
Ttree erelanations may account for the
similarities among abduction reports:
The reports may be alike because different
people sha-re the same kind otobjeclive experi-

I

ence.

2

The reports may be alike because different
people share the same kind of subiective experience. This explanation assumes some sort of
universal (ortranspeNonal) psychological phenomeno[ capable of generating the mental

images and feelings of abductions.
The reporb may be alike because difrerent
people share the same story tradition. Narrators then merely repeat the form and coltents
of stories heard ftom other narrators, or more

5

plausibly, a well-publicised report inlluences
the perceptions and descriptions of subsequent
witnesses so that they distort their own exp€rience to conJoim to thei! expectations.
A case can be argued fo! each interpretation with the evidence from this study. If this
study cannot setde once and for all what abductions are, the effort proves one thing about
them beyond a shadow of a doubt abduction
reports as a body show far more similarities
than accident, random hoaxes or purely fantasies call explai[.
The consiste[cies in form and content
down to numerous minute details demonstrate
that abductions make up a coherent phenomenon, whatever its ultimate nature. Any skeptic
who dismisses this unity relies on hope rather
tian evidence to support his case.
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Computerising UFO data:
Applying low-cost computing
to UFO research
St€phen .t. Gamble, United Kingdom
Stephen Gamble

Anthony Pace, Ra!'rnond Shaw, Stephen Smith,
EmestStill, Amold W€st, ard Michael Wootten.

At the first Intemational UFO Congress
heldat Mount Royal Hotel in London ir 1979,
a series of behind-the-scenes meetings were
held between uiologists from many different
countdes. These led to the formatior of ICUR,
the Intemational Committee lot UFO Research
(*2). As part of the BUFORA contribution to
these meetings, a paper on the potential use of
low cost computing was presented by Malcolm

Btnl, Bob Digby aid myself

(*r.

This paper

examirles the progress we have made since that

presentation.
The grcwth ol low cost computing,

lollouinq the intoduction of home
computerc, has made this technology
accessible to the ufoloqical community,
This paper examines the uses ol
computerc in UFO rcsearch with
pqtticular relerence to how they hqae
been utilised by the Bitish UFO Research
Association.
This paper deals with some of the work
cunently being undertaken by the BUFOM

('lJ

Research Depadrnent in the uses of computers in UFO research. During the 1988

SOBEPS Conference in Brussels, one of the
speakersmadethe commentthatUFO research
was not done by organisations but ratier is
carried out by individuals.
Perhaps the work I describe here will
relute this claim. I take this opportunity to list,
as an acknowledgernent, the people who have
contributed over the years in this aspect of
BUFORA'Swork; it hasbeen very much a team
efrort : Malcolm Bull, James Danby, Robert
Digby, Paul Fuller, PeterHill, Michael Hudson,
Michael Lewis, Robert Moore, Nigel Mortimer,

This is not a general review of the use of
computers by every UFO organisation in the
world, but focuses on the work of BUFORA.
Fo! an indication of other groups' use of computers, refer to two rec€rlt publications (*4 *5) .
BUFORA'S use of computers can be split
down into two broad cat€gories, namely Research Applications and, secondly, Office
Automation Applications. Each of these categories will be examined in tum.

BUFORA'S Research

Applications

The comouter intlex
backgrofinil

-

Woik on this project started back in 1984.
Originally the system ran on a SinclaL Spectrum 48k computer using an early version of the
Masterfile database system produced by
Campbell Systems (*6) . More recently the database has been transferred to an Amstrad PCW
9512 computer.

Beforc I get into detailed discussion ofthe
will outline some ofthebackground
which made it necessary.
databas€, I
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Originally, andl amgoingback nowto the
1960s, a.ll the case repods for a glven year were

justplaced in a largefile.The papers relatingto
any particular case were pinned together, but
otherwise therc was no order.
When I use tlle term caserepofis,I usethis
asaveryloose definition. Manyofthe early case
reports (perhapsas manyas halo consistofonly
a newspaper clipping or a witness's original
letter; there is no apparentattempt at full investigation.
To some are appended a comment, a very
preliminary eraluation. In latter yea$ we have
become more selectrve aboutwhat we are prepared to consider as a case report.
I well remembera TV interviewthe late Dr
Hlarek gave around 1972. The outline of his
comments was that science works on patteros
of tie relationship between events. The reason
scientists were notinterested in UFOS was that
there were no apparent patterns. So it is with
computers; they need to work with structured
information and cannot bring order to chaos.
In the early 1970's soon aJter Tony Pace
became Director of Research, a numbering system was intoduced which at last gave an easy
way to uniquely identifu a given case.
This was a five digit code where the fiNt
two digits indicated the year in which the case
occurred, ie. 75 would indicate the year 1975.
This was followed by three digits which represented a sequential number, the first case
received in a yearwouldbe numbered 001, the
second 002, and so on.
It is important to note that the numbeN
were allocated in the order the cases were
received /rot in any chronological order of occurTence.

Pdor to this numbering system BUFORA
reports had been given a sequential number
which started at one for the first report ever
receivedby BUFORAand continued from there.
There was no attempt to separate the reports
into individualyears orany othermore sophis
ticated classification.
The only way to find a specific report was
to start at the ftont of the filirg cabinet ard
work towards theback, examining everyreport
on route!

Card index

The renumbering of the case files was
to organise the

necessary for an early attempt

data. This was an edge-punched ce:c si-r:erl
devised by Stephen Smith. Thes€
aje
described in detail in the BUFOR1 ::.r:-:a
tors Handbook.
The card is approximately 8ia-l
has a rowof small holes parallelrc. ar:i
of an inch from, each edge. The top si=.e cf
the card is p nted with data fields for :.j:::ation such as case number, date,
ard
location. Each data field corresponds:c : s5cific group of holes.
The number oI calegories which;-:;:e
described were limited by the nr.lmber o::oles
around rhe card. This could lead ro suc I :rr;s
as objecl made a noise'which could :::-::: :<
present or absent, there was no oppor ji-jJ to
be more specific.
If a particular characteristic \l'as ;:-enr
the edges ofthe hole were cutto meer r'1. elge
of the card making it into a slot.
To analyse the data a steel neecla !1?j
passed through the stack of cards. If Ee *ere
interesled in the presence of sound tl:r: re
needle wouldbe passedthrough the hole.c-esponding to sound.
The pack of cards would then be pr.ied
up by the needle and those reports in \,--iah
sound was present would drop out ofrhe s=ck.
Although now somewhat crude. i: \las
BUFORA s lirsl real a empl al dara an-!(is
Experience gained with the card sysrer pr narily identilying the shortcomings helped ir ihe
design of iater systems.

.::=

\:-:
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The computer index
As previously stated, this originalJy ran on

a Sinclair Spectrum computer using an early
version of the Masterfile database pro$am.
In this{orm, approximat€Iy300 cases s'ere

coded and entered onto the syst€m. This \+'ork

being done primarily by Mike wootlen. lllike
Lewis and Nigel Mortimer.
The original 300 cases included all the
reports from 1980, 1981 and 1982. This repre'
sented iust over 200 of the original cases. A
preliminary discussion of these cases $.as produced by Mike Wootten (*7.).
In 1989 we transferred the existing index
data from the Spectrum to a similar database
system running on an Amstrad 9512 computer.
This runs the CP/M operating system, and a
more advanced versioo ofthe Mastedle database program is utilised.

It is this st'Etem which I wil describe. At
ofvdting 0uly 1991) the main BUFORA
Index has 1500 cases on it.
Since the beginning of 1991, Mike Hud-

the time

sotr has been running a similar database sJrstem

using Dbase IU (*9 on an IBM compatible
computer, This currently contains around 650
case reports and wo* is in progress to exchange these with the reports on my database.
Together with additional reports coded by
Emest Still and RaJ'mond Shawthis will give us
a combined database in excess of 2500 reports.
The database will be developed to run in parallel on the Amshad pcwMasterfle and IBM
PclDbase systems.
The computer index s5rstem is essentially a
reflection of the BUFORA R1 investigatior
form. It records the reference [umber (important for being able to access the original written
leport) and basic parameters such as date, time,
location, colour, shape, angular size and duration. There are also estimates of Lhe degree of
investigation, the quality of the witness ard a
field to desclibe the principle characteristics of
the case, eg. is it a visual sighting, landing, were
occupants repofted, were photogaphs taken,
etc.
As a result oi experience and suggestions
made by Robert Moore, we have been exarnining extenlions to the report chancteriEtics field

to more explicitly explain certain characteristics, for example, 'objects changing shape'.
Altogetherthe sysl.em currently stores in-

formation in 19 fields. This constitutes a basic
catalogue of our UFO reports. However the
Masterlile system allows us to relate informaLion in up to 8 (or more ifconectly struclured)
additional files to this master database.
The best way to think of it is that each
record (or report) in the database is a small
iodex card. On the first card we \yrite the
inJormation described in the paragraph above.
We can then have all additional 8 cards with
supplementary information on it. The next card
we are working on for each case describes ifthe
case has been published anywhere and provides a short free text abstract of the case.
Further extensions might include cards for each
of the supplementary investigations questionnaires shown in the Investigato6 Haidbook
(*9, eg. photographic data, physiological effects.Ihis is the frst step to obtailting completely
computerised records.

Bur whal is the use of such a system?
The first point is ftar by trarslating our
information to the computer we are abie to
make copies. With our existing paper files they
are stored in one place. This not or y makes
access difiicult. it also makes uslulnerable. By
this I mean that if the buildingtheyarestoredin
becomes flooded or bums down then Dotentia.lly we lose 30 years worth o[ data.
Apart ftom securing our data, the compute! system is a valuable research tool.
As Robet Moore pointed out in a rece[t
article (*10), computeF can be used to rapidly
produce catalogues. This would be best illustrated by Jome examples. Recently I was
contacled by a researcher who was giving a
lecture in Leicester. He wanted to know what
cases there hadbeen in thatarea. Within afew
minutes il was possible to generate a list of
Leicestershire cases. Previously it would have
taken several days ofsolid work to readeach of
the paper files to check for LeicesteNhire location.
Notonly was it possible to generate thelisr
in a few minures, it is now possible to arrange
for the list to be on somebody's desk in a few
minutes. By connecting a fax machine directly
to the computer the resdts can be directly
transmitted to the user no printouts, no post
oflice and no delay.
Itis possible to combine searches on up to
seven different patameters. As an example, say
investigator Ken Phillips camcto meand said
investiga(ed a case oIa red obiecl when I Iived
in Buckinghamshire, the only orherthing I can
remember is tlat it occurred on a Tuesday, can
you help me track down that case?'.
We have four pieces of information: the
investigator was Ken Phillips, the iocation was
somewherc in Buckinghamshire, the colour
was red and the day of the week was Tuesday.
No problem.
If we ask the system to find all the cases
where Ken Phillips was tle investigaror (in our
sample oI1500 cases) it replies with 8l reports.
Ken could scan through this list to see il he
could identify the case.

i

What of our other parameters? The system
tells us that there were 166 cases on a Tuesday
and that therc were 297 red objects and therc
were 23 obiecrs repo(ed from Buckinghamshire. Can we nanow t}e numberofcasesdo\r,n
bycombining searches? If, for example, we ask

CIl
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the question 'identily reports wh€re Ken Phillips

is the investigator arrd lhe day was Tuesday'
thelr only 9 cases are identified.
Similarly if we ask for 'investigator was
Ken and colour was red' then 8 cases are identified. For 'investigator was Ken and location
Buckilrghamshire' we find 10 cases. This is
much better.
By combi ng three ol these searches we
can do bette! still. ffwe search for Investigator,
Day of Week and Colour, we can narrow it
dorrn to iust two cases, similarly for Day, Colour and Location we lind only two cases. But if
we combine searches for Investigator, Day of
week and Location we hit the jackpot. Only
one case fits this description. That case is 80020, a red obiect seen over Milton Kejmes,
Buckinghamshire on Tuesday 26th February
1980 and investigated by Ken Phillips.
we can combine searches in a vadeBr of
ways. In the exarnple abovewelookedforcases
which had Investigator plus Day of week plus
Colour. Equally we could have searched for
cases where only one of a variety of pammetels
was present, for example, cases which occurred
where Day of week was Friday or Day of week
was Saturday.
Also we can ask the system to find one
particular feature if it occurs anywhere in the
file. For example, 'LITS' for Light In The Sky
might occur either in the description Shape or
inthe Notesfield. we could do asingle search,
asking the computer to look for LITS in any
field.
The answer is 210 out of our sample of
1500 cases. Retuming to Ken Phillips. He has
operated two numbering systems of his own for
cases he investigated; these are his TPL and his
Philcase numbering systems. Some of his cases
are numbered in both s]6tems. However, if Ken
wanted to retrieve one of his cases, BUFORA
could not find it just by being given a Philcase
or TPL number... that is, up until now.
Where Ken's own case number is known
is
this entered in the computer system either
alongside the BUFoRA reference numberor in
the Notes field. Byaskingfora search anywhere
in the data for, say, TPL219 or TPL 219, the
correct BUFORA rcIerence number can be
found and the report reAieved.
As well as being able to produce catalogues relatively easily and identit' individual
cases, the database system can be used as a

research tool in its own right. Foi exanple one
thingwhich researchers have looked at a nurnber
of times over the years is: does the day of the
week have any bearing on the number of repods. Rather thar spend dals going through
the filing cabilet checking reports in a few
minutes the computer system can produce totals for each day, or each month or year.
We are also starting to use computers in
the statistical analysis of data. For example, the
statistical package Minitab has been used extensively in analysing UFO daia (*.1.1).

Bibliography inilex

At the start of any scientific project it

is

usual to carry out a literature search. UnJortu,
nately in the field of ufolog/ there are none of
the major computer databases, such as lndex
Medicus. We have set about the production of
an index ofu.fological publications starting with

indexing BUFORA'S own material.
Again the system is based upon the
Masterfile and Amstrad PCW system. It is important to stress that once the data is entered
into one system that some method can be devised to tansfer it to any other computer and
database system.

In the bibliogaphy index, information
about the authors, the title of the paper, the
journal, dates ofpublicatioo and keywords can
be entered.
The ke5n{ords are important

as they allow
the indexer to give an indication about the
content ofa paper which might not be obvious
ftomthe title. For example, in the first issue of
Joumal of Trunsient Aeial Phenonena, Bob
Digby and myself had a paper entitled Hard.Une of Physical Euidence. This dealt with

photographic and trace case material. If you
were looking for papers which dealt with photographic cases a search for the word'photo'in
the titles would not identifu this paper. If the
word'photo', or 'photographic', is entered as a
keyword tlen the paper would be retrieved by
searchingfor the word either in the title or as a
keyword.

Image processing
Amongst my otherjobs within BUFORA I
am a member of the photographic team. It
would onlybe natural that I should combine my
twin interests of photography and computing.
The freld of digital image enhancement is

one in whichwe have recentlybeen ablea little
bit ofwork. So far we have only been able ro do
a small amount ofwork to assess the caDabiliry

of such techniques. UnlonLrnately rle projeci
whose equipmentwe were usinghas now been
disbanded. Bul.it provided valuable experience
for the future.
The power of digital image enhancement
techniques has been hamessed extensively by
William Spulding and his colleagues in Ground
Saucer Wal.ch in the Unil.ed States ofAmerica.

E le ctr o nic C o mm uni c atio n
We have been able in recent months to
start exchanging informatiol with other researchers through out the world using elecrro n ic
mail.
I personally am a contributor to paJanet
(*.12) based in Denver.I also exchange information regularly with people in various countries,
particularly the United States andAustralia. To
a limited extent we can also obtain information
via the worldwide UNIX Newsnet.
Conrriburors are able to mail to tlis system on more or less any subject rhey like. The
mai n use of the system is exchan ge of research
inlormation between urdversities, govemment
establishments and company research groups.
The system carries a small amount ofwhat
is best described as recreational matter which
includes UFOs. Ifsomething maior occurs then
someone somewhere will posr a message, lor
example. recenrly il. was thought that the tamous missing Flight 19 had been found. This
inlormation was passed aroundthe world within
two houls!
Because of time differences we can often
arrarge tumaround of less thar a day. For
example, recently Mark Rodeghier of CUFOS
asked me for some informal.ion one moming
(US local time). I was able to able to read the
message in the ea y evening (UK time) and
reply. Because ofthe time difference, when he
arrived home that evening, the reply was waiting for him.
One oI the futurc developments we are
looking at is to establish a bulletin board system
ofBUFORA'S own. This would allow a central
informarion darabase to be made directlyavailable to registered researchers and would allow
the exchange of electrcnic mail. It is possible
that we could anange to link either to Paranet,
the MUFON bulletin boad or other similar

systems to ail ow for wider exch an ge of

inlorma-

tron-

Otfice Automation Applications

There are two areas in which BUFORA
has made very extensive use of computer technolosr. These are in the field of administration
and in the field of publication. It would be
worth pointing our at this stage that BUFORA
is registered with the UKs Data protection
Regjsl.Er to hold computerised dala for re.
search and for administrative purposes. This
places on us an obligarion to handle information in a responsible manner.

Publications
Between 1979 and 1989 BUFORA pub-

lished the lournal ol Transient AAial
Phenomena, which alternated with the
BUFORA Bulletin .ln 1984, I became editor of
lfAPand began experimenting with the use of

computer based wordprocessing.
These early experiments involved the use
of tle Sinclair Spectrum compurer and a
wordprocessing package calledTasword 2. One
of the limitations of Tasword was rhar, unlike
more expensive systems, it did not have a spelling checker. UnJonunately spelling is nol. one
o[ my stronger poinl.s, as evidenced bv JTAP,S
postbag!
The early experiments, however, Droved
the viability of the system. After produciion of
the firstissue of ffAP, usingadot matrix prin ter,
it became ciear rhal a better printer wou_ld be
necessary for longterm use. This problem was
solved by obtaining a daisy wheel typewriter
with a computer interface. When Mike Wootten
took over as editor of th e BUFORA Bullatinhe
adopted a simila! production method.
In 1988 we started to move the production
of BUFOM publicarions onto Amitrad pCW
95 12 type computers. This has the advantage of
more flexibility. Also the popularity of the older
Spectrum computers was decreasing and the
PCWrangebecomingwidespread. A number of
regular contdbutors to BUFORA,s publications
own PCW computeF which mears that they
can send their conrributions direcrlv on disk
and save the retyping of material.
I have developed sysrems to tansfer text
Irom a variety of machines and wordprocessing
packages includingTasword (on theSpeclrum),
Microsoft word (on IBM PC'sandMacintoshs),

C'J
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Wordperfect (on IBM PCs, Macintosh's and
Unix sl'stems) and Wordstar onto the PCw.

used by UFO researchers.

Ailministration

have changed.

Therc are many tasks in the running of
BUFORAwhich, althoughtime-consuming, are
of a rcutine and repetitive nature. These involve
such things as dealing with requests for books
lists and routine enquiries about membership
and so on. Amold West has been working on
the automation of these tasks using an Amstrad
PCW95l2 with Locoscript and Locofile.
Many enquiries can be dealt with by the
combination of several standard paragraphs
from a selection of a little over a dozen. These
standard paragraphs are inserted into the body
of a standard letter together with the enquirer's
name and address.
Although not strictly palt of BUFORA'S
own use of computers, I should include a litde
about the use of computers to maintain the
records of ICUR, the Intemational Committee
for UFO Research, of which I am secletary.
Again using Mastedile of the PCW, the
ICUR systems forthe International Directory of
Organisations and Publications is maintained.
A similar system is used to maintain an index of
conferences and other meetings. The database
system has the advantage of being readily updated and entries can be sorted on any field. For
example in the Organisations List. the oBanisations are stoied in alphabetical order by name.
It is also extremely useful to be able to have a list
ordered by country. This can be created in just
a couple of minutes.

we intend to carly
out a similar survey later in 1991, under the
direction of Robert Moore, to see how tiings
In conclusion,I hope this paper has shown

that low cost computing power can be used in
many varied ways by the ufological commudty
to great effect.
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Project Hessdalen
The Hessdalen

set- p

Odd-Gunnar Roed, lilorvra,y

shape, with the sharp end down; a round football shape; and upside down Christrnas tree.
Therc werc other shapes, but these were the
malll ones.
The colours of rhe lights were mostlywhite,
or y€llow/white. Sometimes a small r;d lighi
could be seen amongsl rhe whire. On a few
occasions the lights were made up of every
colour in the rainbow

The lights could be observed several times
theywere seen more during the night.

a day, but

Hessdalen is a uallcy in the middle part ol
Norway. It lies south-east of Trondheim
and about 10hm notth-west of the town
ol Roros. The whole aallav strctches l2km
in len|th, and only arounT I50people
inhabit the arca. But it has beei a'
populat location lot mysteious lights.

In December 1981, unknown lights suddenly started to appear in the skies above
Hessdalen. These lights could sometimes stand

still formore than an hour. Ttey were also seen

to move around slowly befote stopping, and

sometimes they were observed travelling at a
fast rate of speed.

At one time the lights were tracked by
radar and were estimated to be travelling at
approximately 8500 metres/second.
These iights were observedjust about eveqrwhere and more often thar nol. lhev were
below the horizon down in the valley and not
high up in thesky.lt has to be said tharthe vast
majority of the lights were reported to be below
the tops ofthe nearby mountains.
No one in Hessdalen could offer a-n explanation for these strange lights.
The lights appeared to have several different specific shapes. This was somelhing thai
became quire apparent when the lights were
photographed. The main shapes were: bullet

At the rhost, thev could be obseryed around
four times a day.
There were more reports of the lights in
the winrer rather tlan the summer. Oneieason
for this might be the fact that in summer
Hessdalen has almost perpetual davlight. The
lighs could be split into three groups:

I

Sntall qnd sttong whitc ot blue llashes
which coultl show up eooywhete in ihe sky.

2

ycllou' ot yellouluhitc ,i8rrrr. These lights
were. more otten than not, observed in the
valley andielowthe horizon. Sometimes they

were just above rooftops and even down on thi
ground. Theycould appear stationary for morc
than an hour before slowly moving 6ffaround

the valley, and sometimes thev could show
exuemely fast accelerationsand virvfast speeds.
They were also observed high up in the iky.

3

Seoerul liEhts togethet at a fireil ilistancc
each othet Mostly tlese were yellow or
white lightswirh ared lightin ftont.Theselights
could move slowly around the tops of mountains.
The repods ofthe lights carried on throughout 1982. but suddenly in the spring of 198j,
reports dropped off damaticallv. ln the summer of I983. we had no reportsai all. However,
in the autumn and winier of 198j, reports
started coming in again, butmuch lewer than in
previous years. But in the autumn of 1984,
reports again increased.
As no official institute with govemmental

ftom
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support seemed bothered about the lights, five
individuals staded their own researcli prolect:
Project Hessdalen.
The aim was to find out what this strange
phenomenon in Hessdalen and nearby a-reas
was.
The proiect consisted ofa'working committee which hadthe responsibilig of running
the proiect, and an 'advisory committee'to help
the working committee in the theoretical part
ofthe projecl the advisoN were also therc to act
as an 'expert' goup to answer questions ftom
the workers.
The fact is that t}le advisory committee got
very litde work from the working committee
because we (the'workers') managedtobuildup
a local expert group which consisted ofpeople
from: Norwegian Defence Research Establishment (NDRE), the University of Oslo, and the
Univelsity of Bergen, and on occasions, the
University of Trondheim.
The project first went public on 3 June
1983. On 27 August 1983, it was presented to
the third BLIFORA International UFO Congress in Erlglalld.
During the autumn of 1983, a research
progftlmme was established. On 19 November
1983 the project was presented to the inhabitants ofHessdalen and surrounding areas. During
the filst pad of Jaruary 1984, an information
bulletin explaining the project, togetherwith a
simple report form which people could rctum
to us, was sent out to 3,300 households in the
district.
The work in the field, with all the instrumentation, stated on 21 lanuary 1984 and
ended on 26 Febluary 1984. The pupose ofthe
study was to detemine what tie Hessdalen
phenomenonwas, or, atthe veryleast, discover
something more about it.

Hessdalen observations
Numerous observations ofthe lights were
made, photographs taken, and other instruments used to record the phenomenon. What
follows is a brief summary ofsome ofthe observations.
On 27 January 1984, the phenomenon
was both sighted and recorded on mdar, at
5.32pm. An oblong-shaped light was observed,
to the south-west of Finnsahogda, which moved
in a northedy direction and couldbe observed
until it disapp€ared over the horizon.

The lighthadawhite and red colour which
blinkedatuneven intervals. Radar retums were
made as the light passed directly to the west of
the obserration point, but this phenomenon
was not photographed.
It was olr 28 january 1984, at 3 .49pm, that
something was detected by radar. An ovalshaped echo moved in a south-westerly dfection
to the west of us. The echo signal appeared in
size to be about one third larger than a singleengined aircmft. The object on the screen moved
quickly and divided into two partJ od th e north
side ofRognefjellet. One part moved toward th e
mountain, the other towa.rd Hessdaled valley.
As this happened during daylight hours,
and in goodvisibility, itisreasonable to assume
that something could be seen with the naked
eye, but nothing was detected. Nevertheless. 14
single-frames offilm shot in the direction ofthe
echo, butnothing showed up on the developed
film.
Orl 29 ]anuary 1984,4.19pm, radal contact was made rrith something moving north;
this time onthe east side ofthe base station. The
distance was about500 metres and the shape of
the echo seemedto indicatethatsomethingwas

descending.

On I I January 1984. there was agarn an
echo on tle radar. ftom Rognefjellel. passing
on the west side ofAspaskjolen. Nothing could
be seen with the naked eye. Long hours of
observation ensued, with nothing unusual.egisl.ered. resulting in the observers becoming
tired and tuming their attention to something
less boring. But when an occasional glance was
made back at the sqeen, something was there.
This repeated it selfon many occasions, but we
cannot explain why the source could not be
seen by the naked eye.
On l February 1984, at 3.49pm, there was
regular radar contact with something travelling
north, from Varhushjolen, along Finshoga, towards Harffnerkneppen. Nothing was seen with
the naked eye. The next day, I realised that
many observationsweremadeat2.05pm andso
I checkedthe radarscreenj right ontime, three

strong echoes were registered east of

Aspaskjolen, movingnorth. Exactlv 30 minutes
latei, there were more echoes, this time on the
west side of Aspaskjolen, but moving north
also. These last three echoes werc detected on
every altemate sweep of the radar. Could this be
caused by a wave movement which we had

observed earlier?

More echoes wete to come; 3.46pm: 2
echoes south of Kjolen, 3.49pm: I echo west of
Kiolen, 3.51pm: 1 echo south of Kjolen, Then,
at 3 .53pm, the electric power supply $uddenly
went off for about 15 seconds.
It gndually retumed to normal after about
a minute or so. The local farm from which we
obtained our electrical supply was contacted,
and the farm$ admitted to having pulled a
switch which might have cut off the electricity,
but he insisted that it was closerto 4pm when he
did so, as he observed the time when he arived
at the farm. He arrived at the farln at 3 .50pm but
caried out several tasks beforehand which
could not have been done in three minutes
alone. Besides, the power should have come
back on immediately when the switch was
tumed back on. None of the neighbours noted
any power failue.
At 4.30pm that day, 2 echoes were registered travelling north. Later that evening a
well-lit oblong light, yellowbh in colour and
red in front was sighted, passing on a northerly
counie.
The time was 8.11pm.The obiect moved
with a wavelike motion and was observed by at
least nine people, from three different locations. Photographs were taken but were not too
succesdul.
On Friday 3 February 1934, 3 1 radar echoes were registered between 3.12pm and
5.04pm, at distances rangingbetween 450-2000
metres. Although obseryers were stationed at
two locations in the mountains, nothing was
observed. The next day, echoes were observed
between 1.40pm and 2.29pm. As time passed,
we noticed tiat any hou$ of surveillance seldom produced results - rather the phenomenon
was often spotted by accidental glances out
through the caraqan wi[dows.
Since the autumn of 1982, I have been
through a number of odd 'coincidences'; on 4
separate occasions, when we came to the top of
Varusld ole[, stopped the car and went outside,
there 'it' came, immediately, and passed by us.
The same thing happened once inAspaskjolen.
All these instances happened at differcnt
times ofthe day, and most of the time it was an
'impulse' trip which made us lake an evening
trip to Hessdalen by car. We also cancelled
some trips.
Personally have certain leservations

I

about believidg that a possible 'plasma phe-

nomenon' cao appear 'on o!der'. Other
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observers have looked for hours without suc-

'Coincidences' also happened with the
video equipment which we used to record the
radar screen; orre evening the pen of the
magnetograph failed to rrork. At tle same time,
the video tape came to an end, and the phenomenon appeared less than one minute late!.
The next evening we made cerlain that the
pen had sufficient ink and tumed on the video
recorder 10 minuteE later than the night before.
We thought everlthing was ready for the usual
10.47pm 'messag€'.

The video tape ran out at 10.57pm. At
'it' appeared. Such occurrences may
be coincidence, but at the end of the proiect
10.58pm,

period, a.lmosl. everything started ro happen by
coincidence. Perhapsthese coincide[ces point
to the Hessdalen phenomena notbeing of natural origin.
There is another interesting example. A
persor living in Aspas suddenly got the idea o!
feeling that she should go outside, and as she
did so, she observed a light spheroid passing by.
What causes a person to stop what they are
doing and go outside to observe something
stlange? This should strengthen the case that
Hessdalen cannotsimplybe explained by plasma
theories.

The instruments used
The instrumentation used for the proiect
included seven different recordidg methods. A
camera with gratings was used to analyse the
spectrum of the lighli which were appearing
and to answer such questions as: iE it a continuous spectrum phenomena? Is the light gen€rated
by a thermal process? Possibly a gas combina-

tion? What kind of energr if the light souce?
A seismoFaph was set up to measure any
acrivities in the Earth s crust, but none registered during the observations. A history oflocal
sinall tremoF, prior to 1984, appear unconnected with the 'sightings'.
Radar recordings totalled 36, three of
which were wibresses with naked eye observations. Photographs taken of the slgr at the time
of radar activity revealed nothing. On two occasions, we managed to photograph the letums
on the screen, which showed up very clearly;
such a retum can be ca$ed by a solid obiect,

humidity
or pressurc. The radar photographs were anaIysed by a radar exped ftom the Norwegian
Defence Research Establishment (NDFI). He
stated: "Ifthis isn't a rellection ofa solid object,
but only some kind of gas in the air, the gas has
to be locally and strongly ionised. Otherwise it
would not give such a srrong rdlection".
On the three occasions when the radar
registered something and this was backed by
lights observed in the sky, the radar was adjusted for a wider radius than usual.
A spectrum analyser connected to a
wideband antenna meant that all radio signals
could be monitored on a screen;at no time did
we see anlthing on the spectrum analyser while
the lights were 'in view' but \I'e did get some
unknown readings at other times when no
lights were visible.
A magnetometer measures the strength
and direction of the Eart}'s magnetic field. Our
FM100 model can measure magletic activity
high in the atmosphere: magnetic storns give
high readings. This instrument was connected
to a continuous graphic pdnter, but we could
find no correlation between the readings and
the light!' appeaBnce.
A laser was poirted at the lights a total of
nine times, and on eight of these occasions, we
managed to obtain a reaction from tie lights.
There was a regularflashing light, slowly moving toward the north, on t2 January 1984, at
19.55 hou6;the lightflashed very regularly all
ofthe time until we pointed the laser at it.
At this point, the flashing sequence of tie
light changed to a more urgent double-flashing
sequence: fl ash-flash.....flash-fl ash.....fl ashalso by temperature inve$ions, or by

flash.

After about 10 seconds, v/e stopped the
laser and the light immediatelychanged backto
its former sequence: flash.....flash.....flash. The

exercise was repeated

loul times,

each time

with the same result.
Geigercounters were usedto detect radioactive radiation, but no reactions occurred;
perhaps this is not surprising because the we
never came within 1l(m ofthe lights.

O[ the two occasions when lights were
observed through the inira red viewer, there
was no inlra red radiation visible. The viewer
was used from a long distance; it is possible
therefore that the lights could have been to
weak to be detected.
Hessdalen photographs
Dozens of colourphotogmphswere taken.
Those onlongtime exposure showedthe round
or ova.l lights as elo[gated. The cameras were
tripod-mounted to cut out blur, and overall, we
believe they represent the Hessdaleo phenomena well.

Tvo photographs of radar images were
forwarded to Ground SaucerWatch inAmerica
for analysis.
We ascertained that:
The signal from the target appears to be
solid, therefore, a rctum from a good radarreflecting source.
The shape of the sound 'return' ftom the
UFO is non-s!'mmetrical. and more dense in
the centre.
The retum appears to be more indicative
of one from a waterladen cloud, which could
explain the shape ofthe taeets.
The periphery of the retum are tenuous.
This could, however, be attributable to the
photographic technique employed by the
photographer, rather than attributable to the
mdar target.

I
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Conclusion
Ifthe weather report can be substantiated
that the target is nor connected to rhe environ-

mental conditions during the time the
photogBph was taken, and if all tests were

conducted by the equipment operator to verily

tlat the image is not a radar 'ghost', then the
radarretums could be connected to the sightings
of strange aerial phenomena.
This is the best we can do with this type of
photognph. An expeltradaroperator, from the
FAA, or similar organisation, given sufficient
data on this incident, should be able to prcvide
additional insight i[to these events.

The Anamnesis Report
Ken Pbllups, Itnitod Klngdom
Ken PhiLips

of whatever it was that had long since appeared

and departed. we were now looking back

The anamnesis test is a culturc-frce and
time inaatiant method of stud,ying the
witness uithin the oaeruIl UFO
etNpeience. It was detised by Austrian
psycholoqist Dt Ale,( Keul" in 1983. But
hou can it shed. light on the UFO

phenomenon?

Keul began his academic career in the
fields of astronomy and meteorclos', but in the
late 1970s, he entered the fields of clinical
psycholos/ and psychoanalysis, later developing an interest in Jungian psycholog' and
shamanism.

Havi[g aheady been the Austrian representative for MUFON (Mutual UFO Network,
in America) irl the 1970s, he begal to realise

after changing academic disciplines that vital
data on the UFO percipient was virtually nonexistent, therefore, equipped with the techn iques
of the psychological and sociological professions, Keul constructed a protocol which he
called the'anamnesis', that is,'life memory'.
The anamnesis is a 60-odd questionnaire
which gleans information ott the UFO witness's
life and covers such fields as demography, health,
belief-systems, previous anomalous experiences
and dream life, and so on.
tn other words, instead of looking out of
the window'with the witness in the direction

through the 'window'at the witnessin orderto
profile z.,l,o is doing the perceiving and reportrng.
Ofcrurse, such a method otinvestigation
does rot a.llow for the study of UFOs - whatever
they may be - but the method does allow us to
strdy lhe relationship betwee[ the UFO perceived in the environment and the 'iffrer'world
of the percipient.
Moreover, because the anamnesis is a cultule-Iree and time-iN"dant mode of enquiry, it
can be applied in investigations all over the
world and at any stage in the apparently developing natue of the UFO phenomenon.
Thus, the anamnesis will enable researchers from the 'softer' disciplines (sociolosr,
folklore, theolos', psychologr, etc.) to evaluaie
both the social whereabouts of the human witness and in which direction the UFO report is
directing society.

The anamnesis update l9{rl
Because much of the protocol in

rhe
anamnesis is based on feelings, opinions and
anecdotes etc. - in otherrrords, questions which
simply have no right or wrong answer - a statistical appraisal of the overall anamnesis
responses is nevet very easy.
Howevel, due to the facl that therc are
about 50 yes/no prompts, an attempt has been
made here to permit the viewer to make an
overall evaluation of the UFo-reporters' life
profile and thus target those responses giving
the highest affirmative retum.
The witness category consists of percipients living in Britain, aged between 15 and 65,
Irom various social backgrounds slanted towards lower-middle to woiking class. These
people were mostly interviewed durins the sec"
ond and third phases of the anamneiis study
lrom 1987 onwards.

The following is a table representing responses from 35 cases, studied over the

o]
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1987-1991 period. The 35 witnesses corlsisted
of 19 rnales and 16 females.
The bar chart represents the 'yes'responses
to iust 22 of the a-namnesis questions. The
vertical axiE represents the number of positive
respondents, and the horizontal axis represents
the anamnesis question number.

The questions and the analyses

Sotisfie., atitfu your c$eer? YlN
The moderate status-inconsistency independently determined by Keul in Austria
(Evaluatiolt of Blitish Anamnesis Project' June
71:

1987 in BUFORA's/o r

mal ofTtaflsieflt

Aeial

Pheno ena\ and Spencer in England (UIO

Tin es, No 6, March 1990) seems to prevail 17
out of35 (17155), or48.5% - nevertheless, it is
worth mentioning here that of those witnesses
who responded affrrmatively to this type of
question, and who had very close and/or repeated UFO encounterE, experienced severe
adiustmerit problems at virtually all levels of
society; professional, domestic, social and marital.
For those witnesses who were able to
assimilate their ttFO encounteE well, aod who
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anamnesis question number

$'

made the necessary adjustnents in life, vis-a-vis
the UFO dimension, the outcome was almost
always beneficial and attended by a strengthening of the 'inner self.

iust over 53%.
Thus, the significance has increased, but
again we have no potential criterion set by the
!!on-sighting population.

Have recafierrt dteorns? YIN
The reclrrent dreame! features moderately in this outcome - 21135, or 60% - and one
would confidently predict dream recurrence in
non-sighters.
:

76:

Sotisfie.l uith larnilt lilc an.l social lileT

YN

The social isolation and inter-personal
dificulties within the family, the nature ofwhich
has already been refened to, and indeed noted
many times by various authors over the yean
(vallee, Keel & Jacobs et al), shows moderately
- 20/35, or 577. - this result is very probably
connected with the social d5mamics oudined
above in question 11.

horn insornnis? YlN
The imomnia question gave a weak response - 12135, or34.5%. Thus we have no way
of knowing whether this is below o! above the
average of non-sighters.
23: Suller

,lifficalties soun.l the time of
obseftration? YlN
Thercsponseto this question is also weak:
15 /35 , ot 43yo, Once again there is no medical
criterion by which any comparison can take
place, eg. personswho have been upsetbynonUFO life events.
24: Sleeping

YlN
When Keul first published his results

26: E.)er ha.I drcarns aboul aEOs?

('Evaluation of BritishAnamnesis Project', June
1987, Joumal ol Transient Aeial Phenomen4) this question was amalgamated with a
prompt on flying dreams, and the overall outcome was significant. However, this question
has now been separated into two distinct
dreamscapes and comeque[tly the significance
seems to have dwindlet 14/35, or 4Oy".
27: Eaer hsd tbcsms about flying?

YlN

As mentioned above, the significance of
flying
the
dream has abaled: 17 /35, ot 48.5"/..
Nevertheless, this feature of dream life is very
persistent with those wihesses who have had
really close encounters and/or iepeated experiences. Taken together, the two results for
questions 26 and 27 when added in the 'or'
sense, yield a reEponse of 14 + 17 out of 35,
that's 31 out of 35, or 88.5%. This compares
with Keul's 1987 evaluation of 8 out of 15, or

31: Betorc ot during the dcy ol the
obseruation, werc any unusa4.l ctten8 ot
cflects noticeil? YlN
The result for this question is weak 16/35
said'yes'; that is 45.75%, and the investigator
went out of his way not to lead the witness with
any of the well-known, attendant secondary
effects of the UFO experience.

52: Aftet the ala! ol the obsemstion, werc

aay unusual eaetts ot ellects noticeil? YlN
Post sighting unusual effects holds about
the same result - 15/35, or 43%.

t4:

A

(eg.

y religious or mystical etpefietces
re.,elational )? YIN

A moderately high value of witnesses having had'religious/mystical' experiences could
tie up with the responses obtained in question
55 (about the importance attached to spiritual
quality of life), but there is a strange negative
correlation here since only one subject gave a
positive response to having attended chuch
regularly;an elderly woman ofthe 'old school'.
Two immediate social scenarios parallel
this situation: firstly. witnesses are following
the trend of non-sighters in Britain by abandoning religion, or secondly, witnesse$ feel that
mainstream religio[ does not meet their professed spiritual aspirations and needs - the
result for religious/mlrstical experiences is 23l

t5: Any upselting eaents within the lsrnily
or enritonment .rounil the time of
obsentstion? YlN
This question might be expected to yield a
higher affirmation rate in the light of question
16 (which asks about satisfaction with both
social and family life), and the works of Keul
and Spencer:the resultis 16/55, or45.75%. But
it would seem that turbulent family and Eocial

o
ts

dlaEmics do not always Eurround the cole UFO
experience.
t6: Any medicsl fieatmeflt for seaerc
illn ess/ in j ury/ sc ci iI entlh an,li c ap (,1 e scrib e
prcb I e m, fi ea tm cn t, w h ea )-?A moderateresponse of2'/35,ot 57 .75"/.,
a very small proportion of which have been
near-death or birth-trauma experiences.

!L

t8, Any prescribed
handicqp? YlN

dt gsloti

ness/ini ry/

PreEcribed drugs seem to have very little
significance in the survey - 5/35,14.25"/..

be potentially self-repolted by non-sighters.
Secondly, the existence of ESP is highly contentious in spite of the brilliant mathematical
modellingby the late Dr Bell on how information gets around the universe ('ESP - Scientist's
view of the Paranormal', by Dr K pedlaj) .
Notwithstanding these two majo! objections, evidence is increasing ftom leports all
over the world ofan omnipresent, EsP-prone,
close encounter UFO witness, who seu-reports
precognition, telepathy, out-of-the-body states,
clairvoyancy and other conditions whe.eby irlformation is received outside of the n ormal five
senses,

41: Et)er suflered

lrorn any of the lollowing:

(1) .leprcssion, (2) ,ten)ousuess, (3)
.lizziness, (4) lainting, (5) higltllout bloo.t
pesswe, (6) ftts, (7) chtouic hea.loches?

vlN

The general health quesilons did not produce any signiflcant values and ordy the highest
values are shown here (depression: 21l35 (60%),

followed by nervouEness at 48.5%, and dizziness/chronic headaches at 40%. Epilepsywas
the lowest at 5.75%).
It is worth mentioning here that both t}Ie
medical and psychiatric professions in Britain
do not recognise the trauma which some witnesses claim to have suffered as a result of their
close approacheswith UFOs. This situation is a
formidable problem since it leaves the witness
isolated and adrift \i/ith society, and thus it is
probably no wondei that the witness finds him/
herself unable to adjust to family, social and
professional life.

Arr! rclatioes ot frien.k seen a WO?
YlN
47: Any rclartles ot frienik e.1er erperience
ESP? Y/N
Questions 46 and 47 are talen in duality
because there could be a certain amount of
116:

positive feedback here | 29/35 (83%) and,23 /35
(65.75%) respectively. However it should be

mentiooed that in two cases of close-encounters which the investigator has personaliy
enquired into, and when another member of
the family claimed to be present at the CE event,
that the secondary witness has simply refused
to give evidence. This state of affairs is peculiar
and needs explanation: what was it that the
secondarywitness found so shocking tiat they
could notbringthemselvesto even speak about

it!
49: Attends (chtrrch or religious) meetinEs

rcgularl!? YlN

't4: Etet eepeienceil what
,ESP'?

YN

sorne people

call

Now we come to the most significant rcof all regarding life memory self-reported Extra Sensory Perception, 33l35,
ot 94.25%, a\d, i\ fact, this outcome was the
strongest feature in the earlier Keul (i987)
evaluation. Moreover,thisfeatureprobablyhas
a shong tie with the significant results obtained
in question 60 dealing with 'things' that are zot
actually there.
Now, as in 1987, it would be tempting to
equate the total UFO experience with extrasensory phenomena, but we have to be very
careful about jumping to conclusions here.
Firstly, we have no idea what is going on in
terms ofexEa-sensory information which might

sponse

55, Do yott cofisidet the spiritaal 4spect ol
Iile importont? YN
These two questions arc being taken together for the reason given in question 34, that
is, the former is 'negatively' significant with
respect to the latter: l/35 (3%\, and 28/35
(80%) respectively. Perhaps these are spiritual
people looking for a radically new spiritual
postute - one c:m sympathise with the views of
Vallee ('Messengers of Deception') when he
believes that a new religion is in the making probably 'New Age'.
53: Di.I sonething in W change sltel the
obsertation? YlN
The moderately significant lesponse of
24/35, ot 68.5"/., suppotr the work done by
Spencerwhere he noted that CElabductee wit-

thrcugh a profound (positive
or negative), post-sightiog life-chaqe, and for
thosewhomthe change is negative, can experinesses tend to go

ence severe inter-personal relationship

problems, marital difficulties and clreer dete-

riolation.
Inthe light of Spencer's observations, coupled with the findings of this aspect of the
anamnesis, it is strongly recommended that
question 53 be modified to embrace both the
positive and negative aspect of post-sighting
life-change, and furthermore, be included in
basic sighting report questionnaires.

etpeiences simil$ to the
obseflation? YlN
This question is onlyweakly featued: 17l

54t Any prcaious

35, or 48.5%. From past investigal.ions experience, this reference tends to be - though not
always - a factor pertinent to the 'classic' CEIIII witnesses.

In addition to these characteristics, we
have a spiritually-oriented personality (very
often artistically gifted) who does not seem to
obtain fulfrlment from conventional religious
ceremony.

Now these conclusions are all very well
and good. but as mentioned in the openirigpart
of this summary. they su.ffer from onewoilring
uncertainty, and that is: we simply have no way

of telling whether or not the characteristics
described in this paperarepresenl.in thelivesof

the non-siehting population.
If they are present, then we are left with a
distillation of utter nonsense and absurdity; if
they are not, then we have truly stumbled upon
somelhing which will rum our currentphJ'sical,
social, theological and folkloric theories completely on their head.

Recommendations
60: Huae

lou

etter thougJtt thst, u)hert

awske, yoa sozu, felt, heaul, toucheil ot
srnelt sornethi g that was not sctaally
thete? Y/N
This tisionary'-type question obviously
has links \Mith the ESP question 44, and as
would be expected, its significance isvery high:
30/3s (85.7s%).

Conclusions
The main outcome then, of a self-reporting, extra-sensory percipientwho is moderately
status-inconsistent, continues to support Keul's
earlier findings and the work of Spencer on

post-sighting life-change (cf: Keul

A, in

BUFORA Intemational Confercnce Proceedinqs 1989, also Spencer J, 'Witness Driven
Investigations lI', UFO Times, No 6, March
1990).

However, the significance ol the percipientbeing a'UFo-flying dreame/ becomes less
significant when the two categories are separated. Nevertheless, the richness to be found in
dreamscapes of some CE witness$ warrant
further studybythe psychoanallticalfratemity,
when our subjectfinallybecomes recognised by
them.

Because of our total lack of knowledge as
to what self-reported life-phenomena is prese[t
in the non-sighting segmert of the population,

it is impe€tive that BUFORA'S Research Department allocates funds, at some convenie[t
da(e in rhe future, in order to carry outa statistical survey (based on the salient aramnesis
questions covered in rhis paper) on non-UFOsighters, and compare the results ofthis suwey
with that already obtained hom the on-going
anamnesis tesb which are already on file in
BUFORA'S archives.
Finally, because the anamnesis is a culture-free, time-invariant mode of profiling the
lives of UFO witnesses all over the world, foreign delegates at this congress are invited to
extend this scheme to other parts of the world
by writing to the speaker for a copy of the
Anamnesis Protocol (there is no copylight).
Del€gates are strongly advised to take this
action if only for the fundamentally important
rcason that the UFO enigma is globally extellsive and affects widely varying cultures.
Who knows, we might just make that allimporlant breakthrough for which we have
been desperarely searching over the last forty
yea$ of more.
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they're doing to us
Budd Hopklns, UgA
Budd Hopkins

Budd Hopkins has repotted. otl his
inoestigation of the abduction
phenomenon in Missing Time (1981) qnd
Inttuderc (7987)- He now draws some of
his oun conclusions.

It is in the naturc of human psycholost
that an event as dramatic as contact with extra-

tenestrial intelligence cannot be thowht about
neutrally, without deep-seated hopes and preconceptions.
Most of us, I'm certain, prefer to believe
that extraterrestrials would arrive on our planet
as frierdly, helpful beings, eager to share thei!
technologrand aid us to solving our socia.l and
economic problems.
Upon this basic and very human wish
ceriail people have erected a powerful set of
interprctations of modern-day UFO rcports.
These hopes, hardened into akind oftheologr,
can be described as a modem religion, willed
into existence aJter the decline of our more
traditional deities. Afterall, we have been told
mole than once that God is dead.
On the other hand, our recent wars, both
hot and cold, and the venality and deceit we
have seen in many of our political leaden have
also inspired an undercurrent oI pessimism.
global inextent. lntemarional chaos,tenorism
and govemmental incompetence have hained

w always to expect the worse. And so,
ifthe maiority opinion or hope, is that extraterrestrials would arrive as 'Space Brothers', a
strong minority fears the opposite: that we
would find ourselves taken ove! by a baod of
many of

iotergalactic conquerors.
Our popular scientific frlms spell out these
hopes and fears quite literally: we have the
kindly space brother, Michael Rennie. sreeping
out of a gleaming spaceship to help eadhlings
through their troubles, and then we have the
Body Snatchers out to do us all in.
I've dwelled on these basic attitudes about
extntenestrial contact for an importart reason: when we examine reports ofactual contact,
especially as r€vealed in UFO-abduction encounte$, we must always bear in mind how o ur
basic preconceptions might influence our reading of these events.
After twelve years experience investigating the abduction phenomenon, I will llot deal
with the validity of such reportE in this paper.
I've considercd this issue elsewhere, in two
books ald a number of articles, so we will here
assume that the abductees I've worked with,
morc than 150 in all, are telling the truth as best
they recall it.
I will concentrate, instead, on what their
accou[ts tell us about the moral nature of the
UFO phenomenon. Are the UFO occupants, as
the are described by their abductees, good or
bad, friends or foes, or is the situation just not
reducible to such terms?
The very first step, previously, is to analyse
what the abductees say they feel about their
captors. and that, every investigator knows is a
difEcult task.
My twelve yeaG' experience leads me to a
distinct conclusion: each abductees emotions
are invariably intense and manyJevelled and
usually mutually contradictory.
Fi$t of all, conftontations with UFO occu pan ts are generally experienced as frigh tening,
so fear, at some point, is an almost universal
element in the emotional mix.
Second, there is a kind of awe or wonder
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at the power and seemiry magic of the aliens
technolog/. This often tianslates itsell into a
kind of affection, even love, that an abductee
might feel for the captor with whom he or she
senses a specia.l relationship.
On the other side ofthe coin is an almost
universal anger - verging sometimes on hatred
- that abductees feel towards their abductors
because of their enforced helplessness, their
sense of having being used, involuntarily, and
eveD, upon occasion, of being made to suffer
severc pam.
According to every broad study of the
abduction Iiterature thar I knowo[, and Thomas
E. Bullard'sis the most authoritative, fear, awe,
affection and anger are the basic emotional
components of almost every UFo-abduction
expenence.
It is safe to say, then, that powerful and
confusing emorjons follow such experiences,
and that after their encounters, abductees do
not believe they have beerl raken either by
purely malevolent foes or by selfless, angelic

Brothen.
The situation is far too complicated for
eithe! simplistic reading.
During the past eight years I have conducted an informal support group for UFO
abductees in the New Yo* City area and have
kept in touch with otheN in may parts of the
country.
These circumstances have allowed me to
obseFe a number of men and women over an
extended period oI tjme and to see various
pahems olresponse'ro t}leir abduction experiSpace

ences.

The weight of each component in the
slandajd emotr'onalmix varies widelv from individual to indir.idual and also chanqes with
time within any one psyche. But the basic
components always seem to remain, subtly at
odds with one another, in each abductee.
Several things mustbe kept in mind, however, as we studythe abductees emotional chads.
First. when one is abducred, he or she is in
something of an altered state, not unlike a

hypnotictnnce. The abductee is controlled by
the abductorsandhis or her behaviour:is in may
waJ6 far from nomal. The abductees may be
told things, shown things, that may not be true
orrreal'.
So in this context we must consider the
abductee's occasional a-ffection for his or her

captors. Psychologists have shown that this
phenomenon, the 'Patty Hea$t'slndrome, all
too often appea-rs in earthly kidnapping experiences.

Therefore, io evaluating the four emotions
commonly described by UFO abductees, three
seem appropriate but one must be dealt s/ith
wearily.
Fear is something onewould suelyexpect
iI the aJiens actually look and act as reportedby
their captives. Feelings of awe at the alienj'
technological magic are an emotion that again
seems appropriate.
Anger, often exbeme anger, seems to be
most abductees' reaction to being paralysed
and controlled by their captors. The physically
rn!r-asr v€ a nc sometrmes patrlfu] operatrons per_
foimed upon them urderline Lhis response,
which is often d€epened because the UFO occupants usuallyrefuse !o discuss the DurDose of
thesedisturbingprocedures. One hasnoihoice
excepi to submit to needles, lights, knives, .scanne-rs'and so forth. wilh no power to protest or
reluse.
"I feel like a lab rat," one abductee said,
her anger entirely appropriate to her situation.
It isthe oddaffection that abductees often
report feeling for their captors that seemE suspect, under the citcumstances. Is the feeling
possibly an artif icial emotion, inducedtelepathically through some kind of quasahJ4jnotic
contIol? Is it a version oI the panv
' Hea6t
syndrome? Is it a genujne reaction?
Obviously no one has an alswer these
questions satisfactorily, but it seems to me that
affection is the one conmon abduction response that must be viewed with suspicion,
When one tries to tally up the pros and
cons oI ar abduction experience as it irnrnediately and visibly affects human emotion,it can
be sajd that lwo reactions are essemiallv nega,
tive. or even damaging. Fear and anger, which
are often felt as deeply as terror and hatred, are
surely disruptive of anyone's life. The sense of
awe, while basically neutral and sometimes
tinged witll fear, may enhance one's world view
and tlus contribute positively.
The fourth and most suspecl emotion,
affection for one s captors. if genuine. is a posiiive one. So the emotional 'score, after an
abduction experience does nol support eithera
simple Space Brorher' o|Body Snatcher'jnterpretation.

o)
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Judging purely by obvious surface rcactions, we are still in ethically mixed teritory,
though to me and to inany abductees the negadve effects seem more powerful than the positive.

Moving away from the pattems of the
abductees' irnmediate emotional responses, we
ca!! evaluate the ethical conte[t of an extfaterrestrial presence by co[sidering another, laryer
plane. Is there any evidence that extraterrestdal
intelligence has actively intervened in human

affain, either helpfully or destructively?
The modem UFO ela of UFO activity
begins in earneEt in 1947, but many UFO reports surfaced during World War II in the
phenomenon labelled'foo fighters'by our airmen.

No force, eitler extraterrestrial or otherwise, put a stop to the Holocaust until Allied
armies conquered Nazi Germany. By then it
was too late for millions of innocent people,
murdered by a system no one seemed able to
stop.
The United States developed nuclearweap,
ons and used the to incinerate tens ofthousands
of children, women and men, No one, tenestrial or otherwise, prevented those bombs from
falling.

Contiouiog Stalinist butchery, intemaLional terrorism, American intervention in a
Vietnamese civil war - all meant that thousands
upon thousa[ds of innocent people lost their
lives because of the cruelty or indifference of
political leaders of every pelsuasion. No one
interened. Michael Re[nie, alas, neverstepped
out ofhis spaceship to save us from ourselves.
We have polluted our planet, spreading
cancer by industry's greedy indifference to the
consequences of chemical 'bonanzas'. No one
ever came to our rescue; the Chariots of the
Gods evidently drew up just to watch the damage deepen. And now we have a new plague the disease known by its ironic acronlm, AIDS...
something fresh and new that we apparently
did not have before the advent of the modem
UFO era.
Now all this means one thing.
As a moral presence the UFO phenomenon seems sublimely indifferent to what we do
to ou$elves. Iltervention is evidently not part
of the plar, as diving into the surf to rescue a
drowning child is sometimes not part of an
indolent sunbather's plans.

On the other hand there seems to be no
evidence that an extraterrestrial presence has
inflicted any excess pain upon us either. If
Michael Rennie's alien saves us only in Hollywoodfi lms, the evil, interveoing Body Snatchers
seem to exist only there too.
Ibelieve that the cruelty that mankind has
endured in this ce[tury has an all-too-humar
origin; one doesn't have to look to spaceships
for its cause. And we look to them in !"in for
salvation.
But how should we evaluate what seems
inescapable evidence of extraterrestrial irldiffereoce to humair tragedy?
Ifeelthatthe grades shouldbe harsh. The
power and technolosr revealed by UFO report
upon UFO report i[dicate that investigation of
some kind should have been possible; help
should have been gived. Apologistsfora Space,
Brothers theory use tie same argument as
Christian apologists: the UFO occupants, like
God, tolerate evils such as the Holocaust because life is only a fleeting reality - the afterlife,
or a rcincamated life, renders this question
moot.
As a Humanist I disagree. The death of a
child at rhe hands of gun bearing aduh is an
abomination, not a necessary leaming experi-

ence. The only excuse

I

can offet for

extraterrestrial i[difference is some kin d of flaw
in their appare[t power, some very real !1iderability that might provide them with an excuse
to avoid moral responsibility, the way ourindolent sunbather could avoid kying to save t}Ie
drowning child because he, himself, might be
unable to swim.
A few valid UFO cases contain accounts
of healing, descriptions of wounds madewhole,
eyesight stlengthened and so on, after UFO
abductions or encounterE. These iare exaidples
of healing, however, raise more ethical problems than they solve. If the occupants of UFOS
do have the power to heal, why is it used so
sparingly, so arbiharily? Why save one swim.
mer and let the others drown?
A woman I've worked with and know well
was abducted along with her older sister. Each
had had childhood abductions; each had lived
uneasily q'ith her memories. Last spring the
older sister was murdered in a park, by an
apparently deranged individual. The tragedy
had nothing to do with UFOS, but my friend
said this to me: "I've always thought, somehow,

they were looking out for us, watchi[g over the
people they'd taken in these experiments. Now

I

know I'm no saler than anyone else. They
don't seem to care."
Arld yet in one case I know about an
abductee was apparendy saved in a similar
situarion. The arbibariness ofit all undermines
any attempt to accept a Space-Brother reading

of t}Ie entire phenomenon. Amorality is the
term that comes most quickly to mind. ff the
immediate emotional reactions to UFO abduc,
tions are usually more negative than positive
and there is literally no sign of benign extraterreslrial intervention in world affairs, there is
still one more area ol examine, and it is extremely important.
It is the loBg-term psychological and physical after effects ofUFo-abduction experiences.
Dr Aphrodite Clamar, a clinical psychologist
with whom I have worked in many such investigations, has stated that she feels almost every
abductee she has dealt with has been psychologically scarredbythe experience. Thisis surely
myopinion also, and I believe that the psychological tests of abductees administered by Dr
Elizabeth Siaier, as well as the psychological
histories takelI through Columbia Presbgerian
Hospital ir New York City, all provide support
{or this thesis.
Though she points out that cause and
effect obviously cannot be established with
certainty, Dr Slater describesthe psychological
proliles of the nine abductees she tested as
resembling those found with rape victims: a low
selJ esteem, a distrust of their bodies, their
physicality, thefu sexua.lity, and a hesitancy to
tustothers. Not a Fetty legacylrom ourwouldbe Space-Brothers.
My case hles include rhree instances in
which individuals - all males and apparently
somewhatdeprcssedto begin with - committed
suicide after whatwere described bytheir friends
and family as UFo-abduction experiences.
And there is more on this debit side of the
ledger, including what seems to have been an
accidentfollowing a car-stopping incident and
abduction;the driver, the only surviving parent
of fodr children, dies later of complications
suffered in this encounter.
Tvo female abductees I've worked with
either planned or c€rried out suicide attempts
when they were 10 years old, and another
rccent attempt involves a frightened, despond-

ent 14 year old girl.
No one who has had this experience regards itasan unmitigated blessing. Some live in
peryetual terror. Some have suffered nervous
breakdowns and as a result ofrheir experiences
and the chemical and shock tleatments administered by baffled and incompetent doctors are
living thoroughly damaged lives.
I haveseen disfiguring sca6 onthe bodies
ofabducreeswho have involuntarily been used
in the UFO occupanrs' 'medica.l Drocedures.
Yet I have also seen abductees whose lives have
been undeniably broadened by their bizane
expedences: survivors who have managed the
human task of surmounting fieir haumas and
gaining something ftom them.
The repons, again. are mixed. but the pain
and suffering are immense. Deaths, injuies,
terrors, and mental breakdowns musl be
weighted aSainsr a philosophical broadening in
manv individuals, an awareness that the universe is larger - and closer - l.han anyone has
lmaglned.
The cost, ofcou.se, has beelr temendous,
andthe gain due more to human resilience than
alien kindness.
But there is, I believe, an explanation for
the apparently callous and often destructive
behaviour of the aliens who perpetrate these
temporary kidnappings of innocent men,
women ard children. Onevivid exampleshould
make the point.
TVo years ago a Minnesota matr whom I
shall call Earl wrote to me about his partially
remembered UFO experiences. Eventually I
visil.ed him on his farmand we began a seriesof
hypnol.ic regressions. He recalled a time years
before when his wife had been helping him
hawest a crop of hay in a rather isolated field.
She lay down to rest on the wagon while
Earl worked a few hundred yards away... but
then he saw ti ree small UFOS flv in at tree{op
leveland hoverabove his sleepirig wile. One of
rhem lowered ro lhe ground as Earl put his
tractor in gear and raced to her side l.o protect
her from whatever was happening.
A normal-looking blond man. speaking
English,sleppedfrom behind theclumpof trees
where the UFO had landed and asked Earl to
stop. "EverJ'thing is all right," he said. "She
won't be hurt".
Earl ignorcd him and leaDed off the traclor. continuingon foottoward t-hewagonwhere
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his wife lay, surrounded now by small, greyskinned figures, Earl suddenly found himself
paralysed and helpless. He stood tiere, unable
to move aE the blond man continued speaking,
assudng him "Everllhing is all right. Nothing
will happen to your mate'.
Ead watched in honor as his paralysed
wife was urdressed. A long needle was pushed
into her abdomen as she lay oll a bed of hay,
crying out at the pain but unable to rcsist. Skill
and hair samples were taken, and a thin probe
was inserted into her vagina.
Still frozen in place, Ead cursed and raged,
and the blond man seemed genuinely surprised
by his reaction.
"We want you to see this," he said, "we're
your mate. She'll be fine. why are
hurting
not
you upset? we're not hurting her."
The sceae ended shordy thereafter, and
the couple retumed home, aware of a pedod of
missing time but with no memories of the UFO

encounter. ln the days a-nd weeks after rhis
event, Earl's wife began su.ffering ftom nightmares, clawing in her sleep at the arca near the
bridge ofherllose, betwee[ her eyes, arld screaming for them to "take it out, it's huding".
She dug deep gouges irl her forehead while
the nightmares continued uIrabated. Other
sJmptomE of her terror appeare4, half-understood recollections of the events in the hay
Iield. Eventually she had to be hospitalised
sufferi[g from a severe nervous breakdown.
She lives at home now, tranquillised, no longer
herself.
The story is but one of many that I could
plesent to ill$trate a cenhal point about UFO
occupanb and their relation to their human
subiects: they simply appear unable for the
most part to u[derstald us, our feeli[gs, our
terrors, our love for one another.
They seem psychologically blind to basic
human emotions. h Intruderc, I recounted
case after case ilr which women were adificia]ly
inseminated or endured ova-retrieval operations, but whose reactions of mge or tenor
surprised their captors. These impassive UFO
occupants seem as remote ftom our 'peculiar'
human ernotions as theyare ftom our obviously
differing anatomy: perhaps more so. And their
lack ofunderstanding offers a kind of excuse for
thet callous behaviour.
It seems to me lhat we are left with but two
possibilities, neither very attractive. IIthe UFO

occupants actually do understand us and can
empathise rvith our needs and emotions, then
they are morally deficient - even in theirsingle-

minded selfishness. Not malevolent oi

deliberately evil, but as callous as the sunbather
who watches rhe child drown in rhe surf
At some point, amoral behaviourbecomes
immoral behaviour. Andthe evidence suggests
they really may not know what disasters they
sometimes cause. A female abductee recently
wrote me a letter which goes in part:
I uos uatchiflg a shou about animak,
because I lDoe animah. I don't hnou il it uas
Wild Kingdom or sorne National Geogtaphic
show, but these scientists uere trackin g some
polat beats. They had all kinds ol weirdloohing equipment and. uere using a white
board uhich rcndered them intisibb in the
snou to the bearc.
As I wotched I got a rcal sich feeling in
the pit of my stomach. These scientists uere
dressed in identical uhite suits, luled the
bears cqtset, and dtugged the one uith the
cubs. The uhole tiite they uete taegin! het
they erc tahi g blaod samples. measuine
lat, cheching eyes, mouth etc. And aheneaer
the beat strugglad they wouw pet her, talh to
he\ tell her eaerything uas going to be fine.
The scientists placed a deoice on het that
wouA back her noaements tor so many yearc.
They eaen norhed het with a speciel paint
that coud be spotted frcm the ai. They uhen
they uere thrcugh with het they run and hid
behind the bie scrcen so that uhen she uoke
up she uoudn't see the . She got up, hohed
around, and run so last her cubs coul.d hadly
heep up.

Imogine hou she must haaelelt the othet
times uhen they lollowed het in a helicopteL
She could run, but with the paint and homing
deuice she coull neoet hide! I think aII ue arc
is a bunch ol ani als to these beings. Sone
littlc expeiment that has been ongoing fot
uho hnous how long I don't lihe the idea ot
being something's lab ani.nal.
I thought about her letter, her understanding of the animal's plight and traumas irflicted
by the scientists upon the bear and its cubs.
These zoologists - as well as the occupants of
UFO'S, one hopes - are all acting ftom decent,
sciemific motives. Andyet inboth cases pain is
inflicted, paralysis is imposed, and traumatic
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telror is the result.
Some animals might abandon thei! cubs
after such an experience or die of a mis-measured dose of tranquillising drug or even die

from pure shock. just as some humans, like
Earl's poor wife, may never recover from the
horror of their experiences.
. Sad though this altemative seems, it is
easier lor me to believe that the occupants of
UFO s simplydo not understand what they are
doing to us, what raumas they are infliciing,
than_1o believ€ they do know and are mereiy
indifferent to human suffeling.
I have lalked with many people who will

not give up on the benign Space,Brother readlng oi these cases, no marter what. At the outset
I said that ourquasi-religious hopes diesslowly.
And so. despitemassive negadveevidence, thde
are sLillmany people who clingro the idea that
somehow. SOme way there may be rwo alien
groups. one bad and one good. The bad group
according lo this tieory, does rhe abducting
and experimendng whili thegood group reall!
loves and undersrands us. Somelim;s a kind oi
sub-rcsa Aq/an tacism can be detected beneath
these hopes. in l}lar the gra3n, as rhev have
been called. are the bad alieni, while attiactive
'blonds'are good.
ln my 12 years of investigation, however,
themore human seemingaliehs, whenever they
are reponed (as in the cases ofEarland his wifi
or tle Travis Walton abduction), seem ro be
operating as a tearn dghr alonp with the so
called glals, participating in abductions as usual.
I am unaware ol a shred of evidence that sup_
ports this simple-minded good guys, bad guys
dichotomy - but l}lere is plenty ofevidenceihat
this kind of wishful tlinkins is an all-too-common psychological habit. The contactee phenomenon. discounted
by almost all serious investigators, reDresents
the tdurnph of hope againsi realirv. of need
against evidence. The abductjon casei t ve studied over.rhe years can be defined as being, in
effect,'all evidence and no ideology, whilirhe
contactee cults are essentially the opposire.
aB passed on rhrough
. "Contacteemessa€es.
helplul'channels',
reducethemselves generally

.
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to soft entreaties to love one another, to make
peace, not wai, and to take care ofour Dlanet s
precarious ecologr - in otherwords, the kind of
chchC even peoplelike Reagan and Corbachev
routinely utter in their formal sDeeches.
Cthis kind of nebulous meisase, it should
be said, is sometirnes also report"ed in valid

UFo-abduction cases. What we really need,

oneabduclee said ro me. is actual alien-help in
solving our problems. notjust another newspa_
per editorial pointing them out).
In short, there is no reason to assume that
any benign group of aliens anywhere has yel.
done anyhing rruJy helpful ro our planet. SLich
evidence simply does not exist.
The final difficulty in the cultist view ofa
good alien-bad alien duality lies in the age-old
problem ot evil. Ifthe bad aliens are hurting us
by fieir abduction. why don t rhe eood aliins
p-revent it? For centuries we've asked ourselves,
if Cod is omnjpotenl., how can He permit,
the tortu-re of
Many of us felt that since no answer con_
sistent with the jdea of Gods omniporence
courd sabsty us, there was something seriously
wrong with the theolog'. And so it G wirh thi:
kind ofalien theology, aparl from the lact that
no credible evidence of any kind indicates a
struggle between dval alienlrouns
If there are wrious groips of aliens from
_
diflerent places.of origin in the universe, they
are apparently all co. operatively doing the same
thing to us -and I foronetlink rhat what thev're
doing is, in the shorl term at least, immeniely
destructive
Once again we are back to the only two
..
available alternatives. Either the UFO occu_
panls have not grasped tle psychological toll
tney are laking inrhese abductions and genetic
expenments because they rally do not under_
stan d h urnan psycholos/, or thev must be viewed
asanamoml race bent solely upon graLilying its
own sclentltc needs at whatever cost to us, the
victims.
The question of which alternative is true
cannot now be answered. There is evidence to
suppod both inrcrpreutions, but T, for one,
wish to choose the former

children?
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The Belgian UFO wave
Paul. Vanbrabant, Belgtum

Paul Vanbrubafit

Suddenly, on a Noveubet date in 1989, a
huge waae ol mysterious sightings of
lighls be$an aqoss Bel$ium. Although
they haae been witn^sed by peoplz,
rccotded on radar and film, and eaen
tacked by F-76 arcruft, the sightings
l.argely rcmain a mystery. Paul
Vanbrubant prcsents a synopsis of his

inaestigation,

Case 1
November29 1989, on the roadftom Eupe[
to Eynatten, about 17.45 hours, two state police
otEcers noticed the appearance of a strange,
strcng glimmer in the sky.
It was situated on their right side (N-NE)

while they were diving in the direction of
Eynatten. They immediately decided to stop to
observe it more closely. It moved very slowly in
an inclined line toward them at a low altitude,
flying almost direcdy over them.
The witnesses claimed to be almost blinded
by three bdght sources of light and they had to
turn laces away. The object, which they believed to be solid, had a slow and soundless
flight (although one reported a faint buzzing
sound).
As the object passed over them, they observed abizare red-yellow glimmer in the middle
of the object, lormed by the three lights. At this

point they could clearly see that the object was
a dark enormous triangle with a white light in
€ach comer pointing downwards.
Despite the press reports, at this point,
they did not recall seeittg beams of light from
the three sources. They also never saw any
reflections on the ground or on other oblects.
They decided to follow the object by car.
The policemen took a route toward Eupen
which both avoided tatric and led them to a
higher ground vantage point from which they
could observe the object. When they arrived,
they could see the object hovering above the
damoftheGileppe, above an illuminated newly
built watch-tower.
While looking at the stationary object,
they thought they saw beams of light emerge
from the sides of the'triangl€'. At about 18.45
houN, one ofthewitnesses suddenly saw some
lights between a group of trees at about 250
metres to their right twesr). The [irsl impression
was that these lights were coming from a farmer's bactor, who the policemen saw earlier that
day. Suddenly, however, the lights lose up
verticallyand soundlessly (save f or afaint buzzing heard by one of them) manoeuwed off in a
NNW direction.
The objectthen followedthe same altitude
from the group while performing sharp tums,
dwing one ofwhichthe policemen could see a
dark, flat structure, with a platform structure on
top with what looked like windows. This had a
dark green colour or reflectiorl. They descdbed
the windows as looking like those of a train at
night.
The object then moved slowly in a north-

eastern direction

to start

some kind of

reconnaissance flight above the area. It moved
in a spiral fashion above an area, N-NW of tlle

witnesses. They moved to higher ground to
observe more closely. The object moved further
away from them during its circular movement;
other witnesses have also reported this stage of
the sighting ftom other locations. Once the
object reached the 'centre' of its circular motions, it accelemted and flew in a straight line in
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a N-NE direction, disappearing behind the
horizon at er.actly 20.39 hours.

Case 2
November 29, 1989, near Lontzen, 6km

north of Eupen, at about 17.45 hours, two
chil&en of about 13 years of age weie walking
on a hilly road, with litde taffic. Suddenly a
stmnge object appeared in front of them from
behind a hill. It flew slowly at a height of about
80 metres sbove them, rnade an 180" turn and
accelerated to disappear behind the hill.

They were a-lraid and retumed home immediately. They repoded that they could hear a

faint buzzing noise, like that of an electric
engine, and the underside of the object had
several lights. when it turned, they thought
they could see some kind of structure but were

uncertain.

Case 5
November 29, 1989, south of Limbourg,
7km west of Eupen. At about 16.45 bours, still

in daylight, a man and his wife were driving
home when they sported an object hovering a
few 100 metres above the ground. As they drove
towards and undemeath the object, they saw
above them a triangular structure, \.ith tluee

bright lights.
The witnesses couldn't describe the object
very well but reported its colour as grey, but
non-metallic. The front light was rcpodedto be
larger than the other two, looking like a large
globe.In the middle they saw a flashing orange
light. On the right and left of the object, they
observed two lines, which they assumed were
some kind of lalding skis. The witnesses estimated the size ofthe object to be similar to i"hat
of a Boeing 737 aircraft.
Suddenly the object moved off at a reported speed ofmorefian 60km/hour. following
a triangular route and stopping at another locntion. After two or three minutes, the object
disappeared in less than 10 seconds, over the
horizon. Calculations show that the object
would have travelled at over 1000km/hour.
The observatio4 lasted for 15 minutes.
Later, at about 17.45 , one of the witnesses
noticed an identical object coming in his direction. It came at such a low altitude as to make
the witness suddedy duck as the obj€ct passed
over him in a N-E direction.

These are three cases out of hundreds; this
was the day the Belgian UFO wave started, also
known as "The Eupen Case'. However, sightings

took place all over Belgium, not in Eupen
alone. Eupen had the largest concentration of
sightings.

The case of the police offic€$ is very
important as this is one of the few cases where
two objects were obsered simultaneously, one
above the trees and one above the Gileppe.
With the sightings areas pinpointed on a
rnap, Sobeps concluded that at least tirce differcnt triangles were spotted that evening.
The djmensions of the triangles vary in
description, hom a Boeing-sized object to a
small triangle only 4- 10 metres in length. Some
reports compared the objects to the AWACS
aircralt which flies regularly in that area, but,
remarkably, some of these triangles flew backwards.
Confusion with these aircraft is possible
as they feature the same light configuration as
was reported. Butthe casesremain unexplained.

The 'triangle'

The most remarkable fact about the No-

vember sightings of triangles is that they

didn't

stop. They went on for more than a month.
Many were sighted by people in the province of

Luik.
Large triangles, little triangles, tdangles
with windows, witl domes on top, domes oll
the bottom, triangl$ with sharp comers, some
with rounded comers, triangles flying at great
speed, some hovering above tie ground... most
of the observations were not detailed. Those
that were didn't match the reports oI others.
In another case, on the 15th or 16th January 1990, ill the west of Belgium, a few hundred
kilometres away from.Eupen, a man left home
to go to work at about 07.50 hours.
He drove along smaller roads to avoid
traffic, with another cai ahead of him. His
attention was dlawn to strange light ahead. The
person in front stopped his car to obseree the
object. Abitfurtheron, this man also stopped.
A tiangular object flew right over him; it seemed
enormous and had three prctruding lights at
the front and one red light at one of the sides.
The object was dark in colour and estimated to
be around 20-25 metres long.
The witness decided to ddve on to get a
better view. From his second stop point, he

{
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could see that the obiect was about 2-5 metres

in height and tllat there was a pyramidlike
structue on the top, but with the top cut ofrand
a dome instead.
The pFamid was a light blue-grey colour
and it seemed as ifthe three lights protruded out
ofthe bottom ofthe obiect. then it disappeared
behind the horizon. This observation lasted for
about 3-4 minutesAgain this makes an interesting description because of the pyramid sAucture on top,
but others describe

a

dome, orjust aflat surface.

It is also interesting to note that this sighting
took place far from Eupen; towards the end of
1989, sightings in the province of Luik reduced
drastically, although in general there were still
many sightings in Belgium.
There were still reports of triangles, but
they wele showing up in other parts of Belgium ,
Tte conceltration of sightings in one location
rcduced also. On rare occasions, two triangles
couldbe seen atthe same time, sometimes even
in formatiolr, but most of the tie, far away from
witnesses.
Other objects were also reported; a stange
ball of light appeared several times.

The unforgettable night

On 30 March 1990, Sobeps refeN to 'a
unique occurrence in ufolosr', when everything seemed to happen at the same time; it
encompasses eye witness accounts, tadar con-

firmation and filmed footage. The story starts
with the report of an air force witness.
On 30 March 1990, at 25.03, the air force
observed strange lights in the sky. Several witnesses see three points of light, constantly
changing colour and therefore distinguishing
them from the stars; the colours change from
red (dominant colour) to blue, green, white,
without ally set order. The lights form the points
of an isosceles triangle with two sides of equal
length.
The lighti constantly, and suddenly, make
short jerking movements in the sky, but sometimes with long stationary periods in between.
The triangle then appeared to change shape,
becoming an equilateral triangle, during these
movements. The witnesses could !!ot evaluate
altitude, nor distance, or hear any noise.

Several witnesses conJirm these rcports
and then a second set ofthree lights is spotted,

apparently closer by, and forming another
smaller tdangle. Betwee[ 23.45 and 00.15 hours,

six points of light are observed.
The six lighb intermittently send out very

bright light signals. Later two more points of
light appear, ofless intensity rlan the other six.
At around 00.30, two airplanes, possiblyF-16s,
describe circles in the centre of the big equilateral triangle. Then the three lights forming the
smaller triangle fade out, and there is fast activity while two more of the lights disappear. The
remaining light disappears by 01.00.
At 01.18, a similar phenomelot occllrs,
this time four lights forming a perfect square.
They change position in short, sharp movernents. By 01.30, the four lighrs decrease in
intensity until they can no longer be observed.
The weather that night was cloudless, ,rith
no fog, and cold (+-0"C). Stars were easily
visible arld the moon was in the fiNt quader,
lying noth west ofthe observers' locatio[.
No photographs were taken, and looking
through a telescope showed a sphere with one
side more bdghtly illuminated in the shape of a
triangle.
The origirul report hai since been sup,
ported by further evidence, The air force
confirms that it recorded blips on its radar
screens and at 00.05, scrambled two F-16s to
intercept. They could obtain radar 'lock-on' on
several occasions, but could not sight the object. The objects appearcd to manoeulre out of
the rray within seconds each time a lo ck-on was
setup. The longest lock-on was 20 seconds and
was available for study.
One explanation offered by Professor August Meessen is that the objects were a
meteorological phenomenon.
A flm was taken at about 02.00 on the
same night in Brussels showing an object approaching the camera and flying overhead.
Enlargements of tames were made to determine any structure, but none could be
detected. Subsequent ilrvestigation pointed at
the explanation oI aircraft.

Conclusion
Three different methods of 'evidence' yet
the mystery remains unsolved. The radar detection is veryinteresting and could probably teach

us more about meteorological phenomena; I
have seen for myself how mist and inversions
can play tricks on people watching stars, giving

the impression of movement.
Regarding the film, there is no doubt for
me that it was an airplane; what I fin d strange is
the way it i8 filmed. The witness claimed there
was no sound and he flmed a Spot far away, as
if he knew it was coming" Think about it; a man
standing outside at 2am, iust frlming the night
sky for fun? Maybe he knew a triangle would
pass. This is, however, iust my opinion; I didn't

get a chance to talk to the witness.

[Paul Vsnbrubant has much morc
e ensirc inlormation on this and othet
cases, to be prcsented at lhe Congtess. He
aho seehs expeftise on underctanding
rudat detection, and bids any intercsted
parties to contact him.l
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A Close Encounter of the
Musical Kind

CEMI

is just another good medium to put this over.

concert
Cenral Librury Theatte
S helfi eld, S out h Yotks hirc
Satwday 17th August, 8.30pm
CEIV began in 1984, bom ofthe founder
members' interests in both music and UFO
research. Because of their unique interest this
first CEIV gig in Eqland will form part of this
year's 6th Intemational Congress hosted by the
British UFO Research Association.
As well as pedorming live over the yea$,
the band have completed %rious recordings,
one of which is a 60 minute lape with music,
nalration and effects portraying a UFO abductio[ - the CEIV (close encounter of the fourth
kind) from which the band takes its name.
Although some past rcck bands have chosen to dabble in the subject, with the odd song,
CEIV are very much cornmitted to what they do
and have sustained their commitnent over the
years.

They believe there is a definite message to
putacross - no, not ofdoom and gloom, justan
awareness of a baffling mystery and very probably an important message for the

futue. Music

There is no gimmick involved, and by
being a band member you would be liable to
find yourselfas much involved with ulologr as
you would music.
Bring along a camera to the CEry concertj
visuals
the
are very interestiflg, backd]op 'aliens'on stage and fine artwork is used to great
effect. The band wear black for their clothing,
nothingto do with'Menin Black' , morea case
of lettingthe musichavethe real effect. Songsto
be performed include a number oftracks from
the tape, some ofwhichare being perlormedlor
the first time in public.
Band member Brian McMulla! acknowledges the importance of the Coltgress
performance: "Sheffield to us, is il. Playing to
our own people. They'll understand every lFic,
feel every sound. They'll know exactly what's
happenirlg".
Copies of CEIV'S Abduction tape canbe
obtained at a price of just f6.00 ftomr Brian
McMullan, 102 Ferness Oval, Glasgow, ScotIand G21 3SE.

